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Celebrating 64 Years In The Tampa Bay Area
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GOURMET GENTS
SERVE THEIR .
BEST DISHES
The National Coalition of 100
· Women, Inc. Tampa Bay Chapter
held its 17th· Annual 'Gou rmet
: Gents: A · Culinary Fanfare' on
Sunday, June 28, 2009. The
Scholarship Fundraiser was held at
Higgins Hall at St. Lawrence Parish.
Over 100 men from around the
Tampa Bay area participated, serving their best dishes. Among the
Gourmet Gents were: Frank Carter,
Ernest Coney, Henry Bell; and in the
rear, Leroy Carolina and Frank Bell.
(Photography by Brunson)

Murdarad . BabJ's
Mom Plans To Sue

,- Activist Applies
For Elections Post

SEE PAGE 10-A

Black College
XBOX Game Debuts
SEE PAGE 3-A

SEE PAGE o-A ·
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County's Sax Case.
Suit Still Active ·i ii
SEE PAGE 8-A
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Readers Share Thoughts About 4th Of Julv Plans
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Families throughout the
nation will celebrate the 4th
of July. Some said the economy has affected the way they
will celebrate the holiday
while others plan to continue
in their customary manner.
Some Sentinel readers
shared their thoughts on the .
effects of the economy on the
holiday this year.
Ms.- Pat Spencer said,
"My plans are
to stay in
Tampa for
the holiday.
Normally, I
would be visiting with
family and
friends, but with this year:'s
economy, I will be trying to
save and cut expenses everywhere I can. I'm also trying
to get my budget together to
attend the NAACP 100th
Anniversary Convention
later in July in New York."
Tom Forward said, "The
Forward family will be
planning to
enjoy
the
company of
family members
and
close friends
living within the Tampa Bay

and the pursuit of
Happiness. "... Didn't apply to
us!
"But if we see the day as a
day to be FREE of life's
stresses and unfortunate
bias against people of color
and spend it in."
James Ransom said,
"My family
will celebrate
the '4th of
July'
with
family and
friends. This
weekend gives
us all an
opportunity to reflect on the
meaning of the "Declaration
of Independence," especially
the quote: 'We hold these
truths to be self-evident, that
all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by
their creator with certain
unalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness.'
"We will re-affirm our
commitment to fulfill this
promise as we celebrate our
progress in this most profound year of electing
President
Barack
Obama."
Danny Green said, "I
just got back
from the BET
Awards show
and I am
headed to the
Es s e n ce
Festival for
the 4th . of
July. The Economy doesn't
affect my holiday plans! I

area. We plan on barbequing
in the backyard, enjoying
some fresh sea food from
Oriental Fish Market, some
ice cold watermelon from
Marianna, (from my father's
watermelon patch), and just
enjoying the celebration of
independence and freedom
of this great nation," Tom
Forward said.
Ms. Carolyn
"The economic downturn began
affecting my
family last
year, so for
most holiday's if it IL..;.II~---~
isn't FREE, we don't usually
do it!
''There are many opportunities
to
celebrate
Independence Day if you are
so inclined. I won't get on
my soapbox, but for us if the
celebration is in commemoration of the Declaration of
Independence, what some
call the Birth Day of
America, were we not in
bondage?
·
"That famous excerpt you
see so often ... "We hold these
truths to be self-evident, that
all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, · that
among these are Life, Liberty
Ld"'-.. . . . Y
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plan on having a great 4th
July. Life is too short. I am
not going to let the Economy
stop me from enjoying my
life."
'
Ms. Janelle McGregor
said, "Our
plans for the
4th
have
changed
slightly this
year. We normally do a
fireworks display, but we decided not to
because of the increased
cost. Instead, we will just put
some of the extra money
towards food and invite
more family and friends over
to enjoy the festivities with
us.''
Les and Gwen Miller
said they have
not made any
specific plans
for the holiday. "We will
be spending
quite time at
home.''
Ms. Tonya Lewis,
"Normally I
stay home for
the 4th of
July. But this
year I will be
attending a
family and
community
gathering that Darrell
Jackson (Denver Broncos),
and his mother are giving for
her community. They have
been doing this for her community for quite some time
now. With all the sorrow,

and depression going on, I'm
glad to know someone is still
putting hope, and smile in so
many people. Happy 4th of
July to everyone."
Ms. Flossie Lomax said,
"I am planning· to 'get
my house in
order,' literally and figuratively. I need
to
spend
some quality
time with my son who is
home from college, we both
have been busy taking classes and working.
"I also plan to throw some
meat on the grill and just
relax before J·head off to
New York City for the 2009
NAACP National ACT-SO
Competition, where I will be
escorting .13 local Gold
Medallists as they 'Go for the
Gold.'
Bob Davis said, "It is hard
to believe that
summer is
passing by so
fast and the
4th of July is
here already!
However, my
plan is to host ...___ ___...,_____.
a great cookout that is in
within my budget. In a down
economy, bargains are the
name of the game, so what's
better than getting together
with your family and friends
to cook a delicious meal and
feast Independence Day
style. Wishing everyone a
safe and fun 4th 9f July!"
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Scholarships For Black Males
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INVITATION TO BID
Sub bids requested
and/or suppliers.

from

W/MBE

Subcontractors

...J
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City of Tampa
Downtown Water Pipeline
Replacement Project Phases B & C
Tampa, Florida
· Bid Date: July 16, 2009
Letters Of Interest Due By: July 12, 2009
Sub bids due no later than July 12, 2009
Trades/Services Requested:
Hauling, Dewatering by Wellpointing Only, Jacking and
Boring, Erosion Control, Fencing, Survey, Sod, Concrete,
Asphalt, Maintenance of Traffic.
Kimmins Contracting Corp.
1501 2"d Avenue
Tampa, FL 33605
Contact Person: Tom Harrington
Email Address: tharrington@kimmins.com
Web Address: www.kimmins.com
License No. CGC061458

j

If you know of any African
American males 18 to 28
years old interested in the
nursing field, the University
of the District of Columbia
(UDC) is offering free
tui~ion, free books, a $250
monthly stipend, and guaranteed job placement as a
nurse at Providence , •
Hospital upon graduation
(it's a 3-year program) with
~ starting $alary of $40,09Q·.
The program is recruiting
new students now. Please
contact Ms. Beshon
Smith (202) 266-5481 or
email Bsmith®urbanallianc

__

-

~

•

including Benedict College,
Claflin University, Clemson
University, Morris College,
South Carolina State
University, Greenville
Technical College, Midlands
Technical
College,
Orangeburg-Calhoun
Technical College, TriCounty Technical College,
and Trident Technical
College.
For more information
about this opportunity, visit
the websites of any of the 10
schools mentioned above.

-----·~-~-~ ~~

MS. BFSHON SMITH

~

Also, African American
males can go to college free
for four years.
The Black colleges are
looking for future Black
male teachers and will send
them to universities.
This is for males only, and
there are 10 different South
Carolina Colleges or
Universities participating

sos East Jacbon st.

Suite n03

Barrister's Building

Tampa, FL 33602 * (813) 387-7724

•BANKRUPTCY
stop F'oreclosuN & CrMitor"a H8raument
•REAL ESTATE LAW
·FAMILY LAW
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Black-Owned Companv Debuts Black_College
X-BOX Football Video Games

BY LEON B. CREWS
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Sentinel Staff Writer ·

In ·November 2008, '
Jacquelfue S. Beauchamp,
the CEO and Chairwoman of
Nerjyzed Entertainment ~n
corporated, an Mrican America~-owned ·
development
stl,ldio, introd~ced the new
Doug Williams Black College Football Experience
(BCFx) video game for ~ the
Nintendo XBox 360. On J:une
30th the game was released for
mass purchase.
BCFx was first introduced at
. a private party as part of the
35th annual State Farm Bayou
Classic in New Orleans.
Among those in attendance
was Doug Williams, the
first Black quarterback to win
a Super Bowl championship,
and the Super Bowl XXII Most
Valuable Player. Williams is
also the former quarterback
for the Tampa Bay Buccane.ers
and Grambling University;
Stan Verrett,· sports anchor
at ESPN; Southern University
Dr. ·. Ralph
President,
Slaughter, other college administrators, alumni, family,
and friends.
Mrs. Beauchamp is a native
of Baton
Rouge,
Louisiana, and said her dream
as a child was to one day owft · ·
an animation coinpany.
"I was a big cartoon fanatic
and one day I wanted to own a
company that does that."
Mrs. Beauchamp is the
middle child of s. She has two
brothers and two sisters. She
sail} her siblings knew once
she made up .her mind to d9
something,"thiitwas it.·:
· :
"My 'parents were:b6th e~u~ ··. ~'
cators and enjoyed mentoring
people. I wanted to a~end a
technical or vocational school, ,
and my father wanted me to · · ·
attend college. I ended up .
graduating from Southern ·
University with degrees in
Electrical Engineering, Math,
and Computer Science."
Mrs. Beauchamp said
after · 10 years 'of'desigrting
computers for. IBM) she decided to follow her passion:
"My experience working for
Motorola w~s very instrumental and I noticed I was the only
Mrican American attending

JACQUELINE SHORTERBEAUCHAMP

people working for her on this
project."
Williams said the game
has a half-time show, drumline
and 120 authentic songs
played by whatever band you
want·. You can also have your
own drumline challenge.

'"Tliey h~te· a virtual mu..;
seum to see the true history of
Black colleges, and I do the
voice over for the games. I'm
flattered and humbled to be a
part of this experience. You
definitely want our Mrican
American kids to know that

Bhi.ck colleges coiupete."
Mrs. Bea,uchamp said the
game wilthit-lhe market July
20th, but you can pre-order it
now at 'game8iop.com.
"I think we've created an experience that doesn't exist in
any games on the market."
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functions regarding that market. i left Motorola after 18
years to create more diverse
products.
"I stepped out on faith to do
this, ·and I'm a big believer in
purpose living."
Mrs. Beauchamp said
Doug got involved immediately when she contacted him.
"Doug's historical achieveriients speak for themselves.
To b~ able to talk to him, and .
him n'ever hesitating to· help · :
m.e was xery ~ncoutaging. He's . ·" :
very passionate about this.
That was almost 3 years ago.~·
·Williams, who was re-.
cently piQ1fioted t.o. coordi~ator' for ·:p.ro ·. scouting. by.-the- .
Tampa 'B~y Buccaneers, 's.aiQ.. · ...
he's f~~cinate(i'with the ·ga~e .
becaus~ you can· select any ..~'·
Historic~lly Black College .t>( . ·
Univer~ity to play each other.
· ."That's what's so exciting·...,: .
abopj.,t,W~.;td.L . , ., .;;~ ~ i i:~~;,..i!iL-. ~
"This is the first for all Black · ~
colleges in ·the video ·game
market, aP,<il}.llltlll;~H~~lt has
to go to J a(!ld~~ sM:lspent the ·
time, money and got the right
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Amtna's M<)un
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Amina The Ant & You Write
With Amina
(Creative Writing Books)

By: John & Jennifer Ingram-Darby

With A Narrative_Consisting of'English & Spanish

Visit Our Website: ~minatheant.org'
Email: aminatheant@yahoo.com

813-325-
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~ Editorials & Columns
FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN
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2207 21st Avenue, Tampa Florida 33605 • (813) 248-1921
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FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN PUBUSHING Co.,
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Frederick Douglass
OnJulv4th
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ome would say we should talk about something
else. "Things have changed," they would say. "So,
with a Black man in the White House, why should
we want to listen to another Black man, in another century - two centuries, to be exact - talk about freedoms we
didn't have, then, but have, now?
Our answer is elementary. "The struggle is not over!"
So, with that in mind, we proudly reprint comments
made by Frederick Douglass, before a group of Northern
abolitionists, in Corinthian Hall, Rochester, New York,
on July 5, 1852.
Said Douglass, "For the present, it is enough to affirm
the equal manhood of the Negro race. Is it not astonishing that,- while we are plowing, planting and reaping,
using all kinds of mechanical tools, erecting houses,
constructing bridges, building ships, working in metals
of brass, iron, copper, silver and gold; that, while we are
reading, writing and ciphering, acting as clerks, mer- ·
chants and secretaries, having among us lawyers, doctors, ministers, poets, authors, editors, orators and
teachers; that, while we are engaged in all manner of
enterprises common to other men, digging gold in
California, capturing the whale in the Pacific, feeding
sheep and cattle on the hill-side, living, moving, acting,
thinking, planning, living in families as husbands, wives
and children, and, above all, confessing and worshipping the ChriStian's God, and looking hopefully for life
and immortality beyond the grave, we are called upon to
prove that we are human?!"
Slighdy more than a century and a half ago, Frederick
Douglass spoke those words to an America who had not ·
yet made up its mind if it should mobilize i~elf to set
Black faces free. Now, things have changed. But how
real is the change?
Enjoy your Fourth of July! But remember: The struggle isn't over!·
·
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Driving, Teding
.And.SIUPidiiV

ave you ever seen it? No doubt; you've Wibiessed it
or wondered, as many of us have wondered, how
anyone with common sense or love of life would
do such an addle-brained, stupid thing. We're talki..g ·
abounexting while driving. Statistics tell the story.
More motorists have died or been injured by other
motorists who were either in the act of texting or simply ·
carrying on oblivious conversations on their cell-phones
than all the bomb blast victims on the streets of Iraq.
According to one estimate, cell-phone use is the reason for 636,000 crashes, 330,000 injuries, 12,000 serious injuries and 2,6oo deaths each year.
Moreover, studies reveal drivers who use cell-phones
to talk and text are four times more likely to be invol-vec
in personal injury crashes than are other drivers. But
many of us do not need statistics to· remind us of the
lethality of texting motorists. We need only to recall
< recent near-collisions we have had, not far from our
~ homes, while on our way to the grocery store or while
W ferrying our children to the park. Death drove by, with
~ its thumbs on a BlackBerry.
~ We suggest, therefore, along with ticketing for driving
I

bile driving through
an East Tampa
neighborhood, I
noticed a group of about
seven youngsters sort of ·
hanging out on the corner.
The oldest couldn't have been
more than 9 and the
youngest, still wearing his
fuzzy slippers, looked to be
about2.
As I continued on my way,
my thoughts turned to my
own childhood and summertime. We didn't want to stay
inside and hated it when it
rained. We used to play Four
Square, Dodge Ball, and
other games. We ate oranges,
tangerines, Japanese plums,
mangos, and raspberry right
off the tree.
After lunch we went back
into the yard and played
some more. One of the highlights of the day was waiting
for the ice cream man. It
seemed like we could hear his

music even when he was
blocks away.
We always tried to be good
because if we weren't, watching the ice cream man drive
by was the punishment. We
very seldom got caught being
bad.
The afternoons were normally filled with games such
hopscotch, the Devil and the
Pitch Fork, and Red Rover.
When it was just too hot, my
mom would make us stay on
the porch or in the shade of
the big oak tree in our front
yard.
Those were the times we
played marbles under the
tree. Back in those days, the
only thing that matter was if
you could shoot marbles.
Today, it seems that the
summers of my childhood
were magical. And, it seemed
that the summer lasted a
long, long time. Those children brought those memories

back.
I went on about my way and
upon my return trip, I saw
the youngsters again .
Apparently they had been on
their way to the Frozen Cup
Lady's house because each
child was munching on a
frozen cup.
This must be something
that comes along with childhood, because growing up, it
didn't matter how many
snacks we had nothing took
the place of a frozen cup. My
mom used to make them for
us with the fruit cocktail and
all, but it just wasn't the
same. We had to give that
dime (for the small) or quarter to the Frozen Cup Lady or
the world would just come to
an end on the spot!
Frozen cups cost more, but
kids still love them just the
same. I guess there are some
things about childhood that
remain the same.

Who was Dred Sconil
ra~tically every practicing attorney is taught
.
about the infamous
"Dred Scott Decision," an
1857 United States Supreme
Court ruling that "declared
that all Blacks - slaves as well
as free - were not and could
never become citizens of the
United States."
During my high school
years, we were also taught
about the Dred Scott ruling
as part of · our American
History class. I always felt
more emphasis was placed ·on.
the ruling than on Dred
Scott the man.
Consequently, I always
wanted to know more about
Dred Scott. So, today, I will
share with·you some of the
interesting facts I learned
about Dred Scott's life.
First of all, Scott's original
name was Sam Scott.
Indeed, Sam chose to use the
name of an older brother,

P

Dred, who died at a young
age. Scott was born in 1799,
in Southampton County,
Virginia. His owner, Peter
·Blow, moved to Alabama and
finally relocated to St. Louis,
Missouri, taking his slaves
along with him.
After relocating to Missouri, Blow died, and Scott
was sold to a United States
doctor,
John
Army
Emerson. Scott traveled
with D~. _Emerson throughout Illinois and .Wisconsin territories where the Northeast ·
Ordinance prohibited slavery.
While Scott and Emer-son
lived in WisconSin, Scott met
Harriet Robinson who was
also a slave, at the time.
Ownel'6hip of Harriett was
transferred to Emerson,
after she and Scott married.
The Scotts continued to live
in Wisconsin while their master Emerson, was transferred first to St. Louis, and

then to Louisiana.
After Emerson died, his
wife, Irene Sandford
Emerson, moved to St. Louis
and hired Scott out to an
army captain. Scott ran away
and hid in the swamps outside
St. Louis. Returning years
later, Scott attempted to buy
his family's freedom from
Irene Emerson for $300, an
offer she refused.
By this time, the Scotts had
two da\ig'hters, Eliza and
Lizzie, ages- fourt~e;n and
severi reSpectively. · ·
Scott used the $300 to file
a lawsuit to obtain his family's
freedom, in 1846. He lost the
first suit in 1847, but late.r'
won his freedom in a trial by
jury iii 1850.
Two years later, the jury's
decision was reversed by the
Missouri Supreme Court, and
an appeal to the United States

IContinued On Next Page I

without seat belts, even more so, police officers, deputy sheriffs and state troopers
should detain motorists who drive while texting. Yes, driving drunk is despicable.
Driving without a seatbelt is reprehensible. But driving with one's eyes glued to a cellphone and one's thumbs clacking its keys is not only jdiotic, it is criminal.
State Troopers, State Legislators, read this editorial and do the right thing. Put people who text behind the wheel where they belong ••• behind bars!
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on't you wish you
could be there to see
it? Phyllis Busansky
was there. She just got off the
plane and was given her own
wings when, I'm sure she got
the news. Her mother told
her. After all the bugs and
sloppy kisses, Phyllis's
mother pulled her to the side
and whispered excitedly,
"Michael Jackson is coming! He's on his way right
now, and should be here, any
minute! Welcome · home,
Darling, but you're just in
time to see the celebration!"
And then, the commotion
began. Spirits, who had worn
flesh and celebrity in former
years, once again donned
their former grace, took off
their wings and waited in line
to shake Michael Jackson's
band.
Jackie· Wilson - "Mr.
Excitement" - was first. He
grabbed young Michael who 1_
was thin as a rail, and bugged
him' as if there were no
tomorrow. Then; in stepped
James Brown! He smacked
Michael's band, bugged him
like a terrier playing with a
r~g:-do_ll, letting· him go only
when Marvin· Gay , and
Tammy' Terrell ran up to
wrap their arms around the
newly arrived star!
And in the twinkling of an
eye, Michael morphed intQ
an adolescent boy with a
busby Afro, as he was smothered by kisses and a rainfall
of joyful tears from all the
former stars of Motown.
All the original Temptations mobbed him. David
Ruffin led the charge. Mary
Wells, her voice as strong as
ever, picked Michael up as if
be was her baby. · Former
Supreme Florence Ballard
stepped out the crowd, and
she and Michael squeezed

each other as if each one was
an accordion. Then Junior
Walker stepped ·forward
and blew once more that
magnificent saxophone!
Duke Ellington was
there, accompanied by his
friend ·Count Basie.
Sammy Davis, Jr. strapped
on dancing shoes. He and
Gregory Hines joined with
the immortal Step Brothers to
do the Moonwalk in honor of
the young man they mentared. Nat King Cole sauntered out of the crowd, holding hands with the immortal
Billie Holiday. Ella
Fitzgerald and Dinah
Washington both jumped
with excitement, like schoolgirls with a Michael
Jackson crush.
·
And C. Blythe Andrews
wrote it all down for the next
issue of the Heavenly
Sentinel.
Then, suddenly, in the
midst o(departed saints and
resurrected archangels, a
dark-skinned, dreadlockwearing man in a brightwhite three-piece Brooks
Brothers suit with white
Stacey Adams shoes, stepped·
forward, gtasped Michael's
hand,. kissed him on the
cheek, and with a smile that
only a loving father could
give: said, "Welcome home,
my son, Job well~done!" · .
It was 'none other' than
Jesus Christ ·Himself! He
said to young Michael;
"Dad told me to tell you He's
on his way!" And when Jesus
said that, the party began to
happen, and the heavens glittered like fireworks! ·
Believe me when I tell
you . It's happening right
now! Oh, don't you wish you
could see it for yourself? On
second thought, maybe not
yet!

N

ews should not have
any color. It should be
a very simple matter
of the news being the news. It
is unfortunate that some
media outlets don't always
see it that way. These media
sources tend to pfint the
news according to color and
who is in the news.
We have come a long way
in reporting the news, but we
still have a way to go .
Because we still have a long
way to go, the media sources
we refer to as being Black are
very vital and a needed
source for both the Black and
the non-Black communities.
Yes, bad things go on in the
Black community. You can
read or hear about these incidents in both the Black
media and the non-Black
media. But! So many good
things happen in the Black
community that go unreported in non-Black media markets.
The Black media covers
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Trv Not To Blow Yourself·UpI . ,
his Saturday, the·
beaches will be full, the
roads cluttered, and
the barbecue grills
smoking. This 4th of July
won't be any different than
those celebrated in the past,
and that includes of course
the fireworks.

T

as the , PJ~Sition of the , Supreme Court ruled against"
Southern states on slavery.
Scott, Blow's sons purWhile the ruling and merits
chased Scott and his family,
of the c;ase _are complex, in
and then set them free.
summary, Chief Justice
The Scotts continued to
Taney issued the Court's · live in St. Louis where Scott
majority opinion, stating
became a hotel porter and
"because Scott was Black, he .
helped Harriett operate a
was not a citizen and therelaundry business. He died
fore, bad no rlgbt to sue."
' nine years later.
In an interesting turn of
. Now we know the truth
events, Peter Blow's sons
about Dred Scott, a persiswho bad been Scott's childtent, persevering and courahood friends, and who bad
geous Black man who loved
helped to pay Scott's legal
his family as niucb as be
fees, were the ones who made
loved
his
freedom.
Scott a free !Dan. When the
Harambee!
• • ' •
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Black·American ·h1slghf ·~~~ii~~ed k~~- J;89e 4-A · ·
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iD
dented in favor of the iower
court. .•
Having garnered the financial support of Peter Blow's
sons, abolitionists and the
· Republican Party, Scott and
his attorneys appealed to the
United States Supreme Court
in hopes that the lower
court's ruling would be overturned.
·
Unfortunately, the Supreme
Court was led by Chief ·
Justice Roger B. Taney,
said to have been an avid
supporter of slavery, as well

these events. This allows
me proud every time a Black
both the Black community
person accomplishes someand non-Black communities
thing good and noteworthy.
Issues happen everyday
to be informed of the good
things that also go on in
that affect Blacks and non)Uacks. So many people
Black neighborhoods. It tells
you who, what and bow. A lot ··.become informed of these
of Black people gain the
issues, what they are all
respect of non-Blacks ~ ~ about and what affect these
because the Black media · iSsues will have on them. The
informs them of those people ~- · - Black media goes even fur·· ~ ther than the things that I
and these events.
Contrary to what many may
might have pointed out.
It helps people to network
believe, the Black media isn't
just for Black people. Instead,
by informing people of
it is for everybody. In addiupcoming social, political
tion to letting non-Blacks
and religious· events. The
know about the good people
Black media also must make
and the good things in the
sure people are aware of
Black community, it lets
where businesses and instituBlack people know about
tions are located in a town.
non-Blacks who are doing
Finally, the Black media
good things in the Black cominfluences elections and
munity.
political decisions.
An<;>ther thing that the
All of thes~ things are very
Black media does is that it
important. As long as the
helps to develop racial pride
playing field is not equally
among Black people. While I
level for Blacks as it is for
have never had any problems .
non-Blacks, the Black media
with my blackness, it makes
will always be needed.

Every year, huge-firework
with your kids and Supervise
displays are set off sometheir fireworks. Don't allow
where in the city, and onlookthem to show off by doing
ers revel in the d'ifferent
something they saw someone
images and colors that race
else do, or trying some trick
you did when you were a kid.
across the sky.
Another frequent -occurSafety has· to be first when
renee is someone blowing
dealing with any kind of
something up other.than the
explosives,
sometimes we
· fireworks. The fireworkS you
. 'forgf:t that fireworks are
: ~ · purchase from local dealers
.:e: XplosiveS. - -~
•
are dangerO'\lS enough, but
I want everyon.e .to have a
when you add the homemade
good time and eat a lot. H
fir~~orks_ and ~e profesl!ion-. .. . , wa~t ~V.~fiP!l~ .to_ enj~rJ.he..
al.fireworks that novices . best beache$
m the world,
.
'.
aren't suppos,ed to .have,~you
protect each oth~r in, and out
have a recipe for disaster.' ·
of the water, .~nd take special
LOcal hospitals stand ready
caution when you're on the
roadway~. That means no
each 4th of July for bum victims. Almost in every case,
consumption of alcohol when
the accidents could have been
you. know you have to get
prevented.
behmd the wheel.
.
You'd think that in this case,
What I want the most, IS .for
ex.Peri'em:e·would be the best
thos~ morons who ~nJOY
sboomg handguns and other
teacher. Howev~r, each year
weapons .on the 4 th to be
someone mana~es to detocaught, arrested, and shown
nate themselves instead of the
the error of their ways
firewo~ks, and serious and
The 4th. of July can a fun
sometimes deadly results
and joyous time.for families if
occur.
everyone looks out for everyParents, make sure you're
one.
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First-Year law Student
Interns In West Africa
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Attorney Pamela Robinson said she never thought she
would visit the continent of
Africa. However, next week,
she and her uricle, Chester
.Reynolds will board an airplane for Ghana, West Africa.
The purpose of the trip _is to .
visit with her daughter, Donn~ ;it:: .
Robinson.
.
·· ...."'." ·'

Activist APPlies
For Supervisor Of
Elections Post
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Donna, who is a first-year ..·
Donna Robinson, far right, is shown with family. members
law student at Florida A & M>: Dwiena Collins, Denia Collins, and their uncle, Chester
University, College.of Law, left.v. .. ., . Reynolds, at a family gathering before she left to complete her
on May 27th to serve as Human · .• internship.
Rights Fellow in Accra, Ghana.
She graduated from Blake
she was accepted at the FAMU
She will complete the internHigh School and entered the
College of Law and completed
·
ship on August 7th. _
University of Central Florida as
her first year. Donna was choA native of Jacksonville, she
a Pre-Law and Anthropology
sen by Dean Levitt, Ph.D.,
moved to Tampa in 2004 with
major. Her focus was internaAssociate Dean for Internaher parents, Attys. Donald
tional study, although neither
tional Programs and Distinand Pamela Robinson, and
of her parents practice in this
guished Professor of Interbrother, Aaron. Donna also
field.
national Law, as a recipient of
has
a .' younge~ · sister,
After graduating from college,
the prestigious fellowship.
Xiomara. ,.
Each year one International
Human Rights Law Fellowship
award is presented to a firstyear law student to encourage
Arrested and
students from minority groups
About Your
to specialize in international
Legal Rights?
law as scholars or practitioners
Call Tanya Dugree ·
with expertise in the developing world. Daniela McCalla
also earned a fellowship.
Payment Plans Available
The Supreme Court of Ghana
With NO CREDIT CHECK
was required to confirm both
young ladies. Their role as interns is to provide research to
the Justices -on the Supreme
Court of Ghana. They reside in
the Marcus Garvey Guest
House of the W. E. B. DuBois
Centre during the internship.
While a student at the Uni_.
versity ·of Central Florida,
AUTO ACCIDENT ,
Donna instituted a program.
,.HELPLINE:
on the campus to raise money
and awareness for the plight·of
Injured? N~ecf:a .Doct9r? Lawyer?
the people in that country. She
-CALL RICKY
.
remains in contact with her
successor to ensure that the
program continues, her mother
said.
Or Em_ai~ callrickywiiliams@gmail.com
Attorney Robinson said
Available 24 HI"S./Day • FREE Consultation
.
..
.
Donna didn't reveal that she
was a candidate for the fellowship immediately. "She waited
until after her finals before she
told me, but she knew she was
being considered. She didn't
want me to worry.
"She is a little homesick and
I'll visit' with her for about a
week. I'm so excited about seeing the motherland. I never
thought it would ever happen."
Donna, who is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie (Minnie) Gray, of
Tampa, and Ms. Maryland
Robinson and the 1ate Willie
Robinson, of Jacksonville, enjoys being involved in community activities, shopping,
swimming and traveling. A
member of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc., she also enjoys
spending time with her sorority
sisters.
Attorney Robinson said
upon graduation Donna plans
to practice International Law-- even if it takes her back to
Africa.

(813) 418-5253

·~

Longtime Tampa community
activist Joe Robinson has
submitted an application for
consideration to fill the role of
Hillsborough County Supervisor of Elections. The position
became vacant with the death
of recently elected Phyllis Busansky.
Governor Charlie Crist
will review the applicatiOIJS
and make the appointment.
As of press time, one woman
and seven men have submitted
applications. Robinson is the
only African American who has
submitted an application at
press time.
Other applicants for the position are: David Agliano,
Robert (Bob) K. Henriquez, Michael K. van
Hoek, Craig Latimer, Lee
Nelson and Ms. Rosemary

JOSEPH ROBINSON

Tampa Activist Seeks
Appointment as Supervisor of
Elections.
·
Goudreau Stang.
A graduate of Tampa Catholic High School, Robinson,
55, is a graduate of the University of Iowa, and Golden Gate
University. He has served on
r..umerous boards and has several other gubernatorial appointments to his credit.

Old School Summer
Jam Fest2009

"

COREY 'KING COBRA'
FELTON

It's party time. A date Tampa
will remember will be July 11,
2009, because that's when King
Cobra Enterprises will host its .
first annual Summer Jam Fest.
This year, homage will be paid
to the Old School. This is not
your everyday club scene and is
a B.Y.O.B. celebration filled
with a f!ighr of live entertain, ment. . ,.,
-. .., . ·
""'
The evening will kick off with
R&B sensation, Swagga. This
future star has captivated audiences during sporting· events,
written theme songs for popular radio stations, and stole the
show while opening for national recording artist, J\vant.
Also, Ms. B will be serenading the gents with her strong
passionate voice that is guaranteed to tingle your spinal cord.
Ms. B is the true example of
versatility. She cim sing as soft
as Sade and as strong and
powerful as Aretha Franklin.
The show stopper of the night
is none other than Shawn
Brown. Shawn has appeared
on Channel 8 News, NBC

SHAWN BROWN

Daytime Television, and has
built a strong following all over
the country. Shawn will not be
alone. He will be performing
with a live band who will be
rocking the stage performing
your favorite hit tunes and a
few original~.·
As far as DJs go, the top promotion'al:coinpany with the top
bands wilt not be> the"Ysame
withoutthe top DJ.
Tampa legend, DJ Rock It
Rod, will be providing the
sound for the Jam Fest. Everyone who is in the V.I.P. areas
will be treated as kings and
queens, and served by beautiful
hostesses and handsome hosts.
Whatever your motivation is,
whether it's good entertainment beautiful men and
woman, or the food, come out
to the Old School Summer Jam
Fest, and don't forget to bring
your bottle.
Be sure to come out to the
Tampa Letter Carrier Hall,
3303 West Cypress Street, Saturday~July 11th at 9 p.m.

~======================================================================~~:::0

The Tampa Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
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The members of the Tampa Alumnae Chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. would like to extend our
gratitude to the community for your support of our .
programs and projects throughout the year. Thanks to
your support we were able to award over $12,000 to 18
students this year.
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The Annual Scholarship Awards Program was held
at the Brooks-DeBartolo Collegiate High School. Dr.
Marian Lauria-Davis and Mrs. Pamela Bellamy-Lee
served as Co-Chairs of the Scholarship Committee. The
Soror Brenna Fields-Taylor,
theme for the awards program was "BELIEVE"! The
President of Tampa Alumae
scholarship recipients were: Jasmine Gray, Helen Green
Chapter
Wilson Scholarship; Kezia Gilyard, George Edgecomb
Scholarship; Jasmine St. Clair, Sam and Mattie V\lhitman Memorial Scholarship;
Nina Zimmering, Tampa Alumnae Scholarship; Antaysia Thomas, Haynes Family
Scholarship; Ciara Johnson, Brittani Mclemore, Shakea Kindred, Nyasha Bailey,
Monique Blake, Shaantell White, Meagan Jones, Gamma Mu Sigma Scholarships;
Jordan Clark, Ayana Wiggins, Anyesia Robinson, Shanae Simon; Tampa
Alumnae Book Stipends; Carl Morrow Ill and Jada Calhoun, Sons and Daughters
Scholarships.
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The May Week activities continued on Sunday, May 3rd. The chapter in
partnership with D.E.L.T.A., Inc. presented Jabberwock 200~ "HerStory: A
Celebration of Our Lives" at the beautifully decorated India Cultural Center. Mr.
· Ernest Hooper, Columnist for the St. Petersburg Times and Ms. Ginger Gadsden,
Morning Anchor for 10 Connects served as the Master and Mistress of Ceremonies.
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Jabberwock presentation was a living history museum that featured live
fDOdels ranging from Madame C.J: Walker to the nation's first lady, Michelle
Obama. Ms. Aryn Haynes and Mrs. Lori Bassett-Sharrieff were the lead actresses
in the production. The Jabberwock Committee Co-Chairs are Sorors Sherri DayFlhillips, Ann Bush, Alanna Harmon Maranda Hill. Sorors and guests dressed in
. festive hats and gloves as they enjoyed a formal tea service. The Jabberwock
winners were Tiara Turner, Ms. Jabberwock; 1st place - Deborah Floyd; 2nd pla~e
- Tia Torain. Members in the audience voted for their choice for the winner of the
talent competition and Ms. Taylor Hatfield was the Talent Winner. The Jabberwock
contestants chose Ms. Mykala Wilson-Allen as Ms. Congeniality.
On Wednesday, May 6th, the Annual Delta Day at the County ·commission was
held. Sorors Sabrina Griffith and Shakira Hayward are Chair and Co-Chair of the
Political Awareness & Involvement Committee and Sorors Chelsea Hall and Katrina
Oliver are the Chair and Co-Chair of the Social Action Committee. Members of the
chapter met with County Administrator, Pat Bean, and Commissioner Kevin White
prior to attending the Board of County Commissioners meeting. They also met with
various County department heads and volunteered to serve on County BC?.~rds.
Jb} 0::.

Ms. Taylor Hatfield
Jabberwock Talent V\linner

Our 2009 Scholarship V\linners
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Sorors National First Vice President Paulette
Walker and President Brenna ~ields-Taylor
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Sorors Presid_
ent f,renna Fields-Taylor,
Aretha Morrow, Pamela Bellamy Lee
and Dr. Marian Laurla-Davls present a
scholarship
·

The women of the TA Chapter gather for a picture
with Pat Bean and Commissioner \1\hllte
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60 Tampa Park
Lawsuit Remains Active
Residents Invited To
Against Commissioner With Anend_
Baseball Game
$118,000 Price Tag
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The lawsuit alleging sexual
harassment against a
Hillsborough .
County
Commissioner remains active.
Earlier this week, the charge
of termination as retaliation
was dropped.
The allegation of sexual
harassment
against
Commissioner Kevin
White, 44, by former Aide
Allyssa Ogden, 24, remains
active
against
both
Commissioner White and
Hillsborough County government.
The attorney representing
Ms. Ogden only had the
charge of retaliation against
both Commissioner White
and Hillsborough· County dismissed.
Commissioner White
terminated Ms. Ogden's
employment a8 his Aide after
7 months of employment. She
filed the lawsuit against her
former boss in November

COMMISSIONER
KEVIN WHITE
...Sexual Harassment Lawsuit
Rages On

2007. White has denied the
accusations.
Ms. Ogden stated in the
lawsuit that the unwanted
attention began within days
after she was hired. She further alleged in the lawsuit that
she accompanied White to
Atlanta, GA, in September
2007. During the trip she
alleges that White took her
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to dinner and later asked to
share her hotel room.
Shortly after the trip,
White terminated Ms.
Ogden's employment.
County Attorney Renee
Le_e initially represented
White, because he is a county employee. However, due to
a conflict of interest, the
County hired Attorney
Claire Saady as outside
counsel in the case.
A spokesperson for
Hillsborough County said, as
of May 31st, the County has
spent $118,168.55 defending
itself in the lawsuit.
. The Honorable Richard
R. Lazzara is presiding over
the case. Judge Lazzara
asked the parties to settle
based on deposition review.
However, Commissioner
White has been adamant
about taking the case to trial.
Court papers filed in the
case stated that Ms. Ogden
complained of sexual harassment to the County. Ms.
Ogden is represented by
Ronald Fraley, of The
Fraley Firm, P. A
Commissioner White is
-represented personally by
Attorney Steven Wenzel,
of Wenzel & Fenton, P. A.
Commissioner White, a
first
term
County
Commissioner representing
District 3, he is the only
Democrat and African
American on the 7-member
board, has filed for the
upcoming election in August
2010. If re-elected, he will
servefortwoyears.
City Editor Iris B .
Holton can be contacted by e-mail at iholton@Osentinel.com. or by tele. , ,. ph~ue. qt(lh3) 24B-1 9ju,

Sixty residents of Tampa
Park Apartments and their
families will attend a baseball
game at George Steinbrenner
Stadium on Friday evening.
They are members of the
"Becoming A Better You
(BABY)" organization developed for those residing in the
complex.
Ms. Yolanda Anthony,
Program Facilitator, said the
invitation was offered by
Danny Lewis, Director of
Marketing for Bill Currie Ford
and Lincoln Mercury. Lewis
had originally invited the
group to attend a game on
May 22nd. However, due to
inclement weather, Ms.
Anthony declined the invitation.
He later contacted her after
speaking with the Yankees
organization and invited the
group to attend the game on

Friday when the Tampa
Yankees take on the Lakeland
Flying Tigers.
In addition to taking in the
game, the group will have an
enjoyable evening of fireworks
and entertainment. They will
travel to the game by bus. All
attendees must have a ticket
to enter the game.
"After I met Mr. Lewis and
told him about the program,
he was very excited about it
and wanted to offer support.
He made it possible for the
residents to attend the game,"
Ms. Anthony said.
The program was established to help residents
become self-sufficient and to
realize their full potential. It is
free to residents of Tampa
Park Apartments and they are
encouraged to attend the
meetings.

Civic Association.Meeting
The Thonotosassa, Seffner,
Mango Civic Association, Inc.
will meet in its regular monthly meeting Monday, July 6,
2009, 6:30 p. m., at the
Thonotosassa Branch Library,
10715 Main St., Thonotosassa

(33592).
All members, family and
friends are welcome. Please
plan to attend.
For more information, contact, Pauline Larry Grant,
P~es_ident, (813) 986-3300.

,,

local Health Centers
To Receive Funds
First Lady Michelle
Obama has announced the
release of $41,038,412 in
grants from the Recovery Act
to upgrade and expand community health centers in
Florida.
Locally, the funds will be
received by Tampa Family
Health Centers tha(~ope~;.ate '':
out of the Lee Davis E!enter .on'' '1

Tampa Neighborhood Center
on North Rome Avenue.
Also, Suncoast Health .
Centers in the county will get
funds.
The funds will also be used
to create centers in areas
· where they are needed and to
se~ce inore patients in ~ose
.areas..
••
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.d~S:t:r~e:e:t~a~n~·d~th~e~·~··.~~est
·.· ·' ~".,- ··. ··· Rainbow·MihlStries
Church Of.God In Christ
1405-Park Street
$effner, FL 3'3 584
813-381-3937

ELDER JOSEPH B. GREEN
First Lady:
' MISSIONARY CHERYL GREEN
Weekly Worship Schedule
Sunday Sehool- 9:30A.M.

Paris,
rnl«,.l nln<>r

P.A./J~;:~13-7924 ·.··

District 2

Sunday Morning Worship - ttA.M.
Monday Morning Prayer - 9 A.M.
Wednesday N'lJ)lt Worship
Prayer Service 7 P.M.
Bible Study ']:30 P.M.
Saturday Mol'DfDa Prayer
Warrion Service
Every Second Sat. Of Each Month

"Fulfilling Tlu: Vision Throug/IFaitlr. •
www.rainhowministries.webs. com
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Honorarv Degrees Conferred On Pastor, Member
The New Mount Zion
Missionary Baptist Church of
Tampa, Florida Incorporated,
traveled to the Founder's
Week Celebration/Graduation 2009 of Berean Bible
College Seminary, June 1st,
2nd, and 3rd as pastor,
Reverend Dr. Walter
James Williams and member, Ms. Barbara F.

Wright received honorary
degrees.
Reverend Dr. Walter
James Williams is the eminent pastor of 14 years at
New Mount Zion. He received
the honorary Doctorate of
Divinity. Dr. Williams now
holds two honorary Doctorate
Degrees and an earned Ph.D.
from Beeson's Divinity School

New Harmony M. B. Church
· NEW LOCATION: 2811 N. 17th St. • Tampa 33605
Phone For A Ride (813) 531-4799

Series: "Never Give Up 1'
Learn How To Be Encouraged
& Endure In Times Such As These

:. '. ry Monday 7:30 P.

/\\:::: . . 4603 North 42nd Street
..... ,....
pa, Florida 3361

REV. DR. WALTER
J.WILLIAMS

MS. BARBARA
F. WRIGHT

of Samford University, where
he earned his Bachelor of
Christian Education and
Master
of
Christian
Education.
Pastor Williams is the
founder/chairman of the
Board of Directors of
Shepherd's Men Incorporated, founded in 1990; serves
as Vice President for the
District Sunday School and
Baptist Training Union
Congress an auxiliary of First
South Florida Baptist District
Association; chairman of the
Social Justice Commission of
the Progressive Missionary &
Educational Baptist State
Convention of Florida and he
has proclaimed his most
rewarding avocation is his

role as Director of Ministries
of Open Door Ministries with
which he has been affiliated
for more than 40 years.
Ms.
Barbara
F.
Wright, a native of Tampa,
received the Honorary Degree
of Humane Letters for her
vast church and community
involvements. Ms. Wright
now serves as the President of
the First South Florida
Baptist District Association
Senior Women's Auxiliary, as
well as the president of the
Progressive Missionary &
Educational Baptist State
Convention of Florida, Inc.,
and is now in her fourth year
in that position.
Ms. Wright has served
as president of the state

YWA/Junior
Women
Auxiliary and National
YWA/Junior
Women
Auxiliary; one of the founders
of the Women's Intermediate
Auxiliary; she has served for
several years as Chairlady of
the National Senior Women's
Annual Prayer Breakfast for
the
National
Baptist
Convention of America, Inc.
She also serves as president
of the Senior Women's
Ministry of New Mount Zion.
Ms. Wright is known
throughout the United State
having traveled as a workshop facilitator and clinician.
Her background as an administrator includes Administrative Assistant for the
Progressive Missionary &
Educational Baptist State
Convention. At present her
responsibilities include CoDirectorship for the Summer
Camp shared with the
General Baptist State
Convention of Florida.
Ms. Wright cites the
popular lyrics written by
Alma Bozel Androzzo, "If
I Can Help Somebody... then
my living will not be in vain"
as her purpose in life, as she
was molded from a young age
by her grandmother, Sister
Amanda W~ght.
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St. John M. B. Church - Bartow, FL
. Seeking A Spirit•Filled Leader
For Pastoralship.
Send Resumes To: ·
. John M. B. Church
.,.:.-.. Bartow, FL 33831
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Celebrates

''HOMECOMING

2009''·

· · ine - July 19th

6
~

· Ceremony"
~

Theme : "The Kinsman Redeemer and The Reward for Being Redeemed;'
Taken From The Book Of Ruth

$auwday • $abbaah School
Sabbath Service I :30 P.M.

lu::~u·•... r

July 8, 2009 - 7:30 P.M. • Oak Hill Missionary Baptist Church
Tampa, Guest Church - Reverend VIctor Ball, Guest Pastor

July 9, 2009 • 7:30 P.M. • District Leaders' Presentations
Districts One Through Six

.

July 10, 2008 -7:30P.M.- District Leader's Presentations
Districts Seven Through Tw9lve

July 12, 2009 -11:00 A.M. • Special Worship Service Honoring
Reverend C. P. Epps For 50 Years Of Continuous Spiritual And Ministerial ·
Service To Mt.Oiive And The Community

3:00 P.M. Mt. Olive Missionary Baptist Church- Bradley, FL,
Guest Church Reverend Eugene Kendrick, Guest Pastor

6:00P.M. - Mortgage Burning Service- Dr. C. P. Epps Education
Building - Mt.Oiive, Guest Speaker And Other Special Guests.
For More Information Contact ':;ster Clara Cobb, Public Service Representative

.
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& "Moitgage.l;lurning

Tuesday • Biblical Workshop 7:30.
Frkl:q • Testimony & Spiritual
7:30P.M.
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"Dr. Epps' 50-Year .C~remony"
:
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Mother Of Babv Tossed

In The Spotlight

Out Window Plans Lawsuit
An attorney representing
the 17-year-old mother of an
infant killed in May has filec
a Notice Of Claim, notifying
several various governmental entities of a possible lawsuit. She is represented by
Attorney
William
Thomas Wadley, of the St.
Petersburg law firm of
Yanchuk, Berman, Wadley &
Zervos, P. A.
According to Florida law,
.,l
governmental agencies ~ust
be notified 180 prior to a
lawsuit being filed. The
Notice of Claim was filed on
June 16th, by Attorney
Wadley.
It names: Ge~rge H.
Sheldon, Secretary, Florida ,
Department of Children and
Families, Nicholas Cox,
Regional Direetor, Florida
Department of Children and
Families, Alex Sink, Chief
Financial Officer, Florida
Department of Financial
Services.
The Notice of Claim states
grounds for the lawsuit are
the personal injury and
death of the infant,
Emanuel Wesley Murray, Jr., "were the direct
and proximate result of the
negligent handling of her
case by the Florida
Department of Children and
Families.
"... The claimant was ·seriously and grievously injured
by Richard Anthony
McTear, ... suffering bodily .
injury and resulting pain and
suffering, disability, disfigurement, mental anguish,
loss of capacity for the enjoyment of life, expense of hospitalization, medical and
nursing care and treatment,
loss of earnings, loss of ability to earn money and/ or
aggravation of previously
existing conditions and the
pain and suffering stemming
from the loss of her child."
During a telephone interview Attorney Wadley
said in addition to the

RICHARD McTEAR; JR.
... Facing Murder
Charge in baby's death

EMANUEL WESLEY

MURRAY

and then picked up the child
and
fled the Mirabella
Department of Children and
Apartment
complex in a
Families, the Hillsborough
blue,
4-door
Impala.
County Sheriff's Office,
As police were looking for
Hillsborough Kids, Inc., and
the vehicle, a FOX 13
the apartment complex
employee, traveling southwhere Ms. Bedwell lived
bound on I-275 at Fowler
are potential litigants.
Avenue, observed something
"It is undetermined who
on the side of the interstate.
is going to be sued. We are
A closer inspection showec
still collecting information
that it was an infant.
and reports. Once we have
He contacted police and
all of the information, we
they
determined that it was
will have a better idea of how
Emanuel
Murray, the
to proceed. It's too early to
infant
who
had
been reportdetermine who is. responsi- ·
ed
missing
about
an hour
ble."
earlier.
The
infant
was
proBoth Attorney Tony·
at
the
scene
at
nounced
dead
Peluso, legal counsel for the
· 4:30 a. m. A preliminary
Hillsborough
· County
investigation indicated that
Sheriff's , .Office
and
the
child had been thrown
· .Attorney Ed Savita, legal
from
the vehicle, police said.
counsel for Hillsborough
McTear
was arrested
Kids, Inc., declined to comafter a brief foot chase after a
ment, citing confidentiality
tip led Tampa Police to the
requirementS.
Robles Park Public Housing
The circumstances that
Complex.
resulted in the death of 3City Editor Iris B.
month-old
Emanuel
Holton can be contacted
Wesley Murray and landat (813) 248-1921 or by
ed Richard McTear, Jr.,
e-mail jholton@flsen21, in jail began around 3
tinel.com
a.m., on Tuesday, May stli.
The Hillsborough County
Sheriff's Office received a
HANDS OF GOD
call for help from Ms.
MIN-ISTRIES, INC.
Jasmine Bedwell, i7, who
2918 East 27th Avenue
told police her ex-boYfriend
had attacked her and her
infant son.
Ms. Bedwell said
McTear had allegedly
thrown the carrier holding
the infant down on concrete

ERIKA
Dry off and spend a quiet day with this
week's Spotlight feature, Erika. This young
lady . has aspirations and ~reams far
.beyond a person of her age, and has definite plans.for her future.' Erika loves spending time with people who_are going somewhere in life, and she can be either the driver of passenger on that journey. The man
in Erika's life must be assertive, handsome, goal-oriented, and respectful.
Congratulations to Erika for allowing u~ to_
feature her as this week's Spotlight feature.

Abe »rown 1\:finistrie§J Inc.

;J!I Family Tnp Schedule 0
·

2nd Saturday Trip
525.00/PERSON' CHILDREN: 512.50
DEPARTURE: 5:00A.M.

#1
HamiHon Annex &Work Camp..........................................Jasper, FL
Madison C.l. &Work Camp.............................................Madlson, FL
Jefferson C.I..................................................................Monticello, FL
FCI Tallahassee..........................................................Tallahassee, FL
Hernando C.I.....................................................:..........Brooksvllle, FL
Sumter C.l. &Work Camp...............................................Bushnell, FL

"Quality Care When You Are Not There"
· 3716 E. Lake Ave. (East Tampa)

PIIDDI: 813-621-5038 .
BISHOP
And PASTOR & ElDER
DOROTHY FERGUSON

Sunday:
Sunday School 10 A.M.
Praise & Worship/
Morning Service 11 AM.
Evening Service 6 P.M.
Wednesday:
Bible Study 7 P.M.
Friday
Evangelist Night 7 P.M.

Coleman FCI......................................................"'"·········Colananr FL
-

2nd Sunday Trip

,

525.00/PERSOW CHILDREN: $12.50
DEPARTURE: 5:00 A.M.

Hernando C.I•..•••:.........................................................Brooksvllle, FL
Sumter C.J. &Work Camp...............................................Bushnell, FL
Colerr~~n FCI....................................................................Coi81D8n, FL
PLEASE CONTACT THE MINISTRY OFRCE FOR ADDmONAL INFORMATION.
'Each trip requires that the riders arrive at the Ministry on&hall hour earlier than departure.

LOCATION: 2921 N. 29th Street· Tampa~ FL' ·PHONE: (813) 247·3285

Sports

Ex-HS Star's Experiment
In Europe Paid Oft

Brandon Jennings at NBA
draft.

NEW YORK - Brandon
Jennings sat in his hotel
room fully dressed in his suit
with a car waiting downstairs,
hoping its final destination
would be Madison Square
Garden.
When Jennings' name was
called by NBA commissioner
David Stern as the 1oth
overall pick, there was a sigh
of relief from everyone in the
room- including his mother,
Alice.
Sonny Vaccaro, the former shoe company operative
who was sitting in Madison
Square Garden and helped

nudge the point guard to Italy
just about a year ago to the
day, had the same reaction.
"I'm ecstatic," Vaccaro said.
"It all worked out," added
Jennings.
The Italy experiment could
now be deemed a success.
What people still don't quite
understand, though, is that
Jennings didn't have much
of a choice when he chose to
play overseas instead of a year
of college basketball at
Arizona.
·
"I would have went to
Arizona if the NCAA had
cleared me," the 6-foot-2
Jennings said shortly after
being taken by the Milwaukee
Bucks. "No question."
But who could fault
Jennings for taking the more
than $1.5 million deal?
But Jennings was more
than happy with the conclusion of the Italy experiment.
Jeremy Tyler, the 6-foot10 San Diego teen who's
bypassing his last 1-1/2 years
of high school, will be next to
give it a shot.

Dolphins And Plavers
Take on Twiner Imposters

DAVONEBESS

Of all the things professional athletes have to protect
themselves against, it
appears identitY theft"·on the
Intef'net has become more
prevalent.
Imposter Twitter, MySpace
and Facebook accounts from
professional athletes are popping up all over, and the disturbing trend doesn't just
impact big name stars. This
week second-year Dolphins
receiver Davone Bess, who
wasn't drafted coming out of
·Hawaii last year, was being
impersonated by a Twitter ·
user named "Lambo_Weezy."
The fake had made multiple
postings claiming he was
Bess, and a number of them
were in-flammatory, like
when
he
challenged
Tennessee running back
Chris Johnson to a

footrace Johnson accepted.
The fake also hosted a live
chat as Bess, who established himself as one of "the
NFL's top rookie receivers
last season after catching 54
passes for 554 yards and one
touchdown.
Bess and his agent Kenny
Zuckerman notified the
Dolphins and the NFL, which
put pressure on Twitter to
force "Lambo_ Weezy" to
change his identity. His profile presently features a picture of Michael Jackson.
Coincidentally, Dolphins
quarterback
, Chad
Penningtmi also had a twitter nnposter, whofliad. a riveting sense of humor, routinely
poking fun at Pennington's
teammates. ·
"I don't have time to be on
Twitter, Facebook, MySpace,
none of those things,"
Pennington said earlier this
summer. "Let everyone know
none of that stuff
. is the. real
me."
"Relatively speaking, I don't
know what the damage is, but
no one wants to be impersonated," Zuckerman said. "It's
not identify theft in the true
sense, with someone using
their credit or opening up
accounts in his name, but it
definitely can be troublesome
to someone who is famous."

Vikings WR Harvin
Sent Home From
Rookie svmoosium

T.O. Bids Farewell
To Dallas

N
0
0
CD

DUNCANVILLE, Texas-As Terrell Owens made his

personal "Farewell to Dallas"
tour this week, holding a
football camp for kids and a
"Thanks for the Love" party
for adults, the flamboyant
wide receiver went out pretty
much the way he came in providing plentY of fodder for
folks on either side of the
love-hate debate.
Following the youth camp
Thursday, Owens talked to
reporters about his new situation
with the Buffalo Bills
PERCY HARVIN
and what went wrong with
PALM BEACH GARDENS, the Dallas Cowboys.
Asked what went wrong
FL- Minnesota Vikings firstbetween
him and Cowboys
round draft pick Percy
quarterback
Tony Romo,
Harvin was sent home from
·
Owens
repeatedly
said, "I
the NFL Rookie Symposium
don't
know."
after becoming ill, organizers
"Obviously, somebody is
said Monday.
Owens said. "All I
lying,"
This is the second time that
know
is
that
I'm not here."
Harvin has become ill after
owner Jerry
Cowboys
traveling this offseason. He
Jones
has
said
Owens was
missed the Vikings' initial
Romo
cut
to
help
establish
rookie minicamp in May when
he was hospitalized for a virus
and severe dehydration after
vomiting on a flight from
Florida to Atlanta on his way
to Minnesota.

TERRELL OWENS

as the team's unquestioned
leader. Owens said Romo
could have established himself before, but "that didn't
happen."
"So I will be the scapegoat,"
Owens said. "I'm not here
any more, and I wish him
(Romo) well."
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Eagles Agree To
4-Year Deal With
RBMcCov
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LESEAN MCCOY

The Philadelphia Eagles
have agreed to a four-year
contract with second-round
draft pick runnfng back
LeSe an McCoy, the team
confirmed Monday.
McCoy, who provides
insurance behind the dynamic
but injury prone Brian
Westbrook, was chosen No.
53 overall. He's the first second-round pick to sign.
McCoy, who played at the
University of Pittsburgh,
rushed for 2,816 yards and 35
touchdowns while adding 65
receptions for 549 yards in
two seasons. He ran for 1,488
yards and 21 touchdowns last
year.

For All Your Seafood Delights, Call In
Your Order To Avoid The Wait!
Now Cooking Thursday - Saturday
Fresh &Smoked Mullet * Trout
Special Discounts For
Churches, Banquets,
d
Snapper *Shrimp * Sheap Hea
Family Reunions And

Uve Blue Crabs

Large Orders.
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Sports

l.T. Out To Prove
That Turning 30 Doesn't
Mean He's Too Old

LADAINIAN TOMLINSON
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FORT WORTH, TX -LaDainian .Tomlinson
laughs about the phone call he
received this week from his
younger brother; who ·referred
to the San Diego Chargers'
running back as an "ancient
'old man" on his 30th bhthday.
-
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As for the thought that others might be ready to apply
the same label, L.T. shows a
sly grin.
The skeptics have their reasons to wonder about the
2006 NFL MVP, who has
played all eight seasons in San
_ Diego an_d received a
reworked three-year contract
in March.
ADRIAN PETERSON
Tomlinson is coming off a
2008 season in which he had
NORMAN, OK-- All-Pro
a career-low 1,110 rushing
running
back Adrian
yards, though that was still
Peterson
would welcome
fourth-best in the AFC.
Brett
Favre
to Minnesota
Slowed by a toe injury for
with
open
arms
if the quartermost of 2008, L.T. hurt his
groin during the regular-sea- back decides to come out of
son finale. He was forced out retirement for the second conof an overtime playoff victocy secutive year, this time to sign
over the Indianapolis Colts, with the Vikings.
Peterson said he'll tell
then sat out the next week
against the Pittsburgh Steelers coach Brad Childress and
- marking the first time he . top Vikings. officials what he
. missed a game in his career thinks, but he isn't about to
because of injury.
tangle himself up in the decision to pursue Favre or stick
·With either Sage Rosenfels
or Tarvaris Jackson at
quarterback. .

lick's Revised
·Bankrupt~v Plans oners
lore To creditors

., !}

~

•10:: 1 ·".:'

Campse11: _assured U.S.
Bankruptcy Judge Frank J.
Santoro
that he will have no
..J
::::)
trouble filing the document by
Thursday's deadline.
Santoro in April rejected ·
cW
z
Vick's first Chapter 11 plan,
saying it was -not feasible.
~
W .
Among his concerns was that
U)
the plan depended heavily on
~ <(
Vick
returning to the NFL
.c
and that Vick was trying to
iX hang on to too many assets.
His first bankruptcy plan
I.L
"MICHAEL VICK
would have allowed him to .
keep the first $750,000 of his
NORFOLK, VA-;- Michael
annual salary, and Vick also
Vick's revised bankruptcy
intended to keep two houses
plan would funnel more of hi~
and several cars. · · · ·
future-pay to his creditors and
Under the new plan, 10 percent of the first $750,000
ensure that they receive a portion of his earnings even if the ' Vick earns would go to credisuspended NFL star doesn't . tors, and he's agreed to liquireturn to the league. ·
· date a house under construe·~ Vick attorney Paul
tion· in Virginia. If Vick
Campsen outlined the hi~hdoesn't return to the NFL, the
lights of the new plan, which · new plan would give creditors
Was still being d~afted, at a , ! a portion of whatever he
status · hearing . Tuesday. - from a lower paying job.
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Dolphins' Brown·
loses ·weight ~

Peterson Would
Welcome Favre

Two years ago, Ronnie
Brown's weight and conditioning were questioned. Too
much of one and too little of
the latter, went the whispers.
While that never was proved
one way or the other, no such
questions remain today.
Brown allows that he
would like to be a little leaner, but when those passing
the Dolphins practice fieid
gawk at the size of Brown's

RONNIE BROWN

thighs or arms, fat isn't a factor.

Serena And Venus
In Wimbledon Semis
WIMBLEDON, ENGLANDSerena ·W illiams is back in
the Wimbledon semifinals
after beating Victoria
Azarenka of Belax:us 6-2, 63·
·.
,· .
Williams broke the eighthseeded Azarenka for -a 5-3
lead in the -second set and
then served out the match at
love Tuesday, converting her
first match point with a foreSERENA And VENUS
hand winner.
WILLIAMS
Williams will next play No.
.. '
4 Elena Dementieva for' a
City" and· "Family Guy." ·
spot in the final, where she
"You'll be excited to know I
could once again come up . ~ wrote three parts already," she :· ·"'
against big sister Venus~
.sajd. "I was going ·to do i~ ·
Five-time cliampio~ Venus .
(T'uesday), but )_,. s:tar.t~d-~
plays top-ranked Dinara . watching 'Dexter' and I got a
Safina in the. other semifinal.
little sidetracked. She's an
It's the first time since 2006
actress, a 'clothing designer
that all four top seeded playand the winner of 10 Grand
ers reached the ·semifinals.
Slam titles, most recently this
year's Australian Open. She
Scn·na \\'m·king
·writes a blog - in one entry
On T\' Sct·ipt
this week, she complained
about Wimbledon niles proSerena Williams is writhibiting food in the players'
ing a TV script that borrows
locker rooms. She has a ghost. from some of her favorite
written autobiography due
shows, including "Desperate
this year. And now she wants
Housewives," "Sex and the
to write for television.

DENNIS NORTHCUTf

JACKSONVILLE -- The
Jacksonville Jaguars have
traded receiver Dennis
Northcutt to the Detroit
Lions for safety Gerald
Alexander.
The deal was ·finalized
Tuesday after both players
passed physicals.
Northcutt gives rookie
quarterback
Matthew
Stafford, the top pick in
April's NFL draft who could
replace Daunte Culpepper . 1
in the starting lineup, a veter- ·
an receiver opposite Calvin
Johnson.
Alexander, a second-round
pick in
2007,
gives
Jacksonville depth in the secondary. He started 16 games
as a rookie, but missed most
of last year following a neck
injury.
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SIS. AGNES
MILLER MACKEY
MR. THOMAS
JEFFERSON BEASLEY
Homegoing services will be
Friday, July 3, 2009, at to a.
m. at the New Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church,
3107 E. Lake Avenue, Rev.
Dr. H. L. Daniels, officiating.
Interment will be on
Monday, July 6, 2009, at 11 a.
m. at the Florida National ·
Cemetery in Bushnell,
Florida.
Thomas Jefferson Beasley
was born on May 31, 1937, in
Bowman, South Carolina. He
departed this life on June 27,
2009, in Tampa.
He joined Springfield
Baptist Church at an early
age along with his parents,
the late Rev. Larry Beasley
and Eliza Beasley. He was
reared in Greenville, South
Carolina, where he attended
the public schools of
Greenville County. He was a
1955 graduate of Sterling
High School. After high
school, he joined the United
States Air Force and served
for 22 years. He retired as a
Technical Sergeant in 1978 at
• MacDill Air Force Base iri
Tampa.
Thomas enrolled at the
University of Tampa and
earned a B. S. degree in
Liberal Arts in 1983. He was
also employed at Bay Pines
Medical facility in St.
Petersburg, as a · Health
Admissions Advisor, and at
MacDill Air Force Base in
various capacities through
branches of AAFES. His last
place of employment was
with
Winn
Dixie
Supermarkets.
He was a member of the
New Friendship M. B. Church
in Tampa, Rev. H. L. Daniels,
Sr., Pastor.
He was preceded in death
by his parents.
Tho~as leaves to cherish
his memories: his two daughters, Ardra S. Daniels
(Hosea) of Tampa, and
Stephanie M. Russell (H.
Jerome) of Atlanta, GA, from
his first union to Christine D:
Williams; grandchildren,
Blair and Hosea Daniels, III,
and :J(elsey Russell; a devoted
sister, Theresa McNeil and
husband of St. George, SC; an
uncle, Ordie Brown (Corrine)
of St. George, SC; Margaret
Beasley of Milton, Florida;
and a host of loved ones
including other relatives and
friends.
The remains will repose
one hour before service.
The family and friencb are ·
asked to meet at the church
·for the service.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

Homegoing services for
MRS. RUBY
Sis. Agnes Miller Mackey of
'BIG MAMA'
4303 E. Henry Avenue, who
CALHOUN-MORRIS
passed away on June 21,
2009, will be held on
Mrs. Ruby "Big Mama"
Thursday, July 2, 2009, at 11
Calhoun-Morris, of 1924 E.
a. m. at New Mt. Zion M. B.
Frierson Avenue, Tampa,
Church, 2511 E. Columbus
33610,
passed
away
Drive,
Pastor
Walter
Thursday, June 25, 2009.
Williams,
officiating.
Homegoing services will be
Interment will be in Rest
held on Saturday, July 4,
Haven Memorial Park
2009, at 11:30 a. m. at Spring
Cemetery.
Hill M. B. Church, Rev.
Sister Agnes Miller was
Eugene Garrnett, pastor,
born to the late George and
8119 E. Dr. M. L. K. Blvd.,
Mattie Golden Haire Miller in
Tampa,
with
Pastor
Colquitt, Georgia, on July 12,
Cleveland Lane of First
1928.
Baptist of Highland Pines,
Sister Agnes Miller Mackey
officiating. Interment will
was an active member of New
follow at Orange Hill
Mt. Zion M. B. Church for
Cemetery.
more than. 50 years. She
Mrs. Morris was born June
retired from Eckerd Drug
Company after 26 years of · 29, 1960, in Tampa, to Mr.
Ernest Calhoun and Mrs.
service.
Emma Lee Carpenter. She
She leaves to cherish her
was educated in the public
fond memories: sori, Lester
schools of Hillsborough
Mackey; granddaughter,
County.
Senether Mack.ey; 2 grandMrs. Morris was an employsons, Mikol Anton Mackey
ee in the public schools of
and wife, Melissa, and Karmi
Hillsborough County. Mrs.
Clinwan Mackey; 2 great
Morris was an employee
grandsons, Mikol Alexander
(Manager)
at
Subway
Mackey and Mikah Arthur
Sandwich Shop.
.
Mackey; 2 great, great grandi She was preceded in death
sons, Karmi Mackey and
Ka:marick Mackey; daughter- " by: her husband, Harry
Morris; mother, Evangelist
in-law, Helen Smith; 3 sisEmma Lee Carpenter; and
ters, Mrs. Ethel Dae and Ms.
grandmother,
Martha
Charlie Mae Miller, both of
Jenkins.
Bainbridge, GA, and Ms.
She leaves to cherish her
Hattie Miller, Tampa; sistersmemory: father, Ernest
in-law, Johnnie Mae Walton,
Calhoun; a loving and very
Betty Broadway and Yvonne
supportive daughter, Latosha
Douglas; special nieces,
Lang (Charles); granddaughGloria Fanning and Sakari
ter, Precious "Ruby" Norton;
Lawson; and a host of other
stepfather·, Rev. W. T.
nieces, nephews, cousins and
Carpenter; 9.sisters. Mary
other relatives and friends.
Young, Faye Calhoun, Evelyn
The remains were reposed
at Aikens Funeral Home on . Wilson (Leroy), Ernestine
Giles
(Michael)
of
Wednesday from 4-7 p. m.
Tuscaloosa, AL, Marilyn
The family and friends met
McDonald of Augusta, GA,
at the church at 10:45 a. m.
Min. Gail Carpenter, Vicki
for the service.
.
Carpenter-Duncan, Ora
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
Smith "Cookie", and Martha
Campbell; 6 bothers, Dec.
David Owens (Vanessa),
Albert "Bucified Bert"
Owens, Ernest Darrell
Calhoun, Gregory Calhoun,
Timothy
(Trendalla)
Carpenter and Rodney
Calhoun; 2 godmothers, Sis.
Mary Cochran and Sis. Ruby
Mack; 7 godchildren; brother-in-law, Arthur (Katie)
Morris; sister-in-law, Viola
Brooks; devoted longtime
friends, Cynthia Barry,
Carolyn Robinson and
Genetha Chestnut; and a host
,
of loving, devoted nephews,
nieces, aunts, uncles, cousins
and friends.
The remains will repose
after 5 p. m. on Friday, July
~ ~~Funeral Home 3, 2009, at Eastside Funeral
Home Chapel, 2401 N.
2708 E. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Nebraska Avenue. Family
Tampa, FL33610
will receive friends from 7-8
p.m.
Friends are asked to assemble at the church at approxiLet Our Family Take Care Of Your Family.
mately 11:15 a. m. on
"We Are The Key To
Saturday, July 4, 2009.
ARne An.d Quality Service"
"AN EASTSIDE SERVICE"

Aikens~

MR. LORENZO
ASHLEY, SR.
'LAVERNE'

Joo··

Funeral services for Mr.
Lorenzo "Laverne" As~ley,
Sr .. of Tampa, who passed
into eternal rest on Saturday,
June 27, 2009, will be held
on Friday, July 3, 2009, at 1
p. m. from Greater Hope
Missionary Baptist Church,
2628 East 27th Avenue, with
the Rev. Dr. W. J. Haynes,
pastor, Bishop Cleveland
Dennison of the Pentecostal
Full
Gospel
Crusade,
Sylvester, GA, officiating.
A native of Tampa, Mr.
Ashley was born September
2, 1948, to the union of Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbert (Alzada)
Ashley. He attended the
schools of Hillsborough
County where he completed
his education.
He was preceded in death
by: his father, Wilbert
Ashley; mother, Alzada
Ashley; siblings, Freddie Lee,
Christine, Theodore and.
Leroy; grandson, Willie;
niece, Alzada and nephew,
Mike.
Mr. Ashley leaves to
remember, love and cherish
his memories: wife, Melvira;
sons, Lorenzo Ashley, Jr.
(Tracee), Reginald Ashley
(Beverly) and Terriell Ashley,
Sr. (Tasha); grandchildren,
India, Jaquavious, Terrien,
Jr., Lorenzo, III, Lorenzo, IV;
Bobby, Tavares, Bakieria,
Vernecia, Allundra, Brenda,
Reginald.
Jr.,
Tony,
Shaquira, Sheka, Regginae,
Rashard, Tercel, Kamar and
Deante; brothers. Thomas
Ashley
(Elouise)
&nd
Rudolph Ashley (Geraldine);
sisters, Altamese Lewis and
Delores Ashley; and a host of
nieces, nephews, great nieces
and nephews; a truly devoted
friend, Ollie Mae; ·special
friends, among whom are,
Rain Man and Prince Jimmy
Reese; and a host of other
relatives and friends.
The viewing and wake for
Mr. Lorenzo "Laverne"
Ashley, Sr., ~ill be held on
Thursday, July 2, 2009, from
6-8 p. m. at Greater Hope M.
B. Church, 2628 E. 27th
Avenue.
Family and friends are
asked to meet at the church
on Friday, July 3, 2009, at
12:30p.m.
THERE WILL BE NO VIEWING AFTER THE~ULOGY
ON FRIDAY.
"EVERETT - DERR &
ANDERSON
FUNERAL
HOME"

.Services for Mr. Michael
Brascom, Sr., 51, who passed
away on June 17, 2009, will
be held at Harmon Funeral
Home Chapel on Friday, July
3, 2009, at 11 a. m., with a
local pastor, officiating.
Interment will be in Rest
Haven Memorial Park
Cemetery.
.
Michael Brascom was born
in Tampa, to the late Mr.
Hayward Brascom.
He is survived by: his mother, Queenie Bivens and stepfather, Willie Ed Bivens, both
of Atlanta, GA; 2 sons,
Michael Bivens, Jr., and
Andre Russell; 7 grandchildren; 4 brothers George and
Michelle Brascom of Tampa,
Kenneth Brascom and Lisa of
Plant City, Steven Brascom
and Virgil of Atlanta, GA, and
James Brascom of Tampa;
sister, Beverly Anderson and
Myron of Atlanta, GA; a host
of nieces, nephews and
friends; special family members and friends of Michael
Brascom, Sr., Mrs. Linda and
Riley Mitchell and Ms. Lisa
Guice.
.
Visitation will be held
Thursday, July 2, 2009, from
5-8 p. m. The family will
receive friends from 7-8 p. m.
A H.ARl\fON BURIAL
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Homegoing celebration for
Mr. Willie Ranson of6703 N.
30th Street, who passed away
on June 25, 2009, in a local
healthcare facility, will be
held on Saturday, July 4,
2009, at 11 a. m. at
Deliverance Church Of The
Body Of Christ, 2708 E. 23rd
Avenue, Rev. George Bailey,
pastor, Rev. David Criswell,
Pastor of Triumph The
Church and Kingdom COGIC,
officiating. Intennent will be
in Garden of Memories
Cemetery with Military
Honors.
Mr. Willie Ranson was born
on August 3, 1942, in Blakely,
GA, Early County. He was
educated in Earl County
Public Sch ools, where he
graduated from Washington
High School. After graduation, he served in the U.S.
Army and was honorably discharged.
Mr. Ranson was preceded
in death by: his grandparents, Andrew and Ada
Ranson; son, Andre Ranson;
daughter, Stephanie Ranson;
mother, Rose Emma Ranson;
and uncle, Willie James
Ranson.
He leaves to cherish memories of him: a loving and support ive wife, Henrietta
Ranson; loving daughter,
Tanika R anson; stepsons,
Ernest Young and wife, Nina,
Larry Anderson and wife,
Linda and Derrick Young, all
of Tampa; sister, Ruby Lee
Ranson,
Blakely,
GA;
nephew, Craig Ranso11;
grandchildren, Die'yana
Sutherland, De'Erica Young,
Ernest
Young,
Jr.,
Dimontario Hopps, Derrick
L. Young, Jr., Nadia Young,
Chamon Young, Larry
Anderson, Jr., Qwan Bess,
Siroy Lewis, Malcolm and
Malik; 4 great grandchildren;
1 grand nephew. Craig
Ranson, Jr.; special cousins,
Annie Jean Vickers Tampa,
Robert Banksten and wife,
Shanena, Blakely, GA,
Tyrone and Erma Hubbard,
Bobbie Hall, Suzie May and
Millie Sanders, Blakely. GA;
and other sorrowing relatives and friends.
Viewing for the public will
be Friday, July 3, 2009. at
Jackson Funeral Home, 4605
N. 34th Street from 5-8 p.m.
Family and friends are asked
to meet at the church,
Deliverance Church of the
Body of Christ, 2708 E. 23rd
Avenue, at 10:45 a. m.
Arrangements entrusted to
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME.

MR. JOHN LEE
MITCHELL
Funeral services for Mr.
John Lee Mitchell of Valrico,
FL, who passed away Friday,
June 26, 2009, at Sun City
Hospice Center, Ruskin, FL,
will be held Friday, July 3,
2009, at 11 a. m. at St. James
House of Prayer Episcopal
Church, 2708 Central
Avenue, N., with Father
Denniston R. Kerr and
Father AI Chapman, officiating. Interment will be made
on Monday, July 6, 2009, at
11 a.m. at Florida National
Cemetery, Bushnell, Florida.
He leaves fond memories
with: his wife, Margaret
Mitchell; son, John Mitchell
and wife, Donna; daughters,
Deborah Christopher and
husband, Tyrone, and Karen
Mitchell; 7 grandchildren
and 1 great grandchild;
brother, William Mitchell;
sisters, Juanita Mitchell,
Helen Woodard and Marion
Ficshbon and husband; and a
host of other relatives and
friends.
A native of Mineola,. New
· York, Mr. Mitchell relocated
from Long Island, New York,
to the Tampa Bay area in
1982. He served honorably in
the United States Marine
Corps during the Korean
War. He was the recipient of
a · Korean Service Medal,
United Nations Service
Medal, Purple Heart Medal
and National Defense Service
Medal.
Mr. Mitchell retired from
the Sanitation Department of
New York City. He was a
member of St. James House
of Prayer Episcopal Church,
where he was
former
usher. He was a member of
the Brotherhood at St.
Andrews Episcopal Church.
The remains will repose
from s~8 p. m. and the family
will receive friends from s-6
p .m., Thursday, July 2,
2009, at Wilson Funeral
Home, 3000 N. 29th Street.
Friends are asked to assemble at the church at approximately 10:45 a. m., Friday.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wiJson-funeraJbome;com

a

Homegoing services for Mr.
Jessie James Stuckey, Sr. of
4227 E. Cayuga Street, who
passed away on Friday, June
26, 2009, at St. Joseph's
Hospital, will be held on
Friday, July 3, 2009, at 11 a.
m. at Greater Mt. Moriah
Primitive Baptist Church,
1225 N. Nebraska Avenue,
Elder Willie J. Williams, D.
D., pastor, and Pastor
Wilfred E. Jones, eulogist.
Interment will follow in
Garden of Memories-Myrtle
Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Stuckey was born
October 28, 1938, in
Rembert, South Carolina, to
Mr. and Mrs. Dave (Ruth
Carroll) Stuckey. He attended the schools in Sumter
County. He later moved to
Charlotte, NC, and was a resident there for a short time.
He moved to Tampa, where
he married and fathered
three children.
Jessie continued to provide
a healthy environment for
his family.
He became
employed
with
Cone
Brothers
Construction
Company as a heavy equipment operator, renamed
Cone and Graham.
He
remained there for 53 years
and was currently employed
at the time of his demise.
Jessie obeyed the Master's
Will and joined the Greater
Mt. Moriah Primitive Baptist
Church and was baptized
August 24, 1982, under the
late Rev. Joe Jefferson. He
continued his membership
faithfully until the end. God
saw fit to call him home at
2:30 p. m., when he entered
into peaceful rest. ,
He was preceded in death
by: his parents; brother, Mr.
David Stuckey; and friend,
Ms. Mildred Richburg.
He leaves to cherish memories of him: 2 sons, Mr.
Jessie Stuckey, Jr. and wife,
Qquani, and Mr. Jeffrey
Stuckey and wife, Jessica; 2
daughters, Mrs. Deborah
Jones and husband, Elder
Wilfred Jones, and Mrs.
Demetrice Bennett and husband, Mr. Spencer Bennett of
Tampa; 12 grandchildren and
3 great grandchildren; special sisters and brothers; 2
special brothers, Mr. Willie
Carroll of Orlando, Mr. Hazel
(Annette) Carroll of Camden,
SC, Mrs. Josephine (Johnny)
Brown of Newpo rt, RI, Mrs.
Gladys Dennis of Columbia,
SC, Mrs. Cynthia (Dougla s)
Lee of Ocean S p r i ngs , MS ,
Mrs. Diane (Melvin) Durden
of Stone Mountain, GA, Mrs.
Betty Jean Carroll, Mrs.
Rebecca Stoner, Mrs. Sandra
Moses and Mrs. Virginia
Sullivan of Camden, SC; 3 sisters, Mrs. Gertrude Murray
of Ft. Washington, MD, Mrs.
Mary Jane Wilson of
Rembert, SC, and Mrs. Ethel
White of Baltimore, MD;
aunts, Mrs. Lula Bell Tucker,
Mrs. Mary L, Brantley and
Mrs. Anna Bell Johnson of

Tampa, Mrs. Eunice Clark of
Eatonville, FL, and Mrs. Lola
Carroll of Orlando; uncle,
Mr. Marshall White of
Rembert, SC; special friends,
Ms. Liona Coats, Mr. James
Stallings and Mr. Ralph
Joyner; a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and other
relatives and friends.
The remains will repose
from s-8 p. m. and the family
will receive friends from 7- 7
p. m., Thursday, July 2,
2009, at Wilson Funeral
Home, 3000 N. 29th Street.
Friends are asked to assemble at the church at approximately 10:45 a.m., Friday.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilson-funeralbome.com

IN
MEMORIAM

BERNIDA SMITH
In memory 'or our mother,
Bernida V. Smith. Not a day
goes by that we don't think
about you. You're always in
our prayers.
From, your family with
love.

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM
ELDER IRA LOUIS
THORNTON, SR.
Funeral services for Elder
Ira Louis Thornton, Sr. of
1140 W. LaSalle Street,
Tampa, who passed away
Thursday, June 25, 2009,
will be held Friday, July 3,
2009, at 2 p. m. at ThirtyFourth Street Church of God,
3000 N. 34th Street, of which
the Reverend Thomas Scott is
Pastor, with Pastor Joseph
Reed, officiating. Interment
will follow in Rose Hill
Memorial Park Cemetery.
He leaves to cherish fond
memories:
wife, Mary
Thornton;
sons,
Ira
Thornton, Jr. and wife,
Antionette, ,
Gregory
Alexander and wife, Linda,
Kenneth Alexander and Alex
Thornton;
daughters,
Gwendolyn Blangor and husband, Michael, and Vicky
Reid and husband, John;
mother, Hazel Thornton_;
brothers, Robert Thornton
and wife, Thomas Thornton
and wife, and Ronnie
Thornton; sisters, Wylene
Green and husband, Aria,
Florence Pierce and husband, Harry, Irene Thornton
and Consuela Padillo and
husband; 20 grandchildren
and 7 great grandchildren; 2
devoted nieces, Kim and
Vanessa; and nephew,
Cedric; 2 special friends, J. P.
Williams and Sis. Claudia
Washington; and a host of
other nieces and nephews
and other sorrowing relatives and friends.
Elder Thornton was born
on February 17, 1946, in
Tampa. He began serving the
Lord at an early age as a
Deacon, then Minister and in
1996 became the Founder
and Pastor of New Life Full
Gospel Church of Christ.
Elder Thornton attended
Temple of the Apostles. He
was a Custodi'll Supervisor at
the University of South
Florida.
,The remains will repose
from 1-2 p. m., Friday, July 3,
2009, at Thirty-Fourth Street
Church of God.
·
Friends are asked to assemble at the church at approximately 1:45 p. m., Friday.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilson-funeralhome.com

MOSES KILLINS, III
Happy birthday. We love
you, but God loves you best.
Much love.
From, your mother, family
and friends.

IN MEMORY
OFMYWIFE

SHIRLEY A. FINLEY
You'll never know how
much you miss a person until
they're not there. Only memories of all the good and bad
times you've shared together. You will always be with us
in our Jtearts, Shirley. ·
Your husband, kids, grandkids, great grands, family
and friends. .
Love always, Mr. Finley.

SHEILA MILLS
. JONES
'Cherry'

DAVID ANDERSON
6/30/40- 7/4/04
Perhaps you are the morning bird singing joyfully at sunrise,
or the butterfly that dances so carelessly on the breeze or the
rainbow of colors that brightens a stormy sky or the fingers of
afternoon mist delicately reaching over the mountains or the
final few rays of the setting sun lighting up the skies edging the
clouds with a magical glow.
_
We miss you so your wife, Lavonne Anderson; son, Reginald
and Fredricka; and granddaughter, Fredeanna Hunt.

BIRTHDAY MEMORIAM

The family of the late Ms.
Sheila Mills Jones, wishes to
thank each of you for your
love, prayers, phone calls,
visits and other acts of kindness during the demise of
our beloved "Cherry".
We are so very thankful
for our loving and family
members and friends; Pastor
Alec Hall and our supportive
church family, New Saint
Matthew Missionary Baptist
Church, Everett Derr &
Anderson Funeral Home,
Middleton High School classmates, The Copeland Family
Singers, Verizon, Harold
Penner Men of Fashion ,
Micro Precision, the staff of
Visions ' In ".View, Inc. of
North Carolina, and the
many others who were there
forus.
_
We shall be eternally grate~ 
ful to each and every one of
you! The Jones, Guest, Mills,
Brown and Robusky fami- ·
lies.
·

CORRECTION

MRS. EMMA LOU MCCRAY

0
There will never be a moment or a feeling of joy or sadness :!!
C
without thinking about our mama.
There will~ be anyone that would take care of us like our
mama. We all love and miss you mama!
Love, Curtiss, Kim, Horace, Jr. and Harriett Van.

Family Owned & Operated
Everett-Derr & Anderson Funeral Home.
5117 North 22nd Street • Tampa, Florida 33610

813-237-5775
Personalized Funeral Services
Shipping & Cremation .
R.Ar MUND ANDJ!a<.:SON
L.F.D.
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The viewing for Ms. Lillie
Mae Johnson is Thursday,
July 2, 2009, from s-8 p. m.
at Mt. Tabor M. B. Church,
2606 W. Grace Street.

Give ear to my words, 0' Lord consider my meditation.
Psalms:1.
Jackie, Jowania, Chuckie, Justin, Jordan, lsha, Jay, Lil Jay
and Granny Bea.
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MS.ULLIE
MAE JOHNSON

WILLIE J. EVANS
JULY3, 1951

.,r-

Florida 33610
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planned tomorroW.
Fro.rri one 5e¢0.ryd to the ·next,·ever¥thing changes... .:·
.

Preserve me O'God:for in thee do I put my trust. Psalm 16:1.
Martha, Minnie, Wardell, Johnny, Freddie, Jack and David.

. .Your funeral .~oesn't tia.ve t6 be one -of ·;~; ' .

thE~rTI;::M~~~i'Pf~Wr<;~ntgel'lleirits today arid you can feel confident
riil\';,:,;,·;.,,.,j: "·'"'' ... l~st W~hes
in gOod. h~nds. Call us

are

as
in funeral services for over 70 years.

Ray Williams Funeral Home
Rhodes & Northern, Owners
301 N. Howard Avenue • Tampa, FL 336~6

Ph: (813) 253-3419
Fax: (813) 251-4912 Email: raywms@ij.net
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Crime

23 Alleged Drak Gang Members Arrested
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FINLEY

ORENTHAL
BROOKS

VAUGHN
GRAHAM

ISHMAEL
MOULTRY

OTIS
DAMPIER

RICHARD
MACK

MULUNS

AKEEM
BOWEN

RUFUS
MCGHEE

JAVAREIA
STEWART

HENRY
PRICE

JERREL
SIMMONS

DENZEL
MCGHEE

JERMAINE
TILLMAN

PATRICK
RIVERS

KEVIN
LUCAS

MARQUESE

KETNAR

COREY JOHNSON

•••••labeled the group leader
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A six-month joint investigation by the Tampa Police
Department
and
Hillsborough
County
Sheriff's Office has identified
23 alleged 'Drak'' gang members who are being charged
for committing 14 commercial smash and grab burglaries in Tampa, Hillsborough
County, Temple· Terrace and
Clearwater.
,. The gang members are
also suspects in dozens of
residential burglaries, auto
burglaries and auto thefts.

As a re·sult of an extensive
investigation into the Draks'
narcotic trade, investigators
report said they formed a
task force that targeted property crimes. Gang members believed if they were
caught committing smash
and grab burglaries they
would not face a severe sentence, investigators said.
Howeve~thejointinvesti

gation has resulted in 9 sus-

pects facing felony charges
that carry a life sentence in
Florida State Prison.
The 9 members facing life
charges ·are Marquese
Finley, 26, Orenthal
Brooks, 24, Vaughn
Graham, 21, Corey
Johnson, 24, Ishmael
Moultry, 21, Ketnar
Mullins, 19, Henry Price,
19, Patrick Rivers, 17, and
Javaris Minott, 17.
·

The remaining 14 members have been identified as
Otis
Dampier,
27,
Richard Mack, 24,
Akeem Bowen, 20, Rufus
McGhee, 18, Javareia
Stewart, 19, Jerrell
Simmons, 19, Denzel
McGhee, 16~ Jermaine
Tillman, 19, Kevin Lucas,
Ismael Diaz, 21, Jeffrey
Grier,
15, Michael
Godfrey, 17, Jared

Woodard, 15, and Paul
Close, 24.
Diaz, Grier, Godfrey,
Woodard and Close were
identified as Baby Draks, .
and Corey Johnson was
identified as the leader of the
entire group.
The nine facing life
felonies were put in that category because they used a
vehicle in the commission of
their criminal acts.

Police Arrest Convicted
No Additional Charges Planned.
sexonender

Against Dav Care Worker .

On Monday afternoon
short.ly before 4 p.m.,
Hillsborough
County
Sheriffs deputies served
Ms.
Dorothy
Ann
Sampson-Monroe with
an injunction prohibiting
her from opening the doors .
of Just For Kids Day Care
Center, 2304 E. Busch Blvd.,
for at least 90 days. The center had continued to be open
and accepting children two
weeks after Ms. SampsonMonroe was arrested on
child abuse charges_linked to
children at the center.
.She was arrested for
allegedly driving under the
influence at approximately
3:25 ·a. m., June 10th. The
arrest took place on Rowlett
Park Drive and Sligh
Avenue,
and
Ms.
Sampson-Monroe was
released at 1:30 p.m., the ·
same day after posting bond.
On June 17th, Ms. Samp-

arrest, but the investigation
continued: Two days later,
the center was ordered
closed permanently.
However, Ms. SampsonMonroe allegedly kept the
facility open. She reportedly
told officials that she was
not charging the parents for
keeping the youngsters. Ms •
Sampson-Monroe
allegedly said the service she
didn't
was providing for
meet the definition of a
childcare facility falling
~n-der the. jurisdiction of
county rules and regulations. .
On Monday, Ms. Sampson-Monroe was served
with an injunction to prevent her from caring for
children for at least 90 days.
A spokesperson for the
Hillsborough
County
Sheriffs Office said no additional charges are planned
in the case.

free

DOROTHY ANN

SAMPSON·MONROE

son-Monroe was arrested
again on allegations of inappropriately disciplining four
children between the ages of
3 and 5 in her care.
According to police, the center was found to have inadequate staffing for the number of children on the
premises. The center was
not closed at the time of the

At 8:45 p.m. Tuesday,
Tampa Police were called to
the scene of a reported sexual
battery in progress. Officers
recognized the address as that
of a registered sexual offender /predator,
Shedrick
Jenrette.
When police arrived, they
found the unwilling 16-yearold victim, described as a runaway. The suspect was not at .
the location, and an alert was
issued.
Officers located Jenrette a
few blocks away and detained ·
him. They said the victim was
uncooperative and hostile. She
reportedly told the officers she
and Jenrette were just
friends.
·
Two witnesses, who live at
the residence, told police they
did not know who made the 91-1 complaint, but they knew
the victim> and suspect. -They
both told police Jenrette and
the victim acted as
boyfriend/girlfriend. They had
reportedly witnessed them
being intimate with each
other. They also told police

they had witnessed
Jenrette taking provocative photos of
the victim.
The pictures
were found
on Jenrette SHEDRICK
when he was JENRETTE
arrested.
Officers managed to obtain a
good rapport with the victim
and she completed a verbal
and written statement, confirming she and Jenrette had
sex on more than one .occasions. She reportedly told
police she and Jenrette were
boyfriend/girlfriend and
though she was only 16 years
old, she didn't care that he
was a 30-year-old sexual
offender/predator.
The victim was transported
to the Nurse Examiner's
Office, but later refused a
physical examination.
.Jenrette WD$ arrested and
charged with two counts of
unlawful sexual activity with a
minor.

-.

Open 24Hours
7DaysAWeek

N. 56th Streett Ste.13
FL 33617

Office

(813) 988·7881

'We'll Get You Out Quick...
So You Won't Have To Sit"

UNCLE .
SANDY

---------------------...5, 15, 25, "When things
don't work out the way
you planned, don't get
discouraged, something
better may _be just around
the corner?' 17, 27, 37.

Fast • Confidential Service
FREE NOTARY SERVICE
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HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY AVIATION AUTHORITY
INVITATION TO BID
Sealed bids will be received from bidders by the Authority in
the Service Building front office 19-gated on the second level/red
side, Tampa International Airport, for the project listed below, until
10:00 a.m., July 30, 2009, at which time all bids received will be
publicly opened and read aloud in the Service Building Lobby
Conference Room A, second leveVred side:
· Airport Name:
HCAA Project Number:
FOOT FM Number:
Project Title:

Tampa Executive Airport
5650 09
402728
Sign Replacement

A mandatory pre-bid conference will be held in the Authority
boardroom, located in the Landside Terminal third leveVblue side
on July 15, 2009 at 2:00p.m. For more information regarding the
bidding of this project, please access the Authority's website at
www.tampaairport.com; Quick Links, Airport Business, Notice of
Solicitation.
To receive automated e-mail notifications of future business
opportunities, 'please visit our website at tampaairport.cor'n and
register using the Authority's Business and Supplier Registration
Program:

t'IILLSBOROUGH COUNTY AVIATION AUTHORITY
. INVITATION TO BID

I.

Sealed bids will be received from bidders by the Authority in
the Service Building front office loqated on .the second level/red
side, Tampa International Airport, for the project listed below, until
2:00 p.m., July 30, 2009, at wh_ich time all bids received will be
publicly opened and read aloud in the Service Building Lobby
Conference Room B, second leveVred side:
Airport Name:
HCAA Project Number:
Project Title:

DOCUMENT NUMBER Q-004-09
FINANCIAL AUDIT & RELATED SERVICES
The Tampa Port Authority (TPA) is soliciting Requests for
Qualifications from firms interested in providing Fin-ancial Audit and
Related Services for the TPA and its component unit, Tampa
Bay International Terminals, Inc. The selected Financial Audit f
and Related Services provider will be expected to bring a broad
range of experience and knowledge in governmental auditing
and accounting. The firm must demonstrate that it has an
established reputation in the government sector and that it has the
necessary experience, expertise, and reliability in public auditing
and accounting.
"
A Mandatory Pre-Qualification Teleconference will be held
Thursday, July 9, 2009 at 10:00 a.m. Proposers not participating
in. the mandatory pre-proposal teleconference will be precluded
from submitting a proposal for this project. Please see Section· A,
Part 1.2 for teleconference details.
·
All firms interested in become qualified to participate in this RFQ
shall obtain a copy of the RFQ Instructions and Submittal
Documents and submit a completed response to the Tampa Port
Authority, 1101, Channelside Drive, 4th Floor, Tampa, FL 33602.
_S ubmittals are due by Thursday, July 30, 2009 at 2:00 pm.
Responses will be opened at that same time and date.
TPA encourages the use of registered Small Busines_s
Enterprise (SBE) firms to the greate.st extent possible on TPA
projects and has a goal of 9% SBE participation. TPA will consider
SBE participation when evaluating the submittals.
Firms failing to submit the required RFQ Documents may be
deemed non-responsive. The RFQ is available through a link on the
TPA web site (~.tampaport.com) and from the DemandStar
System (www.demandstar.com). Questions concerning this
RFQ should be directed Donna Casey, Tampa Port
Authority Procurement Office at (813} 905-5044, or e-mail at
dcasey@tampaport.com, or faxed to (813) 905-5050.

Tampa International Airport
4460 08 & 5365 09
Structural Repairs 08 & 09

A mandatory pre-bid conference will be held in the Authority
boardroom, located in the Landside Terminal Building, third
leveVblue side on July 14, 2009 at 1:30 p.m. For more information regarding the bidding of this project, please access the
Authority's website at www.tampaairport.com; Quick Links, Airport
Business, Notice of Solicitations.
• ';: "!tt

Tri~receive automated .e-mail not[ficati~ns;qt future :business
opportunities, please visit our website at tampaairport.com
and register using th~ Authority's Business and Supplier
~~~istration Program.

TAMPA PORT AUTHORITY
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS (RFQ)
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Marketing Associates
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To Work From Home
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Guaranteed Income
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And Free Insurance
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(813) 417-6654
Debora Barr
· (The Tag Lady)
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First Time
, Home Buyer Seminar
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' Thursday - July 30th
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

~

30 ppl Occupancy

c

~
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RSVP _By: ~uly 27th

, CaU V &.V. Now
(813) 259-.4663
Avon Representatives

Cleaning Service

www.myfinancialcon'nections.corn

Needed All Areas!

'.

Seeking Floor Technician

Call 813-832-4282
-Or E-mail

With Clean Background
To Strip, Wax, And Buff
...

AVONLADYGEO~GfA@YAHOO.COM

. Call (813) 458-4158
Or (813) 352-8252

Be A Treasure
'To Your Community!

1

·,·

Contact LaVORA @ (813) 248-1921
To Publish Your Classified Or
Legal Advertisement In
The Florida Sentinel Bulletin
Email Your Ad To
ledwards@flsentinel.com
Or Fax 24/7 To (813) 248-9218

NOTICE OF REQUEST
FOR QUALIFICATIONS
Hillsborough Community
College is accepting
submissions for the
following:
RFQ # 2508-09
Campus Master Plan
2010 Update
Due Date: 07/23/2009
before 1:00 p.m.
For more information,
please visit our website at:

~}

Career OpportunitY

j

'· ~oin CDC Of Tampa As
A VISTA Volunteer To

Telemarketers

Stabilize Communitie,s. Help

$375 - $8000/Weekly Start

Families To Avoid

+Bonuses!

Foreclosure, Promote

Great Benefits

Homeownership And

Training Provided

(727) 656-4545

-
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~ ~~qr9qml~ ~~pt~~~f··

t

$120k-·Or-Best-'>ffer· · •

•

Reps, Receptionists

Proven Systems
Mainly Inbound

207 Kings Row
· · : ·Seffn~r; FL

Appraise"~ At $166k
., "Last Month .

Call Cruz Trademarks
813.:221-4457

Neighborhood Preservation

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL

For First Time Homebuyers

BULLETIN THE VOICE OF

For More Information:
813-231-4362

OUR COMMUNITY FOR
OVER 64 YEARS
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY,
FLORIDA

~
Hillsborough
Q)unty

Case No. 09-DR-3365
Division: J
MARCO PETIT
Plaintiff
V$.

TANEYA ASHLEY GREEN
Respondent

~
c

NOTICE OF ACTION
FOR PARENTAL
RESPONSIBILITY AND
CUSTODY

c
z

TO: Taney Ashley Green
Address Unknown

~
cCl)

YOU ARE NOTIFIED that
an action has been filed
against you and that you are
required to serve a copy of
your written defenses, if any, to
it on Marco Petit. whose
address is 9862 Morris Glen
Way. Tampa. F(,. 33637 on or
before August 3. 2009, and file
the original with the clerk of this
Court at 800 East Twiggs
Street. Tampa. Fl 33602
(Room 101), before service on
Petitioner or immediately
thereafter. If you fail to do so,
a default may be entered
against you for the relief
demanded in the petition.
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Cop!es of all court documents in this case, including
orders, are available at the
Clerk of the Circuit Court's
office. You may review these
dQcuments upon request.
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You must keep the Clerk of
the Circuit Court's office
ii2 n"o tified of your current
0
_,J
u. . address. (You may file Notice
· of Current Address, Florida
Supreme Court approved
Family Law . Form 12.915).
Future papers in· this lawsuit
will be mailed to the address on
record at the derk's office.
WARNING: Rule 12.285,
Florida Family Law Rules
of Procedure, requires certain
automatic .- disclosure of
documents and information.
Failure to comply can result in
sanctions, including dismissal
or striking of pleadings ..
In accordance with the
Americans Disabilities· Act,
persons needing special
. accommodations to participate
iri this hearing should cantact
the
Coordinator not later
than seven (7) days prior to the
proceeding at 813-272-7040 or
via Florida Relay Service at
1-800-955-8770.

A:o:'A.

Dated this .2mb day of
June,2009.
· PATFRANK
Clerk of the
Circuit Court
By: /sf CYNTHIA MENENDEZ
Di:PUTY CLERK

Public Hearing and Public
Comment Period
on Neighborhood Stabilization
Program Z (NSPZ)

Hillsborough County will open a public review and comment period for proposed uses of funds and target geography for the County's application for NSP2 funds. These funds are part of tlte American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 that will be administered by the U .S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
Hillsborough County has been heavily impacted by the foreclosure crisis and, in response, the Affordable Housing Department is seeking to apply for Federal funding to stabilize the community.
Hillsborough County will apply for $19.1 million in NSP2 funding for the following activities:
Establishing financing mechanisms for purchase and redevelopment of foreclosed-upon homes and residential properties ($6 million)
Purchasing and rehabilitating homes and residential properties that have been abandoned or foreclosed upon
($16.3 million)
Establishing and operating a land bank for homes and residential properties tllat have been foreclosed upon
($100,000)
..
•
Demolishing blighted structures ($1 00,000)
Redeveloping demolished or vacarit properties ($690,000)
Planning and ad1ninistration ($1.91 million)
Hillsborough County proposes to use these funds in the following target areas identified based upon HUD's Foreclosure and Vacancy Data:
Apollo Beach/Ruskin (Census Tracts 140.04; 141.05, 141.06, 141.07)
Brandon/Riverview "(CensusTracts 133.09, 134.04, 134.05, 134.06, 134.07,134.08, 139.09, 139.10, 139.11)
• ~ Central County (Census Tracts 104.02, 105.00~ 120~01, 120.02~ 121.03, 121.05, 122.04, 122.05:a 122.06,
122.07, 122.08, 123.01, 123.03, 123.04, 132.04. 132.05)
•
Gibsonton (Census TraCts 136.01, 138.01, 138.03, 138.04, 138.05)
•
Keystone/Westchase (Census Tracts 115.05. 115.06, 115.07, ll5.08)
•
Lake Magdalene (Census Tract lll.07)
•
Northdale/Citrus Parlc/Carrollwood (Census Tracts 114.06, 114.13, 114.14, 114.15, 114.16, 115.14, 115.15)
Palm River/Clair Mel/Progress Village (Census Tracts 135.04, 135.05, 136.02, 137.01, 137.02)
Pebble Creek (Census Tracts 102.05, 102.06, 102.07)
•
Plant City (Census 'r.racts 101.07:- 125.01, 125.02~ ·126.00, 127.()1, 127.02~ 128.00~ 129.00, 13<l.Ol, 130.02)
•
Temple Terrace (Census Tract 108.04)
Town 'N Country (Census Tracts 116.03, 116;05, 116.06, 116.07, 116.08, 116.10, 116.11, 116.12, 116.13,
,
117.03, 117.05, 117.06, 118.02, 118.03, n8:o4)
•
USF (Census Tracts 108.05, 108._06, 108.07, 108.08~ 112.04, 112.06)
Hillsborough County is providing a :pub~c ·review and comment period from July 2, 2009 through July 15, 2009.
Copies of the proposed application will be available at ~e following locations during this time:
•
·•
•
•

Affordable Housing website: www.hillsboroughcounty.org/affordableho:ysingoffice/nsp2/
Affordable Housing Department: 1208 Tech Boulevard, Suite 300. -Tampa
Local libraries: 7625 Palm River Road, 2902 West Bearss Avenue, I Dickman Drive SE, and 302 McLendon Street
University Area Community Cente1·: 14013 22nd Street, Tampa

A public hearing with the Board of County Commissioners is scheduled for Wednesday, July 15, at 2 p.m.
in the 2nd Floor Boardroom, County Center, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., downtown Tampa, in order to receive
additional public comments.
All meeting facilities are accessible In accordance with the Americans With Disabilities Act. Any ad..
ditlonal necessary accommoclat~ons will be provided with a 4~our notice.
'

For more Information, please call Maureen Calderaro
Hillsborou.gh County Affordable Holisin9 Department
(813) 274-6657 (TTY: 301·71 3)
·
Para lnformacl6n, llamar al 246·3150.

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
Boa/IJ ol (J~ f!~N~UMiddiDIUI'U

. ·The Flori4.~ Sentinel Office Will, Be Closed- Friday, July .3rd :·,;).
Have A ,Safe 4th_ Of July -Remember To Buckle Up It's The Law
CLASSIFIED 'ADVERTISEMENT RATE
. $8.00 -1~20-WORDS AND 50¢ FOR EACH ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20
THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

PUBLiCATION DEADLINES •.. .
:ruesday Edition .. .... Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition .: ..... Tuesday@ 3:00P.M.
EMAIL ledwards@flsentinel.com

OR FAX 24n TO~ ·(813) 24~·-921S
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Brandon Beauty!
1637 Crossridge Dr
Brandon,FL 33510

~emple

Town-N-Country

2Yz Bedroom/1 Yz Bath

CHA, WDH

Town Home For Rent

4 Bedroom/2 Yz Bath

$1,050.00/Monthly

ALL NEW!

$400.00/Deposit

$800.QO/Deposit
Section 8 OK

$159K Or Best Offer

8204 Greenleaf Circle

5 Bedroom/4 Bath
Bank Foreclosure!
$32,400.00!
Only $405.00/Monthly!
5% Down 15 Years
At '8 %APR
For Llsth'lgs
800-366-9783
ExtH489
VETERANS PROGRAMS
No Down Payment

$"

What 1$ Income Verification?

CD

Call (813) 404-5667

Near Waters Ave./Hanley Rd.

Section 8 Welcome

o:

Tampa Heights Area

· Call (813) 610-4518

2/1- Condo
1902 East Lamar

Sulphur Spring Area

:t

All Mortgage OJesTIONS MAY BE MAILED TO:
Y. Anthony, Licen~ed Mortgage Broker
·''
Apex Lending, Inc., F! 0~ Box 21472 .
Tampa, FL .22 ·
._Yot~nda

2 Bedroom/1 Yz Bath

Near Palm AveJI-275
$800.00/Monthly

Townhouse For Lease

$300.00/Deposit

Gated Community

Call (813) 610-4518

,r-

2301 5th Avenue

~-

A Low $720.00
Section 8 Welcomed
Security Deposit $300.00

0

Central Air

Foreclosures!
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Tile Floors, Ceiling Fans

5% Down

-4

"LOOK" Also Available

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

15 Yrs@ 8% APR

5 Bedrooms/2 Baths

$25.00 Application Fee

4 Bedroom/2 Bath ·

CHA, WDH
$1,400.00/Monthly

Call (~13) 740-0384

Section 8 Only

Call (813) 325-6499

Prices & Sizes

Kenny (813) 416-6183
Or (81·3) 630-0B39

3 Bedroom/2 Bath Home

Temple Terrace

Free Pre-Qualifying

$1,318/Monthly

Walter Brewer
Real Estate Broker
(813) 766-2033

2 Bedroom/2Yz Bath

Riverview

Town home
2 Bedroom/2 Bath Condo

&875.00/Monthly

4 Bedroom Only

Section 8 OK

ContactAmv
813.433.3218

Call (813) 610-4518

$215.00/Monthlyl

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

5% Down 15 Years

New Home, Fenced Yard

Listings 800-366-9783

3 Bedroom/3.5 Bath

Ext5490

New Townhome

Homes And Apartments
New Paint, Ceramic Tile,
Carpet, CHA, WDH,
Fenced, No Pets
Section 8 Ok

"A" Schools

(813) 949-3482

· @~%

Also

East Tampa Business
& Civic Association
Homes For Sale
3207 East Ida
2208 East 22nd Avenue
2212 East 22nd A'Venue
$60,000.00 Available! lb. .,-- ·
~.....

Down Payment ~stance
If You Qualify

5909 81st Street

... :,..'-i' .. ·• ......l!

$520.00/Monthly
Includes WSG
Large 2 Bedroom
$600
. . ..00/Monthly
· ...

~

1,730 Square Feet

Free Access To
Swimming Pool

(813) 248-3977

And Tennis Court

____...

References Required

. Enclosed'.In Gated CQmplex
Central Heat And
Ah:-Conditioning

.

$650.00/Monthly
Call James At
(917) 721-4649

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext 5492

Near Central Depot For
Many Buses
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Nice - Large '3/1
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Everything Newly

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Remodeled

Central H/A
. Section 8 Accepted
$875.00/Monthly

Hardwood Floors
Fenced Comer Lot
No Pets ·

$650.00/Deposit

Deposit Negotiable

WDH, Fenced Yard

Section 8 Only

Call (813) 231-2974

(813) $00-5559
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(813) 267-4488
......_..;......;...

~

$215.00/Monthlyl
4 Bedroom/ 3 Bath
HUDHomesl
5% Down, 15 Yers
@8%APR

Very Pleasant Surroundings

c

~

Contact Ellen
(813) 380-7839
1617 East Linden Avenue

Progress VIllage Area

-a ·

New Carpet, Five Closets

2 Bedroom Condo
Apartment For Rent

Rese.VecrPai1<ing Space

Contact LaVORA
@ (813) 248-1921
To Publish Your Classified
Or Legal Advertisement
. In The Florida
Sentinel Bulletin

(813) 231-3101
(813) 401-1829

· Extra Large 1 Bedroom

Peoples Choice Realty
(813) 389-1068

, ~-~YBeifroon112 ·sath· ···
1
~ With G~rage .

r

SeGtion 8 Accepted

Each $1,000.00/Monthly
Plus Security Deposit

z

3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home

Laundry Room

2: 3, 4 Bedroom

c
m
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3/1 - Computer Room
CHA, Large Fenced Yard
Deposit $300.00

Foresthills

m

10020 N. Brooks Street

11333 Stratton Park Drive

EBPM Corporation

zm

rI

2009 East Ida

(Near 56th St. & Fowler Ave.)

$199.00/Monthly!

z

For Listings
800-366-9783
ExtR592

Town-N-Country

. $1 040/Monthly

,..

$205.00/Monthlyl

WDH,CHA
$500.00/Deposit

HUDHomesl
3 Bedroom/2 Bath

~ .

~

Big Rooms 4 Rent

Bedroom Home .
Many Areas

N
0
0

Income verification is tax returns (all pages must be included),
W-2's or 10 99's, paystubs, pension award letters, social security awards letter and/or profit and loss statements.
These verifications are critical to the approval of your loan.
ALL mortgage questions may be mailed to:
Yolanda Y. Anthony, Licensed Mortgage Broker, Apex Lending,
Inc, P.
Box 21472, Tampa, FL 33622.
·

Accepting Section 8
Set Your Own Deposit
Immediate Occupancy

Own P;. Two, Three, Four

.

Terrace

3/2- House

Call Cruz Trademarks
813-221-4457
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MacDill & Spruce

Move In Specials!

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

3-4 Bedrooms Homes

Very Large Fenced Lot

From $700.00/Monthly!

Two Utility Rooms
Section 8 Only

Call 813-221-4457
www.trademarkleases.com

Available Now
(813) 240-8108

Tampa Home For Rent

Dear Deanna!
I'm in a committed relationship
with no children or ·financial concerns. However, ·I do want child·
ren. Do you think I·should adopt
or end the relationship because
the lady I'm with doesn't plan on
having kids?:

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

2 Bedroom/1 Sath Home

2609 Genessee Street

CHA, VVDH, Fenced Yard

Section 8 OK

Newly Renovated
$850.00/Monthly

Ask Deanna! Is an advice col·
umn . known tor its fearless
approach to reality-based sub- ,
j~!
.

v

Call Leib Or Denise
At (813) 689-6595

PLUS Deposit .

.·· .. Damlen
on-line Reader

Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 390-4169

Sulphur Springs Area
8207 Hillsborough Lane

Sulphur Spring Area

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath House

Dear Oamlen: . .·. . . .. ·.. .· · · . ·. ·
Regari:llessot\vhere·theYcoiTle:•.
from, natural birth o(adoption,
both parties must ag@3 orrthe
children issue. There ~s a difference between a woinah not
wanting to physically birth child,
rep versus not wanting any at ail.

CHA, WDH
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
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Central Heat/Air
$300.00/Deposit
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In Living Room

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

$950.00/Monthly
$950.00/Deposit

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

First Month Free
· Ybor City
2/1- House
919 East 11th Avenue
$125.00 Move In
Excellent Rental History
Required
$575.00/Monthly
Including Water
· Central A/H
'I

Large Front And Backyard

Call (813) 210-5102

House For Rent

3202 N. 45th St., 33605

Nice 1 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Carpet

4 Bedroo'm/1% Bath

$500. 00/Deposit

Patio, Fenced

$1,250.00/Monthly

$550.00/Monthly

New Appliances, Tile

Deposit Negotiable

Cabinets & Appliances

CHA And Kitchen

(813) 340-2127

·Appliances Included

HUD Homes! -

Call (813) 690-0338

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
3007 42nd Street North

$199.00/Monthly
4 Bedroom Only

.

•.. ,

'

. Progress . Vill~ge
8315 Allamanda Avenue

Air Conditioning

Available Now

$850.00/Monthly

· $750.00/Deposit

4 Bedrooms/2 Bath
CHA, Washer/Dryer
Fenced Yard

(813) 732-5332 Or
(813) 728-3163

3621 North 22nd Street
$900.00/Renf
$500.00/Deposit

West Tampa
(813) 244-9335
3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
$500 Deposit

Clair Mel

CHA, Fenced Backyard

(813) 259-4663

1 Car
,. Garage

, Microwave
Included ·
.

www.myfinancialconnections.com

$1 ,000.00/Monthly '

Call (813) 895-0175 .

i

3 Bedroom/2 Bath House
CaiiV & VNow

$900.00/Deposit

•

.J

85_34 Gold Ridge Circle .
Clair Mel

Secwjty Negotiable
· se~ona~bK
(813) 770-7749

Section 8 Weicome
· 2604 East 19th Avenue

3 Bedr.oom,l1 Bath
A/C, Fenced, Carport

Call (813) 223-1490

Dishwasher And

2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

No Deposit

Washer/Dryer

$900.00/Monthly

Ustin'gs 1-80~-366~9783
Extension 5649

.

$950.00/Monthly

With Storage

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

5% Down
15 years @. 8% ·

Section 8 Rental

With Pool, CHA
Washer & Dryer Included

Section 8 OK

$215.00/Monthly

Central Heat And

. Call James At
(917) 721-4649

Call813-221-4457
www.trademarkleases.com

. Dining/Living Room

Paved Driveway

.

No Section 8

Section 8 Preferred

•

Very Large Family R~om .

~

1-2 Bedrooms Homes
From $500.00/Monthly!

Section 8 - Ready Now
Busch Gardens Area

Call (813) 731-1014

Large Living Room

CJ

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

CHA, Washer/Dryer

House For Rent In
Residential
Neighborhood
.,.,
A'·~
3 Bedrooms

0
w

Furnished

Call (813) 335-0076
(813) 885-5226

Vaulted Ceiling

(813) 238-6353

C'\1

Move In Specials!

$850.00/Monthly

•

<

3841 E. Osborne Avenue

Section 8 Accepted

w
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Call (813) 610-4518

$400.00/Deposit

...1
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.,., ..

$900. 00/Monthly

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

WDH, Large Backyard

::;)

L. -

Tampa Heights

D.

w

.

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Front And Back Porches

...1
...1

.

Call (813) 610-4518

Walk-In Closet

i=

Ask Deanna is written .b y
Deanna M. Write Ask Deanna!
Email: •askdeannal ®xahoo,com
or write : DeannaM, 264 s, La
Cienega, . Suite 1283, .Beverly
Hills , CA .9 0211 . Webs ite:
. .
www.askdeanma,cQm

8512 11th Street

en
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.My ·marriage .J~ inshambles .
because my htisband i s a slob.
I'm stressed because I find
myself cleaning t~e h01J~ ~ or 4,
. tiri'u3s a day and I never know
what I'll. get whentwalk in ·the
door..We.· argt.~e .· al>o,ut tt'!is on .a.
regular basis because .h e refuses.
to .cMnge. Once, 1 dii:ln'f clean ·
and hls dirtY unpel\'y'ea(s~{lyed in
the same spo( for a week, His ..
hygiene .is bad as Well and.,...e're·•·:·
not intimate ..How·can J get him to
choose his marriagi:l · before .It's
too ia1e and fie ave l)im? .· ·.

It's amazing you were so in
love with Pig Pen that you didn't
smell or see any of this coming.
You. need to realize h e has
alway$ been a slob, this .is whl)
you married and he's comfort•
able~ The next. time you clean,
, toss· everything in the garbage
including cloth~, personal items
and d ishes and let hirn kriow that
you ' re tired ·. and have · a new
cleaning method. Make it clear
tll8ttrom this pointforward every~
, thing out of place has ,a new
place called the garbage and
keep it.movingo

8109 N. Brooks Street

Big Master Bedroom With

:::>

$300.00/Deposit

Dear. De~tnnal

Dear Joyce:

$950. 00/Monthly

w

· :I:

$850.00/Monthly

Have a discussion with your mate
and see if she's willing to adopt.
If· so, you're fine. If not, decide If
you ·want to be with this woman
•· or find one that'll fulfill your
dream to hear the pitter patter of
· uttte fest.
· ·

Wall-To-Wall Carpet
Central Heat & Air
· Washei/Dryer Hook-up

'"

Fenced Yard
$750.00/Monthly

4 Bedroom/2 Bath
WDH, CHA
Huge Backyard

Jackson Heights
2 Bedroom/1 Bath House
Fenced Yard ,

$1,200.00/Monthly

$675.00/Monthly

t Security

Includes water

.

Call (813) 630-3030

$850. 00/Monthly

$500.00/Deposit

FAX YOUR ADS 2.417

Call Ed (727) 542-7283

• (813) 777-6919

TO: (813) 248-9218

$400.00/Deposit
Plus $?5.00
Application Fee
(813) 482-2234

2105 East Ellicott

Apartment For Rent

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

$900.00/Deposit

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
From $125.00/Weekly
With Electric & Water On
Pay Monthly Or Weekly

Section 8 Approved

Call (813) 731-1014

WDH, CHA
$900.00/Monthly

Call (813) 786-8670
YborCity
3 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
$1 ,200.00/Deposit
Section 8 OK
Call V & V Now
(813) 259- 4663
www.myfinancialconnections.com

3201 North 45th Street
4 Bedroom/2 Bath
$1 ,200.00/Monthly
Deposit Negotiable
Available Now
(813) 735-5295
Darrel Hall
(813) 713-4055
(813) 770-2003

SECTION 8 (2 UNITS)

i

Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartments

$215.00/Monthly!
4 Bedroom/ 3 Bath
HUD Homes!
5% Down, 15 Yers
@8%APR
For Listings
800-366-9783
Ext 5492
YborCity
2910 East Columbus
2/2 Apartment- $850.00

Non-Smokers
Near Everything

m
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Jacob Real Estate, Brkr.
(813) 258-3200

m

.....

1 And 2 Bedroom
Apartments

z
"lJ

First Month FREE

Cinnamon Cove

Very Clean

$125.00 Move-In

Apartments

Tile And Carpet
Burglar Bars

Excellent Rental History

$550 - $650/Monthly
Plus/Deoosit
Call (813) 391-7046

Starting At $425.00

Newly Remodeled

On-Site Laundry And

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Convenient To Everything

Apartment
4005 N. 34th St. #H
$535.00/Monthly

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Including Water

$545.00/Monthly

(813} 238-6353

Section 8 OK
12301 N. 11th Street

Senior Apartments
Security High Rise
Services & Bus Stop

(813) 971-0341

1 & 2 Bedroom
Apartments
Starting At $525.00
Tile.. Fioor$ .. ~ .
Walk In Closet

Call
813-975-0258

Near Ybor/Downtown
Clean- Safe
Furnished Efficiency
Private Kitchen

AIC, Share Bath

SENIOR CITIZEN

Starting At $650

COMMUNITY

H20 Included!
Move In Specials!!

for 55+, quiet park-like
setting,

shopping,

transportation,

social

activities, riverfront living.
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On Bus Line

en

Regency Palms
Apartments

1-2 Beds

tD
r

$140. 00/Deposit

(813) 846-9535

River Pines Apartments

c:

~
.....

$140.0/~eekly

Under New Mgmt!
5320 East 14th Avenue
Apartment #B

c:
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2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
WDH, CHA

Call 813-221-4457

$500.00/Deposit

www.trademarkleases.com

Section 8 OK

"Available Immediately"

Contact Ellen
(813) 380-7839

One Bedroom Apartment
Efficiencies and 1-bedroom
apartments

starting

$380.00 per month.
(813) 985-4419

Apartments For Rent
Student Or Seniors
Preferred

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

From $125.00/Weekly

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN

(813) 298-8245

Call (813) 971-5254

Active independent living

Sulphur Springs

Full Application And
Background Check
Required

12401 N. 15th Street

Required

Summer Special!

Rent Based On
Income

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

..,

Section 8 Welcome

Free Water
Onsite Laundry

Nice, Clean

i

Updated, Very Nice

Call813-239-6199

813.977.1663

Let us all take the
whether by phone, e-mail, or
go to the <;lump! Write-offs
responsibility of keeping in
fax; the more you communiremain on your credit for 7
years.
cate the better.
contact with our creditors;
time is riot on your side
,
You will be surprised
3. Uncle Sam will want
when compound. interest is
at the discount offered when
his cut! When a lender writes
working against you,
· you agree to a lump-sum
off your debt, the amount
The attitude that says, ·
payment in full, · or even a
~ritten off is considered taxable. The lender may mail
"Mr. Creclitwill eventually go ··' lump-sum down payment
away," is totally wrong and . · with an installment plan.
ypu an IRS form 1099 that
·
··
· ypu . ·must file with your
the issuE:! ' will only intensify. ·'.
My best advice is to talk,
Settlement ·
Federal Tax Return.
talk, and ·talk. Being upfront
Companies/Debt Negotiators ..
shows your creditors that
r
you are mature and serious ·
1. They ch'a rge really
"The wicked borrow and ·0
about ·clearing up the debt.
high fees! Often between
do not repay, _but the right- ::!!
Creditors document each
20% and 35% of your debt. .
·eous glve·generously."- ~
CO':Jtact you· make with· them~
2. Your credit rating will
Psalm37;~1 ·
en

With Washer/Dryer

$825.00/Monthly
Includes WSG

Dealing With Your Creditors

ACCEPTS VISA, MASTERCARD
AMERICAN EXPRESS AND
DEBIT CARD PAYMENT VIA PHONE

at

Located In Hyde Park
~ent

$662.00 per Month
Age62+ EHO

Utilities Included
Call (813) 870-1830
Ext. 22
(TTY) 1-800-955-8771

tAl

Section 8 Ready
6217 North 48th Street
Apartment #A
2/1 Duplex
. CHA, WDH
$850.00/Monthly
$250.00/Deposit
W/S/G Included
(813) 626-0331

~
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MARIA . HONEY,

LOOK WHO
D€CI()€D TO
DROP 8Y.

'I ..TUST CAM€ BY TO CHECK ON
YOU KIDS. :I HOPE THAT YOU TWO

MAMA. WE'RE TWO
GROWN, MARRIED

WEREN'T. ENGAGING IN ANY
ADOLT SEHAvt<m BEFORE I

ADULTS.

SHOWE'O UP.

9415 North 12th Street
Apartment #A
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
. Central NC, WDH

In Nice House

Section 8 OK

Phone(813)325~387

Rooms For Rent

Contact Ellen
(813) 380-7839

Sulphur Springs Area

Single Individuals
Preferred
$125.00/Weekly

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
$675.00/Monthly

Tampa Heights

0:::

LL

c
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2 Bedroom/1 Bath

~
ctJ)

$800.00/Monthly

$300. DO/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

Spacious Duplex
Newly Renovated

w

Section 8 OK

......

Utilities Included

:::)

~
>
w
c
w

Temple Terrace Area

:X:
tJ)

Duplex

. W

:J

m

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath

D.

Fenced Yard, CHA Washer

i=

& Dryer ln_cluded

..J
..J

"'$65o':oOJMonthly
Pius Dep.osit

w

:::)

m

..J

z
z

Unfurnished

tJ)

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath

i=
w

c(

c

~

Private Driveway

..J
LL

Freshly Painted, Carpet
Tile, Conveniently Located
Section 8

I

(813) 866-9827
. (813) 516-1669

3 Bedroom Duplex
Clean, NC, New Paint
Tile,.W/D Hook-Clp
8304 Mulberry
Apartment #B
c(
I
N
N

w

CJ

~

$850.00
Section 8 No Deposit
(813) 238-6100

3634 Northbay Street

Fixed Income
Room Special

All Utilities And Cable

Nice Rooms For Rent
Included

$350. DO/Month
Call (813) 217-2462

Call Annie (813) 247-1844

(813)789-3879

& Employed
(813) 293-1090

Room For Rent
Hillsborough & Himes

On Premises

R.B (813) 770-2025

Room For Rent
Central @ 1-275

Kitchen, Ceiling Fans
'.

Furnished Room For Rent
Private Bath

$85.00 Deposit

Ybor Heights

'
~-,
~

.

Large/Furnished Rooms

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Central Heat & Air
Extremely Nice
$1,050.00/Rent
Section 8 Accepted

Facilities Included

Utilities/Laundry
Kitchen Use
$110-$140 Weekly
Deposit + 1 Week Rent

(813) 477-7734
8721 12th Street
Sulphur Springs
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
$550.00/Monthly
WID Hook-up
Section 8 Welcome
Phone (813) 451-1776
(813) 264-0698

Clair Mel Area

$500.00/Monthly

. ...

~ :rh·~~:~·

Clean,

Fu~nished

Rooms

For Rent With Share Bath

· Call (813) 234-9102

On Bus Line
West Tampa

$115.00- $125.00/Weekly
+Deposit ·

South Of 1-275
Near Armenia

Call (813) 846-9535

Furnished
Includes All Utilities

Call (813) 545-8074
.-~----

·- .. _..

West Tampa
Rooms For Rent

Cable & Personal Fridge ·

·--~~

Newly Remodeled
full Kitchen, Furnished
<• ,$80:00-$100.0!J .

Sulphur Springs

Weekly + Deposit

Nice, Clean, Furnished
Room-For Rent

Call (813) 477-7734:

Share Kitchen/Bath

Furnished Rooms Or

Student Or Seniors

Efficiencies For Rent

Room For Rent

Preferred

Private Bathroom

$75.00/Weekly

Shared Kitchen

$75.00/D~;!posit

.. And Living Room

~

Near Ybor & Downtown

$100.00- $125.00/Weekly
Tampa Heights
- . New 4-Piex .

. .,

813 598 4262

$100.00 And Up Weekly
813 598 4262

.

Kitchenette, Utilities

Queen Beds,
Kitchen, Ceiling Fans

'

. $85.00 Deposit
$110.00 And Up Weekly

No Pets, No Drugs

NC, Cable, Phone

NC, Cable, Phone
Queen Beds

Rlvergrove Area

Private Entrance

Call (813) 247-4724
Section 8 Welcome

Call Henry (813) 727-0151
Or Larry (813) 382-6055

NC, Cable
Washer & Dryer
Must Be Drug Free

Please Call
(813) 494-3343

Visit: 2913 N. 15th Street

Includes All Utilities

CHA, Fenced Yard

0

1000 East 26th Avenue

Tampa Heights

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, WDH
Receive $100.00 Cash
With Signed Lease
o Deposit

w

In Quiet Building
No Drugs Allowed

Washer And Dryer

Nice Area
Section 8 Only

813-412-5597

Available Room For Rent
In Ybor Heights At:

New Hyde Park Rooms
$100.00 Move-In Special

Call (813) 224-9040

--

Call (813) 784-0508
For More Information

For Rent
Rooms/Apartments

Call (813) 335-0076
Or (813) 885-5226

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Large Rooms, WDH/NC
$600.00/Monthly ·
· Water Included
+Deposit

Call (813) 477-7734

:::)

2409 East 19th Avenue
Call (813) 300-8896

$500.00/Deposit

z

Room For Rent

$700.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit

WDH, CHA

~
c

Grant Park Area

Full Application And

$120.00-$180.00 Weekly

Background Check

Deposit Varies

Required

Call (813) 545-9139

(813) 298-8245

rj !

$550.00-$650.00/Monthly
Plus D~posit
Includes: Water, Lights
Cable, Internet .
Washer And Dryer
Call (813) 785-1030

.,
::0

c

I• ;t.I·Nti 4·' ·ld 3:; +I
.

2 Bathrooms,
Large Kitchen

Patio/Parking Available
$75.00- $100.00/Weekly

Beds
Twin
Full
Queen
King
Bunk Beds

$60.00
$65.00
$75.00
$110.00 & Up
$150.00

Does ~nother Company
Owe You Money?

Auto Insurance Plus
3503 E. Hillsborough Ave.

Let Us Collect It For You!

Low Down Payment!

Guarant~

Results

Speak With A Licensed

No Upfront Fees
Elite Subrogations
888-535-4833

Call (813) 310-0991

Agent To Get

Internet Included
CallY & V Now
(813) 259-4663
www.myfinanclalconnections.com

·We Also Offer SR22 And
C.C.'~

Items For Sale

Carpet Cleaning

1-3 Rooms
ONLY - $24.95
No Hidden -CHARGES!

Sales & Service

Refrigerator

$75.00

Stove

$75.18

Washer

$76.31

Dryer

$65.33

FR44 And Title Service
Call (813) 234-6325
(813) 310-8608

Call (813) 325-4330 .
Phone(813)850-1643

Financing Available

Junk Cars

On Time Service
We Buy Junk Cars

LIC# CAC181530

Trucks And Vans
Top Notch
Computer Service &
Recording Studio

Complete Air Conditioning
& Heating Service

Repairs, Upgrades,

On All Makes

Virus Control, Also

And Models

Customized Music
"Service You Can Trusf'

Call (813) 784-8339

Small Does It All
Handyman Services

Cutting & Tree Removal

Perfect - Not So Perfect

Reasonably Priced

Title - No Title
No Problem- Any Shape!!

LIC #CAC 1814465

Call Tony (813) 695-7813
Or (813) 241-9050

864 Square Feet
Commercial Space
For Barber Shop Or Retail
For Person With
Solid Business Plan
May Help Finance
Some Fixtures
Rent Negotiable
2409 East Lake Avenue
Space #B

Not Selling???
Try Rentinglll
w_e Can Rent Your Home
·In The First 30 Days!

Hondas, Chevys, Acu~as
Toyotas, Etc. From $500!
For Listings
Call 800-366-9813
Ext3695 ·
813-352-7559

DNA Testing
Paternity Test
·· we· Come To You!
Results In 3 Days
Legal Or Personal Testing
Payment Plans
24-Hour Service
Monday - Saturday

Use·d Car Rental
.

Local Only

Low Cash Deposit
Starting @ $175.00 Weekly
Must Be 25 Years Old
With Valid DL
$0 Down!

Up to $1 ,500.00

Household Duties
Will Deliver And Pickup

DLM-DNA Testing Services
(813) 928-2753
Dlmservices91 @yahoo.com
Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

Furniture And Appliances .

. Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not

(813) 447-7674 .

. For FREE!
Plumbing Services
Installation, Repairs, ·

-

Woodard Brothers ·

7 Days ·A Week

Residential Remodeling

(813) 695-2438

Carpentry, Room Additions
Roofing, Drywall
Plumbing, Ceramic Tile
Sidewalks, Patios
. And Hauling

Upgrade Tubs, Sinks, Etc.
Custom Plumbing
Sewer Repairs
Reasonably Priced
Free Estimates

"We Do Best For Less"
'

(813) 325-2147

L-=GAL ADVERTISEMENTS

Call 800-366-9813

Breaker Panels And

APARTMENTSDUPLEXES

Ext K456

Receptacles, Lights, Outlets

ROOMS FOR RENT

Service Upgrades

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Call Rufus
Electric Contracting
(813) 348-6148

LEASE OPTIONS ETC.

Police Impounds
For Listings

EMAIL YOUR ADS
24n .TO:
ledwards@flsentinel.com

Lie #ER13013733

EMPLOYMENT . ·
HOMES FOR SALE/RENT

Lawn Service

ADVERTISE IT IN
THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN

Phone (813) 245-9761
Lawn Care And
Tree Trimming
Lawns Start At $15.00
50 x 1
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oo Lots $35.00 Ana

$65.00 Per Acre

Call 813-447-7674
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Lie #022650

S & H Painting
& Contracting

.,

Complete Home Repairs
Experienced Staff
Licensed Electricians
Carpenters , Roofing,
Decks & Ramps
Harvey (813) 412-9318
.,
Insured/Lie# 199701

Tree Trimming Available
Priees May Vary

m
<
m.

Call Eli (813) 325-4643

MAC DADDY

Cars From $29.00/Monthly!
Residential And
Commercial Complete
Electrical Service

r

o::J

.;!!

Junk Metal/Appliances

Hauling And Clean-Up
36 Months @ 8.5% APR

. www.myfinaneialconnections.com

We Pick Up Any
.

Call Hank

ELECTRICA

CallY & VNow
(813) 259-4663

For Junk Cars, Trucks

T~ee Trimming Available

m
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We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
$5001 Police Impounds!
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Call (813) 775-5990

Available For General

0
;!!

.,z

Top$$$
Handyman And
Privacy Fence Installation

.,r

I

I Buy Cars
In Any Condition

Also, Burglar Bars

Clint (813) 210-0962

Up To 3 Months
Rent- Free

(813) 238-6353

Specializing In Plumbing

And Recording
Call (813) 620-1866

Water, Electric &

As Low As $119.00
As Low As $34.99

RUDY'S REPAIR
SERVICE

N

$450A Month

Get Licensed Reinstated
Tag Or Sticker

New & Used AIC's

0
0

Instant Coverage

Call813-770-0375

Tarpley's AJC
(813) 238-7884
(813) 541-5010 (Cell)

Small Offices

CQ

Deposit Negotiable

1 1 1 11 1 1
1 ·' I; $· : • ' ''· HUII

For Rent

~

c..
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Ybor City Area
Rooms For Rent
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FAX YOUR A
TO: (813) 248-9218
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Jackson's Will Filed
In court OHicials sav

REPAIRS

HOME REPAIRS

Sister Dora

Carpentry, Sheet Rock,
Doors, Locks, Windows,
Ceiling, Painting, Tile
Room Addition,
Remodeling, etc.

Helps All Problems

Kenny (813) 416-6183
Or (813) 630-0839
Lie #2170004117

Ms. Dee's World Of
Beauty
3720Yz Dr. MLK Blvd.
Call For Salon Specials
(813) 247-4368

~
c
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Micros Short Hair
Micros Long Hair
Kinky Twists
Box Plaits
Weaves

$65
$85
$65
$40
$45

Rev. Emma Rosa
www.reverendemma.com
(813) 677-6314

Removes Bad Luck
Evil, Reunites Lovers
Lucky Numbers
By Phone 1-800-780-4772

Now Holding Crystal
And Physic Development
Workshops
If You Want To Know
The Truth Come To Me!

Sister Faith
Are You Sick, Worried
Need Help?

MOTHER

Do You Have Bad Luck?

Offers Special Prayers
And Gives Luck!

Call Now I Have The Power
To Bring Any Lost Love ,
And The Ability
To Remove Bad Luck
And Voodoo
Guaranteed Results
24 Hours Or Less
Also Available Juju Bags
Gives Lucky Lottery
Numbers
Call (813) 319-4254
For Immediate Help

GRIFFIN

Don't be discouraged if others
have failed. I can help you
overcome bad luck, evil
influences, spells, unatural
conditions surrounding you.
Has your loved one changed?
Are
you
in
distress?
Whatever the problem, I can
help in one visit. Satisfaction!

CALL ME TODAY!

1-813-677-2971
4927 - 83RD Street

Call for Appointment
(813) 567-1429
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Free Manicure
With Shampoo & Style
Only $30.00
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Color & Extension
Specials Daily
Call Ashley
(727) 647-5974
Jus Cuttin Up Salo~
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Natural Hair & Braids

z

Micros

w

LocTwist

i=

$95.00
$85.00

..J
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Kinky Twist . $85.00

..J

w

Sew-In
$75.00
& Much More

i=

(813) 312-8883

w

Or (813) 850-6699
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REV. KENNEDY
FAITH HEALER
Guarantees Help

·M·.·

T

Has someone put a spell on you? Are you full · of bad
luck? Do you have enemies that get you down? Do you
have a strange sickness that doctors cant find? Are your
nerves destroying you? Do you always take one step
forward and ten steps backwards? Do you want a loved
one returned to you? Do you feel lonely because you lost
your love to another person?
Then Call REV. KENNEDY, today why suffer,
Why worry, let REV. KENNEDY
Help you with all problems.
Call Now For Help
1-800-631·0110 - .High Point, NC

Ybor - 2012 East 15th Avenue
2 Bedroom/1 Bath - Remodeled D-uplex Unit
CHA, Washer/Dryer Access, Section 8 Welcomed
Single Rooms Also Available

<C

c
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Contact (813) 300-0243

0
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Spiritual Cleansing
Removes Bad Luck
Evil Spells
Restores Lost Nature
Advise On Love/Marriage
Health And Business
Special Readings $5.00
Phone (813) 506-9239
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SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS

LOS ANGELES, CA -- A
lawyer filed Michael
Jackson's will - written
Public Viewing Fr·iday
seven years ago - with the
Los Angeles County Superior
A spokesman for the estate
Court on Wednesday mornsaid he is not involved in
ing, court officials said.
arranging Jackson's funeral
Jackson placed his entire _ service.
estate .- which he estimated
More than two dozen TV
to be worth at least $500 milsatellite trucks lined a narrow,
lion - in the Michael
two-lane road leading to
.Jackson Family Trust, which
Neverland
Ranch
on
was described in another docWednesday,
jostling
to
reserve
ument not filed in court.
space for a public viewing of
The mother of his two oldest
the
pop icon's body later this
children was left out of his
week.
will.
Jackson's body will be
"I have intentionally omitted
taken to the ranch, north of
to provide for my former wife,
Santa Barbara, California, on
Deborah Rowe Jackson,"
Thursday
in preparation for
Jackson's v.i.ll said.
viewing Friday, a law enforceWhile it will be up to a court
ment official said. The family
to decide who gets custody of
plans a private service
Jackson's three children, he
Sunday.
nominated his mother,

Home Phone ONLY
$16.49 +Tax & Fees
If You Receive
· Free School Lunch

Sell
your stuff.

813-248-1921
The Florida
Sentinel Bulletin

Affordable Outdoor
Weddings Receptions
Renew Vows
Accommodations Up

Food Stainps, Medicaid

To 50 Guests

Public Housing
SSI, Section 8
(TANF), (LHEAP)

Betty Coleman
Wedding Hostess
(813) 900-0671

Call 813-546-2692
813-222-0195
Across From McDonalds
@ MLK & Central
Get Collect Calls
On Your Cell Phone

(813) 228-9576

Orient Road & Faulkenburg
Jail Only $2.25 Per Call

Sister Grace
Palm, Card Reader

KATHERINE And
MICHAEL JACKSON

Katherine Jackson, as their
guardian. If Katherine
Jackson, 79, is not living,
Jackson said, "I nominate
Diana Ross as guardian."
The children - ages 7, 11
and 12 - have been placed
under his mother's temporary
guardfanship.
Jackson attorney John
Branca, attorney Barry
Siegel and John McClain, a
music industry executive and
longtime Jackson friend,
were named as executors of
the will.

I•' I£,] ;J ·I a;l·1dfi1I: 'il
Angel Ferguson's
Word Processing
"Processing Words
Is What We Do".

TOOL
A-2-Z Tool R~pair & Parts
8607 N. Nebraska
(813) 935-8575
Gas & Electric
Generators, Drills
Quick Cut Saws
Air Compressors, Grinders
Skill Saws, Saw Ails, Etc.
Construction Worker Special

Power Cord Replacement
$29.95

Business Cards
Brochures Pamphlets,
Invitations
And Cu~tomized
Greeting Cards
www.angelfergusonswordprocesslng.com

Call (813) 230-7134

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL
BULLETIN THE VOICE OF
OUR COMMUNITY
FOR OVER 64 YEARS

B
Middleton High School Class 012009J~*ID ates
Members of the Middleton High School seniors earned their credits and walked from students into adulthood during
is the school's principal. (Photography by BRUNSON).

t~~aduatiowexercises. Carl Green

Among those at the graduation were Lonitra, Johnnie,
Lonique, and Lonnie Benniefield.

Honor graduate Eric L. Leeks, center, is shown with family and friends at the graduation.

Naima and Tavanda Ford were on hand to congratulate
Olajuwon at the graduation.

Graduate Roneshia Johnson is shown with members of her family at the graduation ceremony.

David, Brianna, Christina, and Kesha were all smiles at the
graduation.
Graduates Chantal Clay, Geril Leath and Valekia Norman,
are proud of their accomplishments.

Among those congratulating Shyquanda Nikquita Dukes were
her mom, Martha, Rogers, and Demetrius.

Mary LaRosa and Daisy
LaRosa posed for a photograph at the graduation
ceremony for Middleton
High School.

Stravensky Navoil and
Michael Jones were among
the proud graduates of
Middleton High School ,
Class of 2009.

Tiara, Pasty, Maria, Carmen, and Dolicia were photographed
at the Middleton High School graduation recently.
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• Immigration
• Adoption
• Civil/ Personal Injury • Bankruptcy
• Probate
• Guardianship
• Wills
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Local

Neighborhood Watch Coordinator
Saw Potential Of Area

Call Us. We Can Help.

>"'
<(

F. Kemi Oguntebi

c

Attorney At Law
109 N. Armenia Avenue Tampa, FL 33609

a:
u.

The hlr1ng of a lawyer Is an Important decision that ·should
not be baSed so!eJy IIPQ!) advertiSements. Before )"0\J deckle,
ask us to send you FREE written lnfonnallon about our
qualifications and experience!

Prcu.:tidngLaw ln:
• Criminal Defense • Family Law
·• P¢rsortal Injury
Attornev & CounselorAtLaw
Cypress Point Office. ~ark
10014 N. Dale l\1abrv~Smte 101
·
Tampa, florida 33618

(813)269-9706• Fax:(813)960-064l
The hiring of • lawyet tt an imp<lr.ant docisi.ou ll'.ar S:llon!d.nol
U...d roh:lpljXlU o<h'<t1i:nucn!>. 8efor•
ycu fr" \\:riUcn inf<%n.J:illiou aOOt\1 ~-

·

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
CIVIL SERVICE I UNION GRIEVANCE
BANKRUPTCY
-Chapter 7 (SSOO Plus Costs)

OFFICE OF PATRICIA DAWSON,

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Several years ago, when Ms.
Tonya Thomas began looking for a place to relocate to be
closer to work, she looked in
several areas. One of those
areas was Sulphur Springs. She
learned that it was ideal and
moved from Town N' Country
into her home in 2005.
But, it was not until after her
home was burglarized that Ms.
Thomas decided to take an
active role in the neighborhood
she would call home. "I had to
do something besides cry and
pray. My first thought was to
put my Nikes on and take off.
"I came to realize that life is
filled with tests and I was encouraged to just be still and
know that God was there. I deMS. TONYA THOMAS
cided to stay."
Sulphur Springs NeighborAfter the burglary, Ms.
- hood Watch Coordinator
Thomas said she wondered
why her? But, after the burglary, she came to realize that
the role of Coordinator. Since
the neighborhood could be betthat time, she has worked to
ter if neighbors worked toimprove the quality of life in
gether. She also realized that
Sulphur Springs.
someone had to take a leaderIn addition to bringing
ship role.
neighbors together in a posiThat same year, Ms.
tive way, Ms. Thomas said a
Thomas got involved in the
Neighborhood Watch also
neighborhood and took over
brings resources into the area.

· Criminal Deferise, Family Law &
..% ·
. Personal Injury
·· .

Working with the police department and getting to know
officers assigned to the area
also helps in reducing the
crime rate in the area.
Some of those resources resulted in the establishment of
the Weed & Seed Program, the
RICH House, and programs
brought into the area under the
Iorio Administration.
"We have some awesome
,challenges, but we have great
benefits as well. It's great just
to be able to connect with the
people in your neighborhood,"
Ms. Thomas said.
A native of Tampa and College Hill, Ms. Thomas attended the public schools of
Hillsborough County. She attended Brandon High School
and graduated from Hillsborough High School.
Bytrade,Ms. Thomas is
an Insurance Agent and Hair
Stylist, who enjoys reading, the
love of God, and has a passion
for people. She is a member of
Unity
Nondenominational
Church of Clearwater.
Ms. Thomas has no regrets about serving as the Coordinator of the Neighborhood
Watch. "I felt that I could make
a difference, I could make
where I live a better place."

-----lNG YOU ASAFE AlllfiAPPY
4TH OF.JULY HOLIDAYI- .

Cypress Point Office Park

10014 N. Dale Mabry Hwy, Suite 101
Tampa, Florida 33618

(813) 386-5730
Former HillsbOrough Councy
Prosecutor-Depuly Chief

.,
!lOURS Or OPERATION: M - F 'JAM. - 4 P.M.

(813) 239-0600 · FAX (813) 232-2696
2802 EAST MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
SUITE B • TAMPA. FLORIDA33610

Business/Corporate
Pei'sonallnjury ·
FamilyLaw
.
Wills/Estate Planning
Worker's Compensation
Bankruptcy

A. P. GIBBS, ESQ

MATIHEW KOCHEVAR ESQ

THO~

E. PARNELl. ESQ

PERSONAL INJURY AND WRONGFUL DEATH
.

Meeting Legal Needs
For Over Twenty Years/'
1

AUTO, .TRUCK, MOTORCYCLE OR BOAT ACCIDENTS. SUP AND FAlL;
MALPRACTICE.

ALL SERIOUS IN

'

• Same Day Service Available

(813) 961-2802
www.dgplaw.org

"The h~lng of a l~er Is an important decision d.&c should not be based scldy upoo advertisement. Before you dedde. asktJsto
-

~·'

about our qualifications and

.Tite Hiring ljA l.all:l·er Is An Important Dc.•i~ion That Sltavld Not Be Bared Solely Upon Adwmi.<ement.
B4in-e Yim Decidie, Ask U.t To Send }rm FREE Wrillenlnjormafitm.4bout Our QualijhJiiiJns And F.tperlence.
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MS.YANA

llllliil

. . i.t H~ppy ,'Qi.r;tqqay .~o. ~fi~.s. . ,
Yana, who will be turning 14
on July 3, and will be cele:brating her big day on July
~o,with famil:Y."~nd friends. .
· Love,mom.

THE .. ,'.
HOUSES '·.·

WHITNEY And
HOUSE

.JAMAREON (PUMPKIN) MOULTRIE

She shin~s just like I .do. Just like she's supposed to. ·Everyone
knows she's House's girl. Happy birthday, Bae.
From your husband, House.

Happy birthday to our precious Iii "J" wlio"tumed the big #1 on
July. This lil special guy will be celebratingnis birthday with his
. family and friends on July 4 at his Papa Date and Nana Lisa's r· home. God bless you babe and we wish you.mMy, many more. , 0
. Love, Daland (dad), Theresa (mom), Sh~y (sister), Shain :!:!
c
(brother), Lisa ·(nana), Dale (papa), Sierra ('IT), Godmother, >
(Kewannie), grandparents, Mr. Willie and Ms. Melody; en
. great grandparents, Mr. Willie and Ms. Linda. .
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N'SEYA TANIELLE
' BARTON
~--

:·:. · ·, . 'SQPHINA, NAY-NAY, >..
;: ~·(MRS~ HOUS.E) And COC,q' .
. ... :.

. .:

.

.

~

~

· Years ·befo~e. you ' were
thought of,·I prayed for you. I
Wrap lt U,P
prayed for a beautiful and
Wednesdays
. . . healthy little gtr~ with the
$25 Wash & W mp
: ·~ ·~:.~ irit'ellige'Il'c~:-~~&t'ttiatch. I ·
--2.!!!Y
· .~ prayed for God to give me:a
\r · .. d~ughter so that I niay raise
'' · · ·· her to be God~fearing, strong;
independent and intelligent. '.
· Although He's still guiding
;-·,. .iriy'·patli to' r~ise-'};ou in' ti:le ~··.
b¢st';way,H~ has·given ril~ . .
· eveiyth.ing I~ye pray;ed)o,r iri .' ·

. Forg~t ilie:~es~ ~ou'te to~Idng\vith the best! ·Happy. birthd~y.
· · . . · ·. .
·
· ·· · '
··
.· · .
M rs. H ouse.
From the.sexr city ladies Nay-Nay Coco and Sophina. ··.
·
· · '
.: ·
..
.·
··
,..
··

· you: . •..:., ·.. :... · . · .

·

,r ., ·•

.

·

· • HaPP.Y·~ ·6th:: 1Jit:tl\d~y;· ·: .
,,.. N'Seya: You are trul1 the ·•
. mear~in,g -of your name - an · . ',
iilhibited beauty Within. · .· . ". .
M:ommylovesyou.: ·:
·

· Children's
.. Hairs.tyles ~
Hili .Q;~tations ..,'.• _ ..u••
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First Time Clients
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$10 Off
Any Service
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·DEMETIUA
A. WILSON ·: · ·.

'

•·.

AIRMAN HEATH

Birthday wishes are being · .
MITCHELL
sent to Demetria, on her spe-:. . . ,.. . .
.
cial day; ?16/ocj.: ·-:.· ~ · .'· .·· ,:· ,.,\ . . .. HaPP,Y,birthday: ~o.n., w~l~ ·:....
She wtl! ·be celebrating. her:, • caine· home from New Mexieo...·. .
day with·faniily imd friends; ·
Also we:wowi'iike to wiSh ·: ·
We woUld also~~ con~at'you 'a safe 3. years in Alaska. .. ' .,... Ms~ RONDA ' - . .' ._. :
ulate her for· making Hon·o:r·· We love you and are very. .
. . · ·· .:, ·,.,' · ·''··· ..: ': ·. ,., .
1
:' Lord, I would like to thank
Roll. ·
proud of you.
Sending hll our love, momParents, Harold and Joyce
you for blessing nie to "see · ·
and a host .of family and
another year: Happy birthday
mie; Desmene, uncles, aunts
and Nanna.
· · · . ·..
frienc:4;.
. . . ... .. to me.
. •' ·;· ..

to

0)

~ All About \'ou
Engagemen~

Wedding
Announcement

Couple Exchanges Wedding Vows
Family members and friends gathered for the exchange of wedding vows for Tampa couple Mimie
and Carlos. The wedding was .held in the garden at the home of the bride. (Photography by
BRUNSON).

The bride and groom, Mimie, are shown with
Mimie is shown with her sons, Darryl and
the bride's mom, Mrs. Theodart.
Desmond, at the wedding.

CHERIKAAGEE And JONATHAN RIOLAND
As precious as the ocean's treasures, too strong for anyone to
measure, two hearts joined together, sharing our lives forever.
Cherika Agee and Jonathan Rioland will be married 213-10.
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MS.MONYE'
Happy birthday wishes are
being sent out to our mother,
who recently turned 32. We
love you, mommy.
Love, your kids.

TIARRA
Lil sis, all grown up. Happy
birthday. Love you.

Among those attending the wedding were:
Kervin, Christopher, Fabiola, ·dad, Nathania,
Chelsea, Chrstina, KaLisha, and Ry'yan
Micaelle, Mario, and Joel.
attended the wedding.
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Mount Calvary junior Academy
. Kindergarten - 8th grade

NOW REO.ISfERINt
FOR fHE 2009-2010 SCHOOL YEAR
WE OFFER:

~

1. Bible-based instruction
2. Caring, loving, certified teachers
3. High value at an affordable rate
4. Florida Pride scholarships
5. Computer lab with internet and network
6. A safe drug free eiwironment for students
7. ·Extracurricular activities
8. Challenging academic. program ·
9. Personal attention given to students
10. Outstanding students.
11. Hot, nutritious meals daily
12 .. Fully accredited curriculum
13. Small class size
14. Before and after school program
15. Reading and math labs
.16. Music (String Ensemble)
Training minds, hearts, and hands for worthv and
productive service.
~

i~~-~~~~bJ~~ a registration packet~
3111 East Wilder Avenue
Tampa, Flortda 3 3 61 o

-

'

.

Kareen, left, and Tyene, are
shown with bride, Mimie om
her special day.

1stPrize:$250 • ZndPrize:$1 00 • 3rdPrize:$50
··...· .· ·All Contestants Must Be 18 Or Older &Must Be
Registered To Perform
ToRegisterContact:813-394-60770r
enialetalent@aol.com
·
Tickets Will Be Sold At The Door Starting At ~:00 P.M.
·
TicketsAre$1 5.00
·

GRACE MARY MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
. 3901 N. 37th St ¥

248-377

NEW FRIENDSHIP
M.B. CHURCH
3107 E. Lake Ave. ¥248-4127

29TH STREET
CHURCH OF CHRIST
HAROLD RODRIQUEZ· MINISTER
3310 N. 29th St.* TAMPA, FL 33605
OFFICE &FAX (813) 242-4572
EMAIL: romello@verizon.net

uHniiii:LOJ,

New Testanat M. B.

>; ..

Church Of Thonotasassa, Inc.
11530 Walker Road
Thonotosassa, FL 33592
(813) 986-3971
(813) 610-1252

Hillsborougb High School
5000 N. -central Ave.
Tampa, FL 33603

Pastor

Pastor

Weekly Activities

Early Moming Worship - 8 A.M.
Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
Moming Worship -10:50 A.M.
Bible Study, Wed. • 7 P.M.

Sunday Church School
9:30 A.M
Morning Worship
10:45 A.M
Bible Class
4:30 P.M
Evening Worship
5 P.M
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
7 P.M
Bible Study
7:30 P.

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

HERITAGE CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY BAPTIST
CHURCH

BROWN MEMORIAL

REV. DELORES CAIN, Pastor

Sunday Bible Class...............9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship.................10:30A.M.
Evening Bible Class..............5:00 P.M.
Evening Worship...................6:00 P.M.
Wednesday Night Class.......7:00 P.M.
Personal Work: 1st Sat.. ... 10-12 Noon

Sunday Morning Worship
Service 8:00 A. M.
Bible Study Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
New Mt Silla M. B. Church
5702 E. 32nd Ave.
Tampa, FL33619

REV. JOHN D. ANDERSON, JR.
Pastor
Weekly Services:
Sunday School • 9:30A.M.
Sun. Moming Worship* 11 A.M.
Wed. Night: Youth Prayer Service
And Bible Study
Thurs. Night: Prayer Service
And Bible Study
"Saving The SlnnJ~ And
Educating The B~ievers•
"I Can Do All Things Through Christ
Who Strengthens Me. •- Phil. 4:13

CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST

2313 E. 27th AVE. ¥ (813) 248-5690¥ (813) 241-690

. WEEKLY ·WORSHIP SCHEDULE
Sunday School
.... ;9:30A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship
.... 11 A.M.
Sunday Evening Worship
.... 7:30P.M.
Morning Prayer
{Tuesday- Friday) .. :.9 A.M.
Wednesday Night Worship BISHOP MATTHEW
WILLIAMS
.....7:30P.M.
Pastor
"A Chur.ch Where The Love Of God Flows ·~ . .
. And 11le Holy Ghost Is In Full Co.nlrol~" . .

FIRST MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH OF
HIGHLAND PINES

ST. MATIHEW
M. B. CHURCH
3708 E. Lake Ave., Tampa, FL 33610
(813) 628-0752 • Website: www.stmatthewchurch.org
Email: rsims@tampabay.rr.co'm
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Prayer Service Wednesday ¥ 7 p.m.
study of the Bible Wed. ¥ 7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Pastor
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesday - 7 P. M.
Sunday School- 9:30A.M.
Morning Worship- 10:55 A. M.
Church Van- (813) 627-0338 ·

0
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m

Break Of Day Worship 7:45 A. M.
Sunday School 9:30a.m .
Morning Worship 11 a.m.

r
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Praise & Worship Service
· Wed. ¥ 8:30 - 9 p.m.
Children & Youth ·Bible stuqy ·
Wednesday ¥ 7 - 8:30 p.m .

REV.

.,r

r
r

gJ

.,z .

Saturday Prayer Service & Bible Study
.
10a.m.
•
Youth Bible Institute ¥ 12 • 4 p.m.
Teen Night
Friday before the 2nd sunday 7. 11 p.m.
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REV., W. D. SIMS, Pastor
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Ne'!V St. Matthew. ~issionary Baptist Church
. . 1006·s.o uth 50th Street * Tampa, Florida 33619
.

~----,813-242-6268

GREATER FRIENDSHIP
M.B.CHURCH
3325 E. Emma St.
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MOUNT PlEASANT M.B. CHURCH

2~02 N. Rome Avenue *_(Corner of Rome Ave. and Spruce St.)

·

P.O. Box4724 *Tampa

Dr C.t Kirkland, Pastor
Tel: ·(813) 253-57.14 *Fax (813) 254-1441'
E-mail: MtPJeasantMB·@aol.com
.
...
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Sunday
. Morning C.hurch School @9:30A.M.· ·
Sunday Morning Worship@ 11:00 A. M.
Thursday Night Youth Bible Study@ 6:30 P.M.
Wednesday-Night Prayer Meeting &Bible Study.@ 7:00P.M.

'

.

:a

.

'

Sunday School - 9:45 a.m.
.Morning Worship ~ 11 a.m.
Evening Worship - 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Tuesday.- 7:30p.m.
Visitors Are Welcome!

c
~

Devotion By Mt. Pleasant Praise Team
EARLY MORNING WORSHIP AT 7:45A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL* 9:30A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP- 11 A M.

College Hill Church Of God In Christ
6414 Nort11 30th Street
813-239-3161

Growth AndShaiing God!s Love

1ST SUNDAYS
5 PM- Family Series Hour (B.T.U.) ·
6 PM-lord s Supper (Commun~on)
TUESDAYS.
6 PM - Prayer Service
7 PM - General Bible Study
7 PM -Youth Bible Study

TAPE MINISTRY
Order On Line At Web Site Or Call Church
WEB S.ITE: MtPieasantMBChurch.org

PEOPLE FOR CHRIST
MINISTRIES
,.

"

Worship Oppo·r tunities

SUNDAY
Sunday School
'9:30A.M. '
Mor:ning Worship

tt;OO A.M.

YPWW - 6:00 P.M.
;Eveni_qg Worship

?,':ijO P.M..

.

TUESDAY. & FRIDAY
Evening Service
7:00P.M

imii

DR.THOMAS L. HADDEN, Ill
Sunday School ·
9:30A.M.
Morning Worship
11-A M.
Bible Study (Wednesday)
7 P.M.

To Advertise In The Church Directory Call Mrs. Gwen Hayes At
813-248-1921 or Email Her At editor@flsentinel.com
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Rules To Keep You
Rules are in love and leisure.
Rules are in recreation and
relationship.
There are also rules that we

ules! Life is full of rules.
Everywhere you go
there are rules. No matter
what you do, there are rules.

UNITY
A.M.E. CHURCH
1013 W. Dr. Martin Luther Kiiig;-jr.; Blvd.
· .Seffner, FL, 33584
(813) 571-3758

•<>-•-.

·

· ·

* Church School * 10 a. m. Each Sunday
*Sunday Morning Worshii• * i~. a. m.

*Bible Study * 7 p. m.. Ei1ch ..Tuesday Night
·

.,.._

.

Cume .'ihare with us the·

NEW THING God i.~ doing!
Dir.:ctio1~s:

·
Pastor
21ilodcs East ofWal-Man (Mllllgo) on W. Dr. ML.K, Jr. Blvd. and
the Chur.:h is on the T.eft
-
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must follow in our Christian
life. The rules we have to
follow in this spiritual walk
are rules or laws that God
has established to help us
live a quality life in Him.
These rules that God has
given has the purpose of
helping God's children make
sure they live a life that He is
well pleased with.
This week's. lesson in
Deuteronomy 5:1-9a, 1113 discusses the laws God

gave to His people.
Following these laws will
lead an individual to living a
rich life and having a long
and loving relationship with
God.
The key to it all is found in
verse one; " .. .learn them,
and keep and do them."
Every believer must accept
the responsibility of learning
the rules or laws God has
established. It is often difficult for people to practice
what they have not learned.
Once.an individual accepts
the call of God to enter into
relationship he/she has to
accept the task of learning
what God expects. When a
person gets a driver's license
he/she becomes responsible
for all the rules and regulations that pertains to operating a motor vehicle.
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SHERYL BRADY
Durham, North C~lina

The Missionaty Board Celebrating

..J

37 Years Of Service

:::)

Missionary Kay Glenn, President

m
ll.

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Clhurch
7221 S. Sherrill Street
Port Tampa, Florida 33616
(813) 839-5263

Keyrwte Speaker:

Likewise when entering
many interpretations of
into relationship with God.
what this mean. In each
You cannot claim that you
generation there was some
did not ·do something
form of covenant between
because you did not know.
God and His people. One of
the important notes to be
You as an individual must
learn what you must do and
realized is that it is a personhow you must live.
al relationship and the
covenant is fitting for. the
Not only must you learn
them, you must keep them.
generation at hand.
You must not just hear what
These rules are not just
the laws are saying, learn
given by any god. These are
them, and then forget about
rules given by a specific God.
You are not entering into
them. You have to make
covenant with just any god;
sure that you keep them in
your mind and in your heart.
you are entering into agreeKeep them in good times
ment with a specific God.
and bad. Keep them when
Your obedience to these
you feel like it and you don't.
rules is vital to your relation- ·
You should keep them even
ship. The God you are enterwhen you fall. ing into covenant with is~
One of the most important
God who delivers. He is the.
elements
one who delivered you out of
of the
laws of God
.
.
is doing them. You must
bondage.
make every good effort to do
These rules that God has
what God has required of
given, are not rules to make
you. The rules God has set
your life miserable. He has
given you these rules to
forth will require action and
work. Doing some of the
make sure· that you know
rules may require more work
what He expects of those He
for some and less for others.
is in covenant with. Learn
Some rules you might like to ·
them, keep them, and do
do and some you inay not.
them and you will be forever
What you must always
blessed.
remember is that God
expects you to learn them,
uThe vhice
keep them, and do them.
of
Moses informs the people
_
Our
Community
that God made the covenant
with them and not their
Speaking for Itself"
fathers (vs. 3). There are ·

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF LINCOLN GARDENS

UNITY M.Bn CHURCH

REV. ANTHONY GREENE, Pastor

ELDER H.

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
· Morning Worship - 11 A.M. ·
Prayer Service & Bible .Study
Wednesday-7:30P.M.

Sunday School• 9:30A.M.
·Morning Worship •11 A.M.
Bible Study • Tues. • 7:30 P.M.

"To Know Christ And To Make Christ Known •

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

4025

w:Palmetto St.¥ 879-1351

.·

Elder Charles Davis, Pastor
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Bishop EddidlawiOitt, S~. P~stor -
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WEEKLY.WORSH.IP SCH.EDULE .

a:
0

8;00 A, M,.Spiritual Enrichment · .
9:45AM. Si.Jnday School/ Orie·nta.tion
1'0:45 Worship:Service
(Youth Church 2nd Aod 3rd Sunday~),.

..J
LL.

Tuesday:

, "Building On A Firm Foun~ation" .
Sunday $Chool - 9:30 A.M.
.'
Sunday Momi~ Worship - 1&.55 A.M.
Wednesday Night Prayer Service &
Bible Stuily - 6:30P.M.
Trans rtation Serviees Available

.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF COLLEGE HILL
3838 North 29th Street, Tampa
. . (813) 248-6600

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF
PROGRESS VILLAGE
· 8616 Progress Blvd., Tampa, FL 33619

• Church Office: (813) 677-1948
* Pastor s Office: (813) 672-0389
• Academy Office:.(813) 677-5988
• Fax: (813) 672-0514
• E-Mail: fbcopv@tampabay.rr.com '

1:2:b.Q.h~gp.q J~~rc;e~~qry, ~ .
Pra~r w/atbl~ Study
.

-.

.

Wednesday: 5:3() p,. M· Fr-ee·Tutorial--:~;; .
.
.
6:45 P. M.. AdUlt &Yoi:Jth ri!d Week Service
EmaiLUsAt:
stjmintsities®a()l.com

REV. EVAN BURROWS
Senior Pastor

Mission Statement:
"A Church of the·inner city
reachingout to the community
by ministering to the
whofeman. n
Outr~ach Ministry;
NOAH ?OMMUNITY, INC./
HOUSEOF LYDIA

.,=:::R~,JI;d
.
.

Early Worship-7:50a.m.
Sunday School : 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship - 10:50 a.m. •
For Transportation Call
SISTER BARBARA MCGILL
at 621-1155
Tuesday Prayer Service -6:30 p.m.
Bible Study - 7:30 p.m.
Visit our Website or E-Mail us:
www.fbcch.org • info@fbcch.org

DR. SAM MAXWELL, SR.,
Senior Teac:hing Pastor
AduiVChildren Worship Times
7:30 A.M. & 10:55 A.M.

4:ll:l!Jiii)i! lft
Sunday -9:45 A.M. -Adult &
Youth/ Children
Tuesday - 11 A.M. : Adult
Wednesday · 7 P.M.- Youth/ Children
· 7:30 P.M. Adult
A Satellite Campus For Faith Bible lnslitute
Growirg The Church For Glol:lal Change
(Acts 1:8, Rom. 1:8. 1 Thes. 1:8)

23 Years Of Service

eed Our Children
Ministries,
Inc.
.
~

P.O. Box 290415 • Tampa, FL 33687
(813) 784-1021
FeedOUrChHdren.org
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The Honorable Thomas Scott

Local

Chairman - Tampa City Councilman
District 5

Pre-Father's oav Breakfast
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The Parent Association Involvement Board at New Friendship M. B. Church Child Care Center
held a Pre-Father's Day Breakfast Friday before Father's Day. Several fathers, grandfathers,
uncles and other male relatives attended the event. (Photos by Julia Jackson)

"We must be free not because we claim freedom, but because
we practice it".
William Faulkner

Wishing you a Safe and Happy Fourth of July

Anthony, Jr. and Anthony,
III at the breakfast at New
Friendship Child Care
Center.
These people who attended the breakfast were Tomika
Austin, Orts Williams, Brittany Walker, Jamarquis Austin and
TomAustin. ,

Please Have A
SafeAnd _
Enjoyable Holiday

Lesley "Les" Miller
Candidate For Hillsborough County Commissioner
·

District 3
PoliticolAdvertisement Paid For And Approvod By Lesley "Leo" Miller Caodida!A> For
Hillsborouab Coullty CommiAiooor, Dillrict 3, Democnl
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"On behalf of a grateful nation, I wish c:
m

Papa Horace enjoyed breakfast with his granddaughters,
Briana and Tiana at New Friendship Child Care Center.

to thank all who have fought to
defend our Freedoms and
our Independence."
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Daddy Kari joined little
Kari for the breakfast.

c

~

During the breakfast, Mr. Jackson received a book ("Why A
Son Needs A Dad") from the President of the Parent
Involvement Group, Liah Hardy.
·

State Representative
•'The Voice

of

Our Community
Speaking for Itself''

M. t-:~1
. _.;. . I.Ch.
. .-: . :aeIS
. . . .,:CI.OD.
District 58
~

C)

Breakfast was prepared by Chef Hicks and Chef Cooper.

813) 248-192

Pollical advertisement paid for and ~.fed by Representative Midlael Scionti, State House.

Ol8tllcl58 (Democnltl
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Old Classmates Gather For 'Fellows Dav'

Enjoy a Safe
Independence Day

~

Hillsborough County Commission
District 1
Not

fund~

Happy July 4th!
On this, our Nation's

birthday, I'd like to wish
you a safe and happy
Independence Day.
I ask that you take a
moment to remember all
those who have defended
the very freedoms that
we now enjoy.
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God Bless America!

KeA11fl~
Chairman,

~
c Hillsborough Board of County Commissioners
U)
w
:::;)

Keith Henry and Ernest
Adams were in attendance
at Fellows Day.

It was Fellows Day for old
classmates of Middleton ·
High School recently at an
area park. It's been over 30
years since they were all
together in such great numbers.
Harold Langston contacted a few friends and told
them he was planning a get
together. They all agreed
that it was time to do something like that.
In 1971 (desegregation), a
lot of the Tigers at the event
were in the 10th grade when
they were faced with the
worst news they could ever
get: Middleton was being
closed.

Standing (from left to right)~ Chelmer Goodson, Keith
Henry, Melvin Winbush, Stanley Bradford, Ernest Adams,
Harold Langston, Joe Baker, and James Bass McGill.
Kneeling are Charles Thomas and Otis Dudley.

In the summer of 1971,
Coach Billy Reed made
the announcement during a
football practice that
Middleton was closing that
the students would get a
notice in the mail as to what
school they would be attending.
.
Langston said that's
when they lost contact with
each other and moved in different directions in life.
"Middleton meant the
world to us. It was so rich in
history and heritage. We all

had big dreams of following
in the footsteps of our big
brothers and other legendary students that came
. ·before us."
Langston said they are
planning another Fellows
Day in July, and asks that
anyone interested in attending who was a part of their
class or any class at
Middleton before desegregation, contact him at (813)
802-4278, or by email at
haroldlangston8g@yaboo.co
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July Birthdays
The birthstone for this
month is the Ruby and the
flower is the Larkspur.
Happy birthday to the July
celebrants: Mrs. Mary
Bryant-Goodson (Sacramento, CA), Mrs. Mattie
Mills_, Mrs. Mary Allen,
Robert Leek, Sr., Mrs.
Judy Pritchard, Deshonte
James, Mrs. Ira Mae
Ellison, Ms. Emma J.
Gordon, Ms. Amanda
Miller, Jose Robertson,
Sue Suarez, Yolanda
Smith, Carl Heym, Jr.,
Antonio Simon, Ankwon
Simon, Shane Anthony,
IV, William J. Demps,
Adrian Morgan, Carlos
Watson, Marcus Colon,
Clarence Jones, III,
Kenneth Mills, Terry
Armstrong,
Carina
McNair, Jaquisa Oliver
· (Alaska), and James Earl
Hill.
Chelsea
Rigsby,
Da'Shan
Antoinio
McLendon, Lovie McNairOverall (mem.), Benjare
McLendon, Alvin McNair,
III, Delores Foster,
Horace Reeves, Jr.,
Patrick Thompson, Jr.,
Gwendolyn HamiltonAbrams, Najah SafeeUllah, Rosalind E. Drew,
Paula Jennings, Nan ~
Grable, Steve Fenske,
Melvin Glenn; Otto
Contreras, Ernestine
Glenn, Maggie Adams,
Jackie LeWis and Johnny
Mae Capheart.
Other July celebrants are:
Vivian Kneece, Tashon
Stennis, Ruby Williams,
Margaret Patterson,
Linda Thurman, David
Davis, IV, Anthony
Young, Mitchell Thomas,
Sr., Petra Moore, John
Butler, Rory Davis, James
Tolbert, · Ernestine
Turner,
Marcus
Cromatrie, Eugene Perry,
Jr:, Cierra Sanders and
Keith Bayard, D.
Raheem
White,
Dorothy McHenry, Bettie
Cotton, Cecil Mahoney;
Ricky Triplett, Kyla
Thurman,
Dorothy
Wilson, Betty Reed,
Henry Jordan, Nichole
Ellis, Keshanda Stennis,
Debra McClaine, AMechel Folks, Keith
Gibson, Ezekiel Scott,
Dwight Stephens, Jr.,
Christy
McKinnie,
Dounell · A. Griffin,
Anthony Carswell, Briana
Davis, Cheron McKinnie,
Danielle Bayard, Antionette Bellamy, Connie
Simmons, Danielle Davis
and Diana M. Jordan.
Happy birthday to Mr.
Clayton Anderson, Jr., former Villager, who celebrated

Sick And Shut Ins
Please keep the following
folks lifted up in prayer:
Ellen McClennan (Haire),
Bessie-Sims, Ethel WellsDixson, Devora Solomon,
Alzalee Hill, Geneva
Ferrell, Cynthia Roberts,
Willie Turner, Maureen
Saunders-Gains, Lillian
Harris-Cusseaux, Deacon
Eli Rodgers. Deacon

his special day on July 1st
with family and friends.
Happy birthday greetings go
out to Ashley Woodruff,
· whose natal day was July 1st.
Mr. Andre' Woodruff,
former Villager, celebrated his
special day on July 2nd, with
family and friends in Orlando.
The 29th Street Church Of
Christ birthday celebrants
are: Bridget Jackson,
Willie Parker, Jr., Larry
Tillman, Guydell B.
Maxfield, II, Latasha
Homer, John Dixon,
Connie Boone, Helen
McMillan and Georgia
Lindsey. Pastor-Minister
Harold Rodriguez and congregation extend birthday
greetings to all of you!
Ninety-One is great! Happy
natal day to Mrs. Deloris
"Dee" Collins, who considers it a great blessing to be
one of God's chosen ones to
continue to celebrate her special day here on earth with
family and other loved ones.

F. Y. I.
Let us keep Presidel.lt
Barack Obama and his family in our daily prayers as he
tries to bring change for
everyone.

2115 E. Hillsborough Ave.
OPEN 24 HOURS

Remember our service men
and women who put their c...
c:
lives on the line daily.
Remember the helpers in
the kitchen: Thelma, (813) ~
671-3614, Family Deli, (813) ~
671-1541 or H. 0. P., (813) ~
238-5221.
Call your news in to
Iradean London-Biggs at
(813) 677-6071. Be blessed!
Yes We Can!

!<

1\merica1iusts
Store (813) 237-3741
Pharmacy (813) 237-3743
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Belated Birthdays
Happy belated birthday
wishes to the following folks
that celebrated their natal day
in June: Harvelyn Glymph,
Bronal Martin, Wynie
Best, Pearlie Proctor, Faj
Jenkins, Jashan Gillis,
Roland Norates, Tracy
Melendez, Frank McKinney, Devora Solomon,
Herman
Gilchrist,
Dwayne Saffore, Lakeisha
Collins, Laleisha Buch,
Meredith Williams, Lillie
Myer, Ethel WellsDixson, Naomi Jones,
Sylvia PratJ:ler, Jada
Powell, Debra Harris,
Geneva Ferrell, Nicole
Jones, Tonya Rus·seiJ,
Janet Lochard, Katie
Felton, Dazja Feiga,
Shalaina Beverly and
Rosanna
Marsenia •...
McCullough.
'.

Happy Anniversary
Happy anniversary to Mr.
and Mrs. Nathaniel an'd _Alice Winkfield of Decatur,
GA, wh'o will celebr,a,te. 40 ..
years" on July 2sth.
. - .. Uplifting Prayers
Prayer changes things. We
miss ·you all and extend
prayers to you: Mrs. Lula
Philon, Mrs. Ullie Mae
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbert (Elaine) Johnson,
Mrs. Mary H. Ford, Mrs.
Mary Darby, Eddie West,
Mrs. Eloise Leeks, Eugene
Lane, Breanna McClendon, Mrs. Della Vickers,
Mrs. Cathy Kirsey and
Mrs. Tonya Simmons.
We are glad to hear that
Sister Cheryl Ferrell is up
and around after being confined, due to illness. Let us
keep her in our daily prayers.

Alexander Buchanan,
Deacon
Johnson
Hodgers, Deacon Francis
Brown and Margaret
Brown.
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See Our Nurse Pra
Andrea Nelson.For
• The ClmDIII Cold
• SChill &Sports PhVSICIIS
• Other Minor Illnesses
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ABlack And White Birthdav Gala
The soth birthday gala for
Cheryl Denise King-Cato
was held at Maggiano's Italian
Restaurant on June 6th. The
attire for the evening was black
and white. The celebrant started the evening first in a black
cocktail dress, and changed
mid-evening to a red, off the
shoulder, custom-designed
gown by Cecelia of Columbia.
Film and PowerPoint presentations highlighted Mrs.
Cato's birth in 1959 at the
segregated~;- Clara
Fry.e
Memorial Hgspital. Also
shared was her life growing up
on Historical ~entral Avenue,
and days at ,Saint Peter ,Claver
Catholic School.·
·
Documented as part of her
stroll in life was also the historical Tampa ;iot and her
family's subsequ~nt purchase
of a home in suburban We1;;t
Tampa.
Many close friends and family members were honored on
film presentations set to the
songs "I · Know Where I've
Been," and "Happy Being Me".
.A live solo of Bill Withers'
"Grandma's Hands" was beautifully sung by Paula
Johnson-Lang in tribute to
the honoree as a grandmother.
Over 100 close friends, colleagues and family members
were in attendance to el?-joy

lowed by an elaborately decorated 4-tier birthday cake.

the program and the delicious
7 course Italian dinner, fol-

Birthday honoree Cher,yl Cato introduces her sisters and
brothers, Pat Lang-Stitts, Debra Lang-Williams, Mattie
Williams, Minister John Lang, Hattie Adams and Wanda
Lemons.
·· ·
·

Family stylist and friend, Monye Harris of Stylionz Salon
places crown on head of Mrs, Cato as hubby Robert Cato
looks on.

Birthday ho"noree Cheryl Cato poses with her husband
. Robert Cato, Jr., sons, Roberi:, III and Cedric Cato and daughter, Ericka,
.
, · ·

The Catos and their grandchildren: Eric, KeShaun, Eriyah,
Janyla and Ezaria Cato.
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•• ·
SEATING IS LIMITED- RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY!
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DETAILS: MONDAYS @ 6pm
Chloe Coney Urban Enterprise Center
1907 E. Hillsborough Avenue
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$8,000 Stimulus ~ Money Available For Home Buyers!
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The Catos and some guests: Brenda Wright, Porsha Graddy
and Minister Jacqueline Leeks,

·~ ·...... ·:~.-
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The government is giving up to $8,000.00 to new home buyers.
f-'1"
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·Plus ...

Up If! $60,000 DOWN PAYMENT from the City ofTqmpa to purchase
your 1st home!!!
'

'

•Find out if you qualify ...

HUO-approved housing counseling ager:-cy
CONTACT: ELSA SUAREZ (813) 231-436~
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Evantae Hunter, Robert "Boogie" Cato, Frederick Harris,
Jr,, Janyla Cato, Keshaun Cato, Eric Green and Chanel
Harris.

Local

Communilv Group Takes
Students On Two-CitV Tour

(813) 254-4916
For All Your
Photography And
Video Production
Needs
Email:
d.burgess3@verizon.net
Web:
burgessweddingphotos.com

Superior Pharmacy Of Temple Terra«:e
11531 N. 56th St, Temple Terrace, FL 33617
(SE Corner Of Fowler & 56th.)

www.superiormedicalcenter.com

• FREE HOME DELIVERY OF YOUR
MEDICATIONS
• $4 GENERIC DRUGS NOW AVAILABLE
• FREE NUTRITIONAL COUNSELLING FOR
DIABETICS
• FAST & FRIENDLY SERIVCE
• FREE GIFT BASKET ($65 VALUE) WHEN YOU
TRANSFER 3 OR MORE RX
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the Mid-Town Manhattan.
In New York, the students
visited the Statute of Liberty
and Ellis Island, the 9/11
site, Time Square and historical Harlem. They spent the
day at the Museum of
Natural History.
"During our trip to New
York, I was able to share
some of my own experiences
growing up there.
"Our kids are idle during
the summer, so I thought
this would be a great learning experience for them. I
· felt the New York sttidefllts
could motivate the Tampa
students. The whole thing
was extraordinary.:'
_,.;.· .
Mrs. Willis-Barrett said
the students were more
excited about meeting each
other than they were visiting
the various venues in New
York.
"The students from Tampa
are pen pals with the students from New York and
that sets them apart."
The students attended the
graduation of Life Sciences
Secondary School that ·
bragged an 86%, 4-year
graduation rate with' a go%+
minority
population.

m

Equal Employment Opportunity

::t

Tmining Seminar:

:a

NEW YORK STUDENTS

Greco Middle School
instructor, and founder of
Molding Outcomes, Karen
Willis-Barrett, has spent
the past 15 years serving the
youth of Tampa Bay. Among
her endeavors was: starting a
group home for girls; hosting
community leadership summits at the University of
South Florida along with her
mentor, Dr. Donna Elam;
hosting monthly community
picnics at Desoto Park; and
bringing together schools,
community leaders and businesses to mentor students;·
A year ago, Mrs. WillisBarrett started planning a
two-city tour for 10 middle
school students'::'On June
27th, those plans resulted in
the students enjoying a tour
of Washington, D.C. and
New York City.
"While in .Washington,
D.C., the students toured the
. historical monuments and
even toured inside the White
House. A former King High
School graduate, Traci
Bexley, met the students
and led them on a tour of
Howard University."
The students also toured
New York City and stayed at

c:

Employment Investigation Procedures
Presented by the City of Tampa's Divisio,n of Community Affairs.

Thursday, July 23, 2009

8a.m. -12 p.m.
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Ragan Park Community Center
1200 E. Lake Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33605

c
~

Presenters:
Topics:
•Discipline and Discharge
•Investigation Procedures
Karen Willis-Barnett Oeft)
and New York school princi- .
pal Genevieve Stanislaus.

Manuel Zurita, Field Director
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission/Tampa Field Office

Michael Malfitano, Esquire
Constangy, Brooks &Smith, LLP

•ADA Law

•Request for Information

Deborah Crumbley Brown, Assoc. V'ICe President
Legal Affairs and Human R~sources Stetson School of Law

-

Principal, Mrs. Genevieve
Stanislaus was an encouraging force behind this partnership. The group honored
· her with a plaque .
Since this trip was such a
success, Mrs. WillisBarrett said she would like
to continue the partnership
with the school in New York.
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be reached at (813)
248-0724, or e-mailed at
lcrews@flsentinel.com.

Kathleen Liever, Esquire ·
Fowler White Boggs

This event is free and open 10 lhe pubHc and pre·registration is encouraged. To register for the seminar, please
call Chertylene Beall or Rebecca Cortes at (8131274·5835 or email chartvJene btaOOtampaggy net.
The registration deadline is Ju~ 15, 2009. Paid lor by lhe City ofTampa with funding provided from the U.S. EEOC.
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start treatment, the better it
works. Tn'atment may include:
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* Antiviral medicines, sometimes given with steroid medicines, to help you get well
sooner and feel less pain.
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Shingles

Good home care can help you
feel better faster. Take care of
any skin sores, and keep them
clean. Take your medicines as
directed. And use over-thecounter pain medicines to relieve pain.
Avoid contact with people
until the rash heals. While you
have shingles, you can spread
chickenpox to people who have
never had chickenpox. Be extra
careful to avoid people with
weak immune systems and
pregnant women and babies
who have never had chickenpox.

What is shingles?
Accepting New Patients, Including Children

• Exams, Cleaning & Filings
• Cosmetic (Bonding, Veneers)
• Crowns (Caps) & Bridges
• Partials & Dentures
• Extaactlon
• Implant Restorations
ANGEUA TOMUNSON, DDS, PA

GAIL C. MCDONALD, DDS, MPH

Walk-Ins & Emergencies Welcome
Most Jnsuranoa Accepted
Senior Citizen Discounts

Tampa • (813) 209-0338
3911 N. Boulevard (1 Blk South OfW. Dr. MLK Blvd.)
www.tomTinsondentalcare.com

* Medicines to help long-term
pain. These include antidepressants, pain medicines, and
skin creams.

Shingles (herpes zoster)
is a viral infection of the nerve
roots. It causes pain and often
causes a rash on one side of the
body, the left or right. The rash
appears in a band, a strip, or a
small area. Shingles is most
common in older adults and
people who have weak immune
systems because of stress, injury, certain medicines, or
other reasons. Most people
who get shingles will get better
and will not get it again.
What causes shingles?

Who gets shingles?

'

.

2123 W. Dr. Martin luther King Blvd
Suite 102
Tampa, Florida 33607
170~ Palmetto Ave.

Plant

FL 33563

Shingles occurs when the
virus that causes chickenpox
starts up again in your body.
After you get better from chickenpox, the virus "sleeps" (is
dormant) in your nerve roots.
In some people, it stays dormant forever. In others, the
virus "wakes up" when disease,
stress, or aging weakens the
immune system. It is not clear
why this happens. But after the
virus becomes active again, it
can only cause shingles, not
chickenpox.
You can't catch shingles from
someone else who has shingles.

What are the symptoms?
Shingles symptoms happen
in stages. At first you may have
a headache or be sensitive to
light. You may also feel like you
have the flu but not have a
fever.
Later, you_ may feel itching,
tingling, or pain in a certain
area. That's where a band,

USF Health congratulates Deanna ·
Wathingtori, MD, MPH, director of
the Public Health Practice Program
and interim associate dean for
College of Public Health Academic
and Student Affairs, ror,her _awardwinning performace in

"USF Health Podcast:
Straight Talk with Dr. D"

"Dr. D" takes you beyo~d the
obvious roles of a doctor & nurse which have become the proverbial
"tip of the iceberg" in today's health
world. Today's career options in
health offer a variety of dynamic and
exciting options for you to pick from.
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watch video at

health.usf.edu/straight talk
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strip, or small area of rash may
occur a few days later. The rash
turns into clusters of blisters.
The blisters fill with fluid and
then crust over. It takes 2 to 4
weeks for the blisters to heal,
and they may leave scars. Some
people only get a mild rash,
and some do not get a rash at
all.
It's possible that you could
also feel dizzy or weak, or you
could have long-term pain or a
rash on your face, changes in
your vision, changes in how
well you can think, or a rash
that spreads. If you have any of
these problems from shingles,
call your doctor right away.

How is shingles treated?
There is no cure for shingles,
but treatment may help you get
well sooner and prevent other
problems. Call your doctor as
soon as you think you may
have shingles. The sooner you

Take Care Of Your Feet. ..

They Have To Last A Lifetime!

Sheehy Ankle & Foot Center ·
Medicine And Surgery Of The Foot, Ankle & Leg

.

New Office Location:
Mond~}', July 6th

812 W. Dr. IWI&Blvd. • Sle 101 • Tampa, FL
.
(813) 872-8939
Introducing: Laser Nail Solutions
•Foot Pain
•Ankle Pain
•Heel Pain
•Wound Care
•Bunions

•Nan Deformities
-corn & Calluses
•Sports Medicine
•NEW 1\fedi-Pedicure
Available

PAULL. SHEEHY, JR., D.P.M., P.A.
Board Cmijled Academy Ofhlbulatory Foot &Ankle Surgery

@.J!\t~J:0;12.~2om

Anyone who has had chickenpox can get shingles. You have
a greater chance of getting
shingles if you:

* Are older than so.
* Have an autoimmune disease
that causes your immune system to attack your body's own
tissues.
* Have another health problem
or stress that weakens the immune system.
If you have never had chickenpox, avoid touching someone who has shingles or
chickenpox. Ifyou are at least
6o years old, you can get a vaccine that may pre~ent shingles
or make it less painful if you do
get it.

Remember, You are the
"Heartbeat of our Community."
I am not a Doctor. I am a Licensed Health Insurance Consultant providing you with
documented researched information that can assist "you in
your health care. If you are
having any of these symptoms
please contact your health professional as soon as possible
If you are on Medicare, Medicaid or disabled with
Medicare, . there are plans
available to assist you that have
$o premiums and $o co-pay
for Medicare exams for people
age 65 and older. Also, we have
prescription drug plans that
allow you to get your generics
90-day supply at $o, as well as
transporta_tion.
Please contact Jacki Webb,
your Licensed Health Consultant (813-545-2665) to find a
plan that best fits your needs at
NOCOSTTOYOU.
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6 Weird Headache Triggers
1. Kicking Back On The
Weekends.
Although it's
tempting to sleep in on weekends, you're setting yourself up
for trouble.
If you enjoy an 8 a.m. cup of
joe during the week, try to have
coffee at the same time on the
weekend.
You should try to factor decompression time into your
may also help reduce headache
workweek, too. If you don't
have a consistent fitness profrequency.
gram, start one now, aiming
4 • Harboring Anger. The
for at least 30 minutes of exernext time that you're silently
cise three times a week.
simmering, take in a larger
Also consider incorporating
than normal breath; hold it for
relaxation techniques into your
three to five seconds while
schedule, such as meditation,
pressing together the thumb
yoga, or biofeedback, which
and index finger on one of your
teaches you to control involunhands. Then exhale slowly
tary body responses like musthrough parted lips, until all
cle tension aqd heart rate.
the air has been drained from
2. · Self-Treating Your ·
your lungs. Repeat two or three
Head Pain. OccaSional use of
times. This soothing move
OTC medicine is fine, but be ·
stops you from tensing your
sure to follow the label instrucneck and shoulder muscles,
tions exactly. Taking a higher
which has been shown to bring
than suggested,._cJose·increases
on a headache. ·
the odds of getting a rebound
·After you've cooled down, ask
headache. · .. ·.. .
. ·. yourself how importantthe im, 3· Your Period. Many doc- . :mediate issue is to you. Will
tors ' treat menstrual-related
. you remember it in two
headaches with a prescription ·· · months? Two days? The antriptan, such as Frova. Your
swer will help put the problem
doctor may recommend taking
in perspective.
triptans eitqer a couple of days
. If you already feel a headache
- before your period, starts or
coming on, wrap a hot comcontinuously during your pepress or a heating pad around
riod, depending on the severity
your neck for a few minutes,
and frequency of your mi- .
making sure that it hits the
graines.
base of your skull. This will
A 1nonsteroidal anti-inflamrelax your sternocleidomastoid
matory, •Such as ibuprofen,
muscles, which are key in tentaken ever}' .day for the five to · sian headaches.
_ sevendays·aroundyourperiod
. 5· Your Lunch. Keeping a

food diary can be helpful in
identifying potential headache
triggers. Once you suspect a
food may be to blame, try eliminating it from your diet and
see whether it alleviates your
symptoms. But be sure to eat
regularly.
6. Your Co-Worker's Perfume. Unfortunately, many
scents are difficult to avoid.
You can't live in a bubble. No
matter how hard you try to stay
away from strong smells, you'll
still end up in an elevator next
to someone wearing heavy
cologne. But there are a few
ways to keep odors at bay.
First, try to keep your home
and work spaces as ventilated
as possible. Also, in your own
. home, use fragrance-free
cleaning supplies, such as EnviroRite, and keep all doors
and windows open.
If these strategies don't work,
combat one odor with another.
A German study found that applying a drop of peppermint oil
to the forehead was as effective
as OTC acetaminophen in relieving some headaches.
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Call For Flu Shots
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Healthy Smile
Healthy Body

.,.

Healthier You!:!:~: : :/': . .

• Dental Implants
• Sedation/Anxiety Management
• Cosmetic Gum Surgery
• Treatment Of Gum Diseases

T.MERRELL .
WILLIAMS
DMD,MS

Board Certified

Interest Free Financing Available
T..

MERRELL WILLIAMS,

DMD, MS

pla·nt Dentistry
iodontics
•

INl':)lVII:.'>UAWZED •

SEL.F-<::ON,.'IT;)EN'T

* Suite ~ 01 * Tampa, FL 33603
Visit Our Website At: www.tampaperio.com

4505' North! Annenia Ave.

(813) 354-8707

.:·.~ americn ·-Women

Black women have the highest
which causes so many heart at.. rates of what
called risk factacks that it is now considered ·
- tors for cardiovascular disease
· a cardiovascular disease and a
._,_in the country., when they are . - . CVD risk equivalent, is found in
· compared to men and women · a very high percentage of
of their.
race as well as
African American women.
other races~ When you have a
Unfortunately, CVD often
risk factor, which :m~ans that
strikes without warning, and
. you are unusuillly likely to de.the first hint of it may be sudvelop CVD, as opposed to peoden death, a heart attack, or a
"!)le'WbO'Tiavenon~e':'rna:aamc;;r-·· . stroke.
the more risk factors you have,
the greater are the chance that
yQu ..will have an adverse ~ven~
involVing the cardiovascular
. system such as a he81:t attack or. ,
a stroke. It has ·been wen docu- •; ..
mented ·that Africa~• Am~ri~ ·
women have the highest rates ·
of the following risk factors:
· * Smoking: 26% of black
women smoke .
: * High blood pressure:
about one-third of black·
women have hypertension
* Obesity: two-thirds of
black women are overweight or
obese :
* Physical. inaCtivity: the
;:majority ofblack women do not
exercise reguiarly
* In addition, diabetes,
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"NO GLOVE, NO LOVE"
I'm what all the guys want; Hi my name is Nay-Nay. I was
working at Hollywood Nights until I realized I can make
more money out here. You know "working the streets". But
sometimes this lifestyle will make you do things you don't
want to do. One thing I have learned out here In these
streets.is to always use condoms no matter what. I always
tell my tricks "no glove, no love", because I know I can
catch HIV!I didn't always have the money to buy them. But
I met these outreach workers 3 weeks ago and they supplied me with condoms and lube! And they told me If I
needed anymore just give them a call and they would bring
me more. Can you believe that? Now I always have a
supply· on me thanks to the Community L.I.F.E. outreach
team.
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brick by brick, block by block,
callous hand by callous hand•••
together ordinary people can do
extraordinary things••• "

11
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PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA

(813) 210-0513 Sonja
(813) 277-4587 Rebecca

.

.

Fomi/y Physidons of

ARMENIA
4710 N. Habana Avenue, Suite 1107
Tampa, Fl33614
(813)810· 3767
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Watermelon goes hand-in-hand with any and all summer celebrations
especially The 41h of July! So, this year, declare your independence and
boost your health esteem with a slice of barbecued watermelon!
Did you know .... watermelon is practically a multi-vitamin unto itself.
Vitamin A is important for optimal eye health, can help prevent nightblindness, and boosts immunity.
Vitamin 86 is used by the body to manufacture brain chemicals,
which helps the body cope with anxiety and panic .

*

\I *

I ~f Vitt.amin Cdca.n
help to dbolster thte imt mbunde sfystemh's deffel nfses agd~insl t
v1ruses
can
a o y rom arm u ree ra 1ca s
· / that can accelerate agmg and cond1t1ons such as cataracts.
8/· ,/ * A two-cup serving of watermelon is also a source of potassium,
, .' . . / 1n ec 1ons an
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Watermelon can help maintain cardiovascular function and health.
Waterme~on ~as amino acids that help maintain the arteries, which
can help mamta1n blood flow and heart health.
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1 tbsp. lime zest & %cup lime juice
::.tup honey, divided
pinch salt )i{ 1 Watermelon
2 tsp garlic chili sauce
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DIRECTIONS: Preheat grill to high. In bowl, whisk together, lime zest & juice, 3 tbsp of the
honey, garlic chili sauce and salt. Cut watermelon into thick wedges. Lightly drizzle each
~ ; side with remaining honey and place on grill. Grill until just browned, about 2 minutes per
g;! .~ ~ide. Place watermelon slices on a plate and drizzle with lime dressing.
w :.................•...•..•.•.•...........•..............•.............•...•............................................................•.......
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FAMILY BUNDLE # 1
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DIRECTIONS: Puree watermelon and pour into
Popsicle molds. Drop in chunks of fresh fruit, insert
caps and place
in freezer.••••••••••
Serve
immediately!
:· •••••••••••••••••
•. •••••
•. .••••• •t' .••• 'l' ........ ::
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4 cups watermelon balls
2 cups fresh blueberries
4 dollops prepared whipped topping
Red, white and blue star sprinkles

•" J.l .• 1 t

~~:~1~:.::;

.
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DIRECTIONS: Mix the watermelon
and blueberries. Divide among 4
sundae bowls. Top each with a dollop
of topping and sprinkle with red, white
and blue sprinkles . .
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1 seedless watermelon*
%cup whipped cream or frosting* 1% cups blueberries
1 cup strawberries, hulled and sliced* Yz cup raspberries* Powdered sugar

.

DIRECTIONS: Cut a three-inch thick slice from the center of an oblong, seedless watermelon.
Place flat on a cutting board and use an oversized, approximately 7-inch-wide star-shaped
cookie cutter (or sharp kitchen knife) to cut a star shape. Set on_ paper towel to drain excess
water. Wash the watermelon and pat dry. Place on a serving dish or cake stand.
Pipe whipped cream between the bottom edge of the star and the plate. Dot with blueberries.
Frost the cake ·with topping and arrange blueberries, strawberries and raspberries on top.
Sprinkle with powdered sugar and serve.
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Publix Premium Certified Beef, USDA Choice
SAVE UP TO 3.60 LB
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Geot:gia-Grown
Seedless Watermelon...................... -99
A Summertime Favorite, Perfect for Picnics,
High in Vitamin C. each
SAVE UP TO 2.00

)>

'
. .
.f2\600
Apple P1e ...................................... ~ All American Pie, Choice of Flaky Double Crust
or Dutch Apple With Streusel Topping,
From the Publix Bakery, 28 or 34-oz size
SAVE UP TO 4.58 ON 2
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PUI LIX

Deli

Iced "P.ea

e·F

Asssorted~~ari~~:

..
Cool and Refreshing, 1-gal bot.

Qu~..ti!Y rights reserved.

SAVE UP TO 2 •39
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F~ee
Chips ..... :.....
J.'

Assorted Varieties, 10.5 to 13.25-oz bag
( "'~·cludl'ng Baked' L1'ght, and N t 1)
~ . .
·•
a ura ·
Quantity nghts reserved.
SAVE UP TO 3.99
1 (Assorted Lay's Dip, 15-oz jar ... 2/6.00)

..

18-Pac!<Assoitedl
.. 2
·~~· 99
Budwe1ser Beer.... . .
12-ozcan or bot
SAVE UP TO 2.00
(:i2-Pack Bud Ught Lime, 12-oz can
or bot. or Budweiser American Ale,
12-oz bot ... 9.99)
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Coca-Cola ~F·
! Products ..... ~

I.l.

12-ozcan
SAVE UP TO 12.45 ON 5
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Michael's Final Photo Released
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DETROIT -- Detroit city
councilwoman Monica
Conyers, 44, has resigned
from office, days after admitting in court that accepted
bribes from a company in
exchange for her vote on a
lucrative city sludge-treatment contract.
Conyers, the wife of powerful Democratic congressman John Conyers, submitted her resignation in a letter
to the city clerk's office
Monday. It will take effect
July 6.
Local 4 has learned that her
staff members will be let go,
unless another department
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This photo shows Michael Jackson at his final concert rehearsal - one day before his
sudden death.
·
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Auto • Bike • Boat • Condo • Bar • All Accident Injuries
Trauma Cases ·• Medical .Malpractice • Rape/Assault
Slip&: Fall· In Apartments • Hotels • Shopping Centers
Poor. Security • Child Injuries •. Mall • Parking Lot
1 CruiSe Ship • Waterway • Watercraft • Dog Bites
·_ Nursing Home Abuse &: Negligence
. Workers Compensation

-. ·CBJ.IIIl .
·DERISE

CIVIl rllnEIS

f
Divorce : . ·
Contested/Uncontested
. Misdemeanors
Custody • Alim~ny
'1\-aflic Ticket Defense
Modifications . · · ,
DUI
Visitation ·
-S~~ded License
Pre-Nuptials
Drug Charges
Paternity .
White Collar
· Nme Change .
Fraud
Restraining Orders ·
Embezzlement
Battery
Parole
. W"dls, Probates : :
Bond HeariDgs
Estates, Trusts
Juvenile Law
Power Of Attorney
Search &: Seizure
Guardianship
Parole/Probation
Elder Law

·.: Fel~irles

· ESTATE Pllllllll

Ill

cb
,...

Business/COrporate
Co11.tract Disputes Corporate Set Up
. Real Estate/
Commercial·&: Residential
Condo ASsociation
Employment Law
Sexual Harassment
· Civil Li~on

BUDIPTCY
Chapters-7, 11, 13
Foreclosures
.. Reposessions
Tax Liens &: Levy
. Collections

1-800-133-lEGAl ~e~!n~~o:
1-800-133-5342 $:~
and expenence m wntmg.

MONICA CONYERS
decides to take them.
Her official picture was
taken down from the wall
near city council chambers
late in the afternoon. ·

Toddler Pulled ·.
From Water After
Yemeni Crash
MORONI, Comoros -- A
Yemeni jetliner carrying 153
people crashed into the
Indian Ocean as it came in for
a landing during howling
winds on the island nation of
Comoros. There were conflicting reports about whether a
child survived. .
Comoran and Yemeni officials said Tuesday that either
a 14-year-old girl or a s-yearold boy had survived.
However, neither report could
be immediately verified, nor

::>

;:) I

Monica Convers
Resigns From OHice

Concerned Family
Members
. could earlier reports that
three bodies and some plane
wreckage had been recovered.

Supreme.Court
-Considers Trov.oavis
-becutio.
. n
•.

WASHINGTON -- The
U.S. Supreme Court could
decide whether to hear the
case of death-row inmate
Troy Davis, who was convicted of killing a police officer almost 20 years ago: · The high court could make
its decision as early as ·
. Monday on the controversial
case involving Davis, who
was convicted of the 1989
murder of Savannah police
officer Mark MacPhail.
His execution has beem
delayed three times over concerns that he is not the killer.
Supporters say he d&erves
'

.

~

TROYDAVIS .
a new hearing because seven
of the trial's witnesses have
recanted or backed off parts
of
their · testimony.
Prosecutors say the evidence
is solid and that the 40-yearold should be put t~.death.

248-1921
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local Radio Show Host Said
He's Glad That Michaelis Dead
By SunMan

that's when he went home
and consumed alcohol. After
An American icon that was
the arrest and release of his
born to sing and dance his
unlikely story, CC released a
statement, "Ron, who is a
way to fortune, fame and
20-year on-air veteran of the
into the hearts of people all
over the world was proTampa Bay area, has been
nounced dead in Los Angeles
very proactive in many comlast Thursday from cardiac
munity charitable events
arrest. June 25, 2009 will be
over his distinguished
yet another day in American
career. Ron has expressed
history when most all of us
his deep remorse for his
will recall exactly what we
action."
were doing, where we were
There seems to be a patand what our immediate
tern of tolerance at WDAE
reaction was to the news that
that is evident when looking
Michael Jackson had
at their history of on-air perdied.
sonalities with DUI arrest
By now, the whole commurecords. When WDAE
nity and indeed most of the
became a sports talk station
world is aware of the
in 1997, one of the hosts to
untimely death of the greathelp build the station was
est American entertainer the·
WFLA-TV sports anchor
world has ever known, but
Chris Thomas. He hosted
on the morning after that
the Chris Thomas Show. Off
bombshell announcement, a
the air, Thomas battled
long time Bay area radio talk
alcoholism most of his adult
show host, Ron "Ronnie
life. In 2002, Mr. Thomas
D" Diaz made the comment
made headlines over an
that he was "glad" that
arrest for driving under the
Michael Jackson is dead
influence. In January 2003,
and implied that the world is
he was involved in a drunk
better for it. The comments
driving accident with a
made on the Ron & Ian
Buccaneers che·erleader.
Show is careless and insensiAfter Thomas died · in
tive, coming at a time when
February 2004, the WDAE
so many people around the
studio was renamed the
world are mourning. This
Chris Thomas Studio.
seems to be an atmosphere
It was WDAE's Steve "Big
that is fostered at this radio
Dog" Duemig, who dislikes
station (WDAE 62oAM), a
the NBA said that former
Clear Channel CommunicaNBA star Malik Sealy was
tions (CCC) owned radio staat fault for having been
tion. His reasoning being
killed by a drunk driver in
that Jackson was an alleged
2000, but was quick to
child molester, Diaz repeatdefend a hockey player
ed several times his pleasure
char'ged with vehicular
at the death of the 50:.year-· · homicide when he was driold entertainer. · · .. : . ·
ving under the ·influence of
Mr. Diaz, has had his own
alcohol and killed his teamshare of jssues, including a .. ~mate sp~edtng in· a F~rra:ri.
brtis~ with the law back in .
Duemig himself was arrest2000 when he was charged
ed in 'o8 for DUI and he too
with DUI after leavi:Qg the : . .i~~~iilf:Be~ng supported by
scene of a routine traffic · Clear Channel. It was also
sto.p, refusing · to take a
Duemig who made strong
breathalyzer test and then'
statements in 2002 about
offering up a cock,and bull
drugs being the reason that
story ~bout how tfi,e~·p.Qlice
Tampa. Bay Buccaneer .ex~~
permitt~d · him to l~ve~'~nd
utjve Doug Wi!liams :\<~JiS _
·~

~j,,.~~

.. . ~:z~:

··.-. ·~~;~} ~
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Entenainer Visits
Church Of Celebritv

not re-signed by the team
after the 1982 season. It is
unclear what the status of
Duemig's DUI case is at
this time, but he is still on
the air.
How ironic it is that Mr.
Diaz is happy that Michael
Jackson is dead, but it was
Michael that has given and
raised millions of dollars for
AIDS awareness. This comes
after Ron . Diaz' wife,
Debbie, died of AIDS in
1995. This of course is not to
say that one thing has anything to do with the other
but there is such thing as
sensitivity, prejudice and
karma.
Jackson's image to the
Jet Set Hudson and Rev. Dr. Della Reese Lett.
world was one of near royalty. One can't get anymore
Jesse "Jet Set" Hudson
Della Reese-Lett.
royal in America unless you
has
made
the
most
of
his
"I attended a Mother's Day
are a Native American Hero
opportunities
in
Hollywood,
service
at her church, and it
and when was the last time
California.
The
Tampa
was
something
_to behold. I
we heard about one of those?
native
has
always
had
the
wish
I
could
bring
some
When you see Michael in
spirit and motivation.
friends
from
Tampa
out
here
those military inspired out"All I've ever done in my
to
enjoy
the
services."
fits and the portraits of him
life, I've always thought
Jet Set said ·meeting
outfitted like a Prince or a
about others. I've always felt
Della
Reese was a special
King, it is because this is
my success would mean I
treat
he
hadn't counted on.
how the world saw Michael.
could help others do the
"I visited her church
The great American idol ever
same. I don't brag, and I
because
I knew she was a
and it is widely believed that
don't expect any special
pastor
and
I wanted to hear
he was treated unfairly by
recognition."
her
speak.
I never thought
some in the media.
.Over the past few weeks,
I'd
get·
a·
chan_ce
to"talk to
· Micha.el Jackson was
Jet Set has found the time
her. She's a very upbeaf and
America's gift to the world · · to visit houses of worship in
spirited woman.!' '
.
and he was loved by many.
Holiywood. For the first time
, Reporter Leo.n B.
Do us all a favor and mix in a
on May 1oth, he Visited the
Crews can be reached at
little sensitivity training and
Understanding · Principle's
(813) 248-0724, or emaybe a twelve step profor ~etter Living Church,
pastured and 'founded by
mailed at lcrews@jlsengram or two over at Clear
tinel.com. ··
este~.med ·actress, ·Rev. Dr.
Channel Communications.
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NEW HOMES!!!

...Many Locations Available
VisitOurModeiTodayAt: ~N
. 3705 Hillcrest Circle
CJA)L L Now! u

{81 218~3729
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~:~~!fh?lias
www.amhousing.com

... ~OFF

·· GREAT DEALS:~ 205/40/17 . -2115/35/18 • 225/40/18
245/35/20 • 255/35/20 • 265/35/22
265/30/32 • 295/30/22
. AND MOREl .
OPEN FROM 8A.M. TO 8P.M. - 7 DAYS A WEEK INCLUDING SUNDAYS
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Storv After Storv Michael Jackson lives In our Heans
claimants that could emerge
seeking custody of the
children or a piece of his
empire are many.
About the same time a judge
granted Katherine Jackson authority over at least
some of her son's estate
Friday, pickup trucks and a
large dump truck towing a
flatbed were seen entering the
2,500-acre Neverland Ranch,
a major piece of the singer's
debt-strapped financial
MICHAEL JACKSON
empire. It was not clear who
had requested the fleet or for
rogate mother. ·
what purpose.
The Jackson family said
L. Londell McMillan, the
the
children - Michael
KATHERINE JACKSON
family's attorney, said in a
Joseph
Jackson · Jr.
statement that the Jacksons
(known
as
Prince
Michael),
LOS ANGELES -are pleased with the results of
Paris Michael Katherine
Michael Jackson's parents
· their Monday filings.
Jackson and Prince
wasted little time demanding
"The personal and legal priMichael II - are living at the
authority over their son's
orities are focused on first
Jackson
family compound
financially strained empire
protecting the best interests
in
Los
Angeles'
San Fernando
and guardianship of their
of Mr. Michael Jackson's
Valley.
fatherless grandchildren. The
children, his family, his
"They have a long estabbig question is who, if any- - memorial services and then
lished relationship :with
one, will contest them?
preserving his creative and
paternal grandmother and
Early Monday - just four
business legacy with the digare
comfortable in her care,"
days after the death of the
·nity and honor it deserves,"
the
family
said in court docuKing of Pop - lawyers for
the statement read.
ments.
Katherine
and
Joe
Clearly one of his mQst valu. Family patriarch Joe
Jackson won temporary cu~able assets is his recording
Jackson, 79, said at a news
tody of Michael Jackson's
catalog, which his father
conference that the children
three children and moved to
could potentially rerelease
were enjoying playing with
become· administrators of his
through his new record comother kids - something they
estate.
pany if the family gains con·
do not normally do. ·
Judge Mitchell Beckloff
trol of his assets. There could
granted
79-year-old
also · be recordings in
.Jackson Fans Stage Mass
~therine Jackson tempoJackson's estate that he had
'Moonwalk' In London
rary guardianship of the
neverreleased.
.
LONDON, ENGLAND --A
There's also a financial
children, who range in age
huge
. crowd gathered in
from 7 to 12. He also gave her
bonanza to be had in the ·
London,
UK on Friday for a.
control over some of her son's
Sony/ATV·Music Publishing
mass "moonwalk" - paying
personal property that is now_ . catalog of which Jackson
tribute to Michael Jackson
in the hands of an- unnamed ~ owned· 50 percent. The
by dancing to his most iconic
third party. But the judge did
75o,ooo-song
· catalog
songs and replicating his
not" immediately rule on her .. includes music by the
famous
walk.
requests to take charge of the
Beatles, Bob Dylan, Neil
Two
young fans who say
children's and Jackson's ·
Diamond, Lady Gaga and
Michael Jackson meant a
estates.
'
the Jonas Brothers, and is
lot to them donned self-made
The s'Yiftness of the legal
estimated to be worth as
T-shirts at the event - in
motions underscore the fact
much as $2 billion~
London.
that Jackson's death leaves
When Jackson died
The horde of people gatha .vacuum if he died without a
Thursday, he also left behind .
ered
on the streets outside
valid will, <as tpe parents - a 12-year-old son and 11-yearassert in documents filed in , old daughter by his ex-wife · liverpool Street train station,
Superior Court. If no will is
Deborah Rowe, as well as a . one of the city's major transport hubs, -~d .burst out into
filed, the number of p_otential
7-year-old son born to a surMichael Jackson's
Parents \\'in Temporary
Custody Of His Child•·cn
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cheers, chants and dances to
the tunes of "Billie Jean, "
"Bad" and "Thriller."
Jackson's Tour To
Become Tribute Concert

The show will go on for
Michael Jackson's "This Is
It" tour.
The announcement was
made at a June 26 memorial
gathering for Jackson, held
by the tour's cast and crew.
According to a tour organizer, one performance will now
be held in September and will
be a replica of what was
planned for "This Is It" in
London.
High-profile singers are
expected to perform in place
of Jackson. Among them,
possibly Madonna, who was
expected to appear at one of
Jackson's shows in London.
A firm decision has not been
made as to where the tribute
concert will take place, but
it's likely to be in Los Angeles.
Janet 'Devastated' By
Michael's Death

. JANET JACKSON

In a statement released to .
Access Hollywood on Friday,
Janet's manager said the
songstress is "devastated" by
the sudden death of
Michael, who died at the age
of 50 on Thursday. .
· "Janet Jackson is griefstricken and devastated at the
sudden loss of her brother,"
her manager Kenneth

Crear said in a statement to
' Access.
Many of Michael's family including sister LaToya and
brother J ermaine - gathered
at the UCLA Medical Center
on Thursday afternoon after
the King of Pop was transported via ambulance from
his Holmby Hills home in Los
Angeles.
Hours after the news of the
singer's death was revealed,
the family gathered at the ·
home of Michael's parents Joe
and
Katherine
Jackson- in nearby Encino,
Calif.
On Friday morning, Janet
was photographed arriving at
Van Nuys airport near Los
Angeles, reportedly on her
way to join her family.
"She [was] in pre-production on a film," Crear added.
J acks<in Had t;J No. 1
Hits- ller·e A1·c The Bl•st

Few artists could match
Michael Jackson's chart
dominance. On his own, he
had 13 singles that hit No. 1
on the Billboard pop charts;
tossing in the Jackson 5
adds another four chart-toppers to his .tally, with one
more courtesy of USA For
Africa.
·
While a complete picture of
Jackson's talent can only be
gleaned from a thorough survey of his entire output, it's
worth looking at the most
notable musical moments
from his No. 1 hits, times
when nobody was being listened to more than the "King
ofPop."
·
·
"I Want You Back"
by the Jackson 5
(1969)

The Jackson s's first
Motown single was also the .
group's first chart-topper.
"Beat It"
(198;1)
During his brilliant career,
Michael Jackson changed
not only music, but also his
appearance.

"WeAre The World"
by,USA For Africa .
• (1985) • •

Ticket Locations:

Big Al's Precious Barber
&Hair Salon
6202 Palm River Rd • Tampa
.

813-376-0503
Lookin~ Good - Palm River

Mens & Boy's Fashion

7831 Palm River Rd. *Tampa
813-623-5885

See Henry uHollywood"

Thomas Loc-d Up Hair
Barber & Beauty Salon
2525 E. Hillsborough Ave.,
Ste. 141 -Next To Save Rite
813-389-9994

I

•

Co-written with Lionel
Richie, ·. the
utterly
inescapaBle "We Are .The
World" might not have been
released under Jackson's
name, but it was the song that
maybe most explicitly laid out
Jackson's vision for himself
and his place in the world.
"You Are NotA-lone"
(1995>
Jackson's final No. 1 pop
hit came at a time when he'd
seemingly been eclipsed by
his sister Janet, who was still
riding her own incredible hot
streak, and he had to tum to
an outside songwriter to get
there.

,

Entertainment
Settling ::\lidmd
.Jackson's Estate May
Be a Thrillt.• r
The King of Pop \'Viii likely

leave behind one royal estate
battle.
Although he sold hundreds
of millions of records,
Jackson's biggest financial
hit is a so% interest in a
music publishing catalog that
includes the rights to the
Beatles' songs.
Jackson, 50, always stayed
one beat ahead of a conga line
of creditors. At every turn
there seemed to be one more
wealthy benefactor to bail
him out. Most recently that
was Thomas Barrack, the
founder oi the Los Angeles
real estate investment firm
Colony Capital. Last year,
Barrack
purchased
Jackson's Neverland Ranch
near Santa Barbara, Calif., for
$22 million, just before the
property was sold at auction
to cover back debts.
Barrack also brought in
Denver billionaire Philip
Anschutz, who was helping
finance a comeback for the
singer. Jackson was
scheduled to play a series of
50 concerts at London's 02
Arena, which Anschutz
owns. The concerts, for which
Jackson was to be paid $1
million per night, were to
begin July 13· Ticket holders,
who paid more than $85 million for the shows, are
entitled to refunds. The
singer's untimely passing sets
up a potential battle between
Anschutz's company, its
ins1,1rers, and the Jackson
estate over who will cover the
' money already sunk into the
production. Spokespeople for
both
Barrack
and
Anschutz's entertainment
business decline.d to comment;
· Financial Assets Included
Sony/A1V Catalog
A genius of a songwriter and
performer, Jackson was not
so in tune with his personal
finances. At one point the star
owed more than $270 million
to Bank of America (BAC). In
·'

~

c

2005 the bank sold that debt
at a discount to the private
equity
firm
Fortress
Investment Group (FIG).
Jacks~n, who reportedly
spent as much as $30 million
a year during the good times
on clothes, travel, and toys for
his ranch, successfully fought
an attempt to auction many of
his personal possessions earlier this year. Over the years
those suing Jackson for
past-due bills included his
former publicist, video director, attorney, and financial
advisers.
The star had one asset that
will likely be the target of
much maneuvering by creditors and heirs in the coming
months and years-his so%
interest in the Sony/ATV
music catalog. Shortly after
his string of early 1980s hits
that included Thriller, one of
the best-selling albums of all
time, Jackson was shrewdly
advised to buy the Beatles
catalog for $47 million. Ten
years later, Jackson merged
his music company with Sony
Corp.'s (SNE) music publishing arm in a deal reportedly
worth $90 million to him.
Today, that company owns
the publishing rights to thousands of hit songs by everyone from Neil Diamond to
Lady Gaga. Music publishers collect royalties from
radio stations, movie studios,
and record labels every time a
song is played or album sold.
Jackson's half interest has
been estimated to be worth as
much as $500 million.
Jaf~son~s .own . hits are
owned by a separate compa~
ny, also now part of his estate.
But like his life, Jackson's
estate is unlikely to be settled
without controversy.
Death Overloads
Googlc, Twitter

The death ·of Michael
Jackson on Thursday did
more than rock the world of
pop culture - it also shook the
Internet.
Various online services hit

by a massive surge of queries
regarding Jackson's condition Thursday evening collapsed under the weight of
the public call for updates
and information on the pop
star. Internet-search giant
Google confirmed Friday
(June 26) that the spike in
Jackson-related traffic initially prompted concern that
the service was being hacked,
causing Google News to
default to an error page for
any searches involving
Jackson for more than 30
minutes.
Michael Will 'Live On,'
Says Brother Marlon

MARLON And MICHAEL
ln1984

As fans and friends dealt
with the death of Michael
Jackson on Thursday, the
pop star's family was also
reeling from the shock of his
·sudden passing. Marlon
Jackson was able to speak to
the press about his final inter-

action with his so-year-old
younger brother, who had
been in Los Angeles rehearsing for his upcoming 50 concerts in London.
Marlon, 52, talked to
Essence.com about how he
first heard the news of his
brother's death. "I talked to
Frank Dileo, Michael's
manager. Frank told me that
Michael last night was complaining about not feeling
well.
"He called to tell him he
wasn't feeling well," continued the second-youngest
Jackson
5
member.
"Michael's doctor went over
to see him, and Frank said,
'Marlon, from last night to
this morning, I don't know
what happened.' When they
got to him this morning, he
wasn't breathing. They
rushed him to the hospital
and couldn't bring him
around. That's what happened. They don't know what
happened."
The last time Marlon saw
Michael was last month at a
family gathering, and he
insists that Michael looked
healthy at the time.
"Michael looked great. He
was looking well. He was
getting ready to go into
rehearsals for his tour. I
don't know what happened,"
he told Essence, adding, "He

wasn't in a wheelchair. He }~
was walking around with his c...
kids. When we saw him, he C:
wasn't in a wheelchair. We ~
all talked. He was doing ~
1\)
great."
o
0
CD

Michael Holds Rel·nnl
In Guincss Book As
The Most Charitable Stm·

Michael Jackson died on
June 25, 2009. He was
known as the undisputed
King of Pop. His musical legacy was profound. In many of
his songs, he sang about
acceptance. The most notable
was "Black or White", "Man
In The Mirror" as well as
"They Don't Care About Us".
Michael Jackson wrote
"Gone Too Soon" in honor of
pediatric AIDS victim Ryan
White. He also did a lot of
work with charities. He holds
the record in the Guiness
Book Of World Records as the
most charitable star. And
many of these charities help
special needs children.
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• National Rainbow Coalition
• Rotary Club of Australia
• Society of Singers
• Starlight Foundation
• The Carter Center's Atlanta
Project
• The Sickle Cell Research
Foundation
• Transafrica
• United Negro College Fund
• United Negro College Fund
Ladder's of Hope
• Volunteers of America
• Watts Summer Festival
• Wish Granting · · ·
•YMCA-28th St./Crenshaw
Thank You Michael
Jackson for your musical
influence and for the work
you have done helping special
needs, at risk, and sick children across the world. The
world will always remember
your music. You truly will be
missed. Rest In Peace.

LES -- Two
weeks before he di ed,
Michael Jackson wrapped
t'p work on an elaborate pro~ 1ction dubbed the "Dome
Project" that ~ould be the
final finished video piece
overseen by the King of Pop.
It was a five-week project
filmed at Culver Studios
which 70 years ago was th;
set for the classic film "Gone
With the Wind." Four sets
were constructed for
Jackson's production,
including a cemetery recalling
his 1983 "Thriller" video.
Shooting for the project
lasted from June 1·-9, with
Jackson on the set most
days. Now in post-production, the project is expected to
·be completed next month.
Michael Roth, a spokesman for Jackson's Los
Angeles-based promoter AEG
Live, said he hadn't heard
about the production but did
not rule that it could be part

of the company's contract
with the entertainer.
Jackson left a memorable
impression on the crew,
arriving in a caravan of SUVs
with hulking security guards
in tow. Jackson introduced
himself to workers on the set
and walked with a spring in
his step but at one point
needed assistance as he
descended steps off a stage.
Besides the cemetery, one
set was draped in black with
.· an oversized portrait of
J ackson in his "Thriller"
werewolf costume. Another
set was designed to simulate a
lush jungle, and a fourth was
built to replicate a construction site, with a screen in the
back to allow projection of
diff~rent backgrounds.

Plies Throws $50,000
Into Concen Crowd
Tampa based rapper Plies
"not only made it rain, he
made it precipitate." The
Atlantic Records star performed before a confirmed
22,000 fans at the 107.9 FM
Birthday Bash at Phillips
Arena in Atlanta. Per the
rapper's publicist, he
ente.red the stage with a duffle bag containing $so,ooo.
Joined by a reported so
models donning "Becky" tshirts, the rapper relieved
himself of the money, throwing it into the crowd.
- The act was in promotion
of his new single "Plenty
Money." The Drumma Boyproduced single is said to be
the last from 2008's Da
REAList, before he unveils

PLIES

his Goon Affiliated project,
due later this year · on
Atlantic.
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The Game, Diddv And
Chris Brown Record
Michael Jackson Tribute

THE GAME, DIDDY
And CHRIS BROWN

Michael Jackson's
impact on the pop-culture
world was so powerful, several celebrities are already
reacting to his death, not
just with statements, but
with songs. On Friday morning (June 26), so Cet:tt
dropped two songs paying
tribute to the King of Pop.
And on Thursday night, just
after learning of MJ's passing, The Game orchestrated a symphony of perform. ers to give thanks and reflect
on Jackson.
Game's tribute track dedi-

,-

cated to Michael Jackson
called "Better on the Other
Side," debuted on a Los
Angeles radio station. To
assist on the track the rapper
phoned in a few homies,
including Chris Brown,
Diddy, Polow Da Don,
Mario Winans, Usher
and Boyz II Men.
The piano-accompanied
soundscape starts off with
Diddy testifying about
M.J.'s influence. "I believed
I can do anything," he says.
"You made the world dance.
You made the music come to
life."
Then a thunderous bass
drops in, led by Chris
Brown's vocals on the chorus: "This the type of song
that makes the angels cry/
Look up in the sky and I
wonder why/ Why you had
to go, go/ I know it's better
on the other side."

DREW-Z'S MOVIE REVIEW
Transformers: Revenge Of The Fallen - The Ultimate in special effects
and action. You definitelllan't miss this one. No. 1 at Box Office - $201M
and $303M Worldwide. [ ] .
··_
·
The Proposal- Sandra Bullock comes through in this well-written comedy
about an o~ce romance betw~~n the ~ss anq~assistant.,.)~'orth ,Seeing!
No.1 at Box Office- $34M r**~J __/ .
·
.
Land Of The Lost- This oft-beat comedy starring Will ferrell was pretty
funny. [*"**]
·
·
,
. The Taking Of Pelham 123 - Denzel Washington and John Travolta
deliver a powerful suspense/thriller. Worth Seeing! [*"**%]
·
Imagine That- This movie is Eddie Murphy's best family comedy in a long
time. Didn't do well at box office. Enjoyed it! [***%] . Drag Me To Hell - A loan officer refuses to give an old woman a loan to
keep her house. The woman puts a curse on her. This movie will have you
jumping throughout Very good horror movie. [**"**]
.
· The Hangover- A group of men goes to Las Vegas to have a bachelor
party. Surprisingly funny. No 1 at box office·- $44M [*"**]
Up - Pixar/Disney deliver another excellent animation that adults and kids
will enjoy. f*J
.
· "'~
·· ·
Night At the Museum - Ben Stiller tries to save the museum pieces from
moving to federal storage. Fell asleep on this one. No. 1 at box office $53M[*%]
Terminator Salvation - Very Good storyline and special effects. Must
See! No. 2 at box office - $43M [*"**%]
Angels And Demons- Tom Hanks stars In this mystery about a secret
society out to ·destroy the Catholic Church. Worth Seeing! Too long 2hrs/20 mins. [***112]
.
.
·
Star Trek - The U.S.S. Enterprise goes back to .the beginning. Grade A
special effects/ Enjoyed it! [J
·
X-Men Origins: Wolverine - This Marvel comic book movie tells the story
of Wolverine (Hugh Jackman) violent and romantic past. Expected more!

liiWavne
Mourns Michael
·Jackson's Death

ULWAYNE

The world continues to
cope with the death of
Michael Jackson, and
though the King of Pop has
passed away, his undying
influence reigns supreme.
Jackson was a worldwide
phenomenon who broke race,
gender, culture and age barriers, and was regarded as
arguably the greatest entertainer in any genre.
Celebrities and fans alike
have been reaching out to
M1V to pay their respects.
"I personally can't believe
it," Lil Wayne said. "But it's
more unfortunate for the
world of music .... My love
goes out to his family .... A
sad day in history, not [just]
music."
One of the artists of today
that has garnered the most
comparisons to ..a young
Michael Jackson is Chris
Brown. Like Jackson,
Brown has been called a
"complete package," combining fashion sense, ·singing
and dancing talent. Brown
paid an amazing homage to
the timeless icon at the 2'oo·7
MTV Video Music Awards,
mimicking MJ's iconic
moves.
"Michael Jackson is the
reason why I do music and
why I am an entertainer,"
Brown said in a statement.
"I am devastated by this great
loss, and I will continue t

50 Cent Pavs Tribute
To Michael Jackson'
50 Cent is the first artist to
pay tribute to Michael
Jackson in song since the
King of Pop died Thursday.
50 released the first two
records from his mixtape
Forever King on Friday
morning (June 26).
The-first, "Respect It or
Check It N--a," is vintage .
hard-core 50. He talks about
coming up in the streets as a ·
youngster and how he has
evolved, and adds at the end,
"Rest in peace to Michael
Jackson ... You n--as need
me, man. I might have to
start moonwalking. A couple
of dance moves and sh-,
might be some sh- called
'Billie Jean Is My Lover.' rm
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back, n--a!" ~;;
The second song is called
"Where You Are," and it takes
directly from Jackson's historic catalog. The G-Unit
General raps over the 1972
track "I Wanna Be Where
You Are."

Rappers' Fiancee,
Ex-Wife Star In New
Realitv S-ow
ATLANTA-- Tameka
"Tiny" Cottle wants to
jump start her career while
taking care of a house full of
kids and dealing with her
fiance, rapper T.I., serving
time in an Arkansas prison.
Antonia "Toya" Carter
is trying to get her life back
on track after a tumultuous
divorce from rapper -Lil
Wayne.
They are best friends, two
women who can relate to
parenting alongside two of
hip-hop's biggest stars. Now,
both have united for their
own reality show on BET
called "Tiny &Toya;" which
begins June 30.
· ·
The half-hour; eightepisode series delves into the .
personal lives of Cottle and
Carter, who are both seeking to define themselves professionally as individuals
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TAMEKA CO'rrLE
And ANfONIA CARTER
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outside of their high-profile m
relationships. ,,
· -<
·- "We're trying to create our m
own identity," says Carter, - ~
-t
. who was married to Lil c:
m
Wayne for two years ._
"We're letting people know tn
what we're really all about. ~
~
We're trying to''get our busi- :a>
nesses up and running and z
just having fun - the way we c
live life for ourselves."
~
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Obsessed- Beyonce stars in this drama aboul her husband (ldris'Eiba)

being stalked by a temp worker (Ali Larter): Rainforest Films (St. Pete/Will
Packer- Stomp The Yard) produces another blockbuster. 4th week at box
office- ,$63M. [*"**%]
The Soloist- Oscar-worthy Jamie Foxx plays a mentally ill musical genius
who happens to be homeless. A L.A. reporter (Robert Downey, Jr.) tries to
save him from the streets. [*j
State qf Play - Russell Crowe stars in this crime thriller about a journalist
investigating a series of ~rutal murders. Worth seeing! [*"**%]
The Haunting In Connecticut- Based on a true story, a family moves into
a house haunted by ghosts. Not for Kids. [***]
Observe And Report - A mall security 9.1-!~!d does whatever it takes to
impress his dr~am girl. Surprisingly funny. [J
·
Fast And Furious - A fast-paced action and adventure starring Vin Diesel.
The best of the series. A must see! No. 1 at box office - $72.5M. [J
Monsters vs;· Aliens. -Your kids will love this one. [*j
·
Knowing - A creepy, suspense/thriller starring Nicolas Cage. This movie
could have been a classic but the ending was disappointing. No. 1 at box
office- $27M. Worth seeing! [***112]
Duplicity - A comedy/spy caper that was too long (2 hrs/5 mins) and
confusing until the end. You can pass on this one. [**)

RATINGS
· **** - Very Good I ~** - Good I ** - Average I * - Wait For Video
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to somebody else. Hire a
coach who will whip your team
into shape and inspire them to
do more than expected. You
can provide support and comfort ; let somebody else do the
yelling .
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Somebody else can end an
awkward relationship better
than you can. You're too reluctant to say anything rude.
Leo (july 23-Aug. 22) -Your bosses are pleased by
your goqd,'fmaginative work. If
they -seem to be yelling at you,
it's enthusiasm, not anger.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -- A loved one's suggestion
works out well. You gain the
support you need to take action in a new area. You'll do
fine.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) -Although you're a good negotiator, conditions are tough for
that now. Take a· break and set
up a long-range plan.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)- Your studying is paying off. A
fabulous discovery gives you
the information you need to
win the argument.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) -- Invest in your business
now. If you don't have one, set
one up. It's easier than you
might think.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
-- You and your partner are
getting hard to beat. You read
each other's thoughts. This is
a great advantage.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
-- No need to talk about what
you've discovered. It's going to
cause controversy, and you
don't need more of that.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - Friends are a source of inspiration and motivation. Best to
hang around with people you
trust and respect.
Aries (March 21-April 19) - Proceed with caution. Something unstable is likely to fall
over. You'd be wise to wait and
see what it is.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -Get out for a change of scene.
A new place for lunch will upgrade your attitude. You're not
depressed, you're bored.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) -You have things in storage that
may be.worth cashing in. If you
need an extra cushion, sell
something you're not using. ·
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Sentinel's Top 20 Albums
1. The E.N.D . ....................................The Black Eyed Peas
· 2. Refapse ............................................................ Eminem
3. Classique .................................................. Will Downing
4. Epiphany.............................................Chrisette Michele
5. The Introduction Of Marcus Cooper ............... Pleasure P
6. Let. The Truth Be Told ...................................Laura lzabor
7. In A Perfect World ........ ..................................Kerl Hilson
8. The Esctatic ......................................................Mos Def
9. Congo Square .......... ! ..................................Teena Marie
10. Deeper Than Rap ......................................... Rick Ross
11 . Intuition ........................................................Jamie Foxx
12. Tear Gas••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••The Jacka
13. Uncle Charlie .........................................Charlie Wilson
14. Blackoutl2 ........................... ... Method Man & Redman
15. I Am .. . Sasha Fierce ........................................ Beyonce
16. No Security ........................;................... : •••••••••• D-Biock
17. The Point Of It All ............................. Anthony Hamilton
18. Back On My B.S . ..... : .............................. Busta Rhymes
19. Love V/S Money ...........................................The-Dream
20. The Last Kiss .........................: .................... : •• Jadakiss

Sentinel's Top 20 Singles
1. Best I Ever Had ...................................................... Drake
2. Knock You Down ............ ;.................Kerl Hilson Featuring
Kanye West & Ne Yo
3. Every Girl ...................................................Young Money
4. Birthday Sex ................ : ................. ... ~ ................. Jeremlh
5. Ego ......................... , ......................: ................... Beyonce
6.1 Need A Giri •••••••••••• : ~ ........ ;...:................ : ....... Trey Songz
7~ Pretty Wings .................................. :.................... Maxwell ·
8. Blame lt•••••••••••••••••••••• ;•••••••~ •• Jamle Foxx Featuring T-Paln
9. Wetter {Calling You Daddy) .....................................Twista
10. Last Chance .......................................... ; ......... Ginuwine
11 . Always Strapped .................. Birdman Featuring Lll Wayne

12. Boyfriend #2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Pleasure P
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13. Swag Surfn' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fast Life Yungstaz (F.L. Y.)
14. Halle Berry {She's Fine) ...........Hurricane Chris Featuring
Superstarr
15. On The Ocean ... ~ ....... ............................................ K'Jon
16. sobeautlful.................................;..........mlislc soulchild
17. Break Up.......Marlo Featuring Guccl Mane & Sean Garrett
18. Trust............................... Keyshla Cole Duet With Monica
19. Not Anymore...................................................... LeToya
20. Eplphany.................. ~ ......................... Chrlsette Michele

ALL MY CHILDREN: Tad voiced strong opposition, but didn't take action, when Liza confessed to
him that she's faking her pregnancy to pass off
Amanda's baby as her own. Meanwhile, Amanda
convinced David that their baby died. David
drowned his sorrows, and when Krystal drove him
home, she was involved in a car accident. Frankie
agreed to more surgery to try to repair his hands.
Annie got sentenced to house arrest, and Adam offered to let her stay at the mansion, informing JR
that he and Little Adam will have to move out so that
Annie isn't around a child. When Kendall appealed
to Zach and Ryan for help in staying out of jail, Zach
intended to go after the DA, Henry North. Coming:
Adam's gain is Aidan's loss.
AS THE WORLD TURNS: Craig believed Carly ·
when she said she's through drinking, and convinced Jack not to make her take a breathalyzer
test, which would have confirmed the presence of
alcohol. Meg saw Dusty and Bonnie in a kiss and
told Damian she needed to see that to move on with
her life. With Casey refusing to accept Riley, Margo
asked Riley to leave for the sake of her family.
Grateful for Hunter's help in reuniting her with Larry,
Alison supported him on a visit to his mother, Aurora, who had suffered a stroke. Larry told Emily he
doesn't recall having her eggs transferred away
from Oakdale. Luke got money from Damian to help
Noah make his film. Henry dressed in drag to confront Vienna on the TV show and unexpectedly
ended up as a regular on the program. Coming: AI·
ison makes a decision that impacts Casey.
BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL: Stephanie denied the
obvious and assured Taylor that Ridge's feelings for
her aren't the result of drug taking. Arranging a romantic dinner for Ridge and Taylor, Stephanie·
warned Brooke to stay away. Overjoyed by Owen's '
departure from Jackie M, Nick proposed to Bridget.
Clarke's words made Jackie momentarily doubt the
wisdom of marrying Owen, who asked for his job
back. Convinced that Owen is only out to get
Jackie's money, Nick gave his mother an ultimatum:
choose him or Owen. Pam came up with a plan to
be a contestant~pn "The Price Is Right" as a way to
drum up business for Forrester, but Donna was
picked instead. Steffy put another condition on her
and Rick's relationship. Coming: Taylor's words
provoke a surprising reaction.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: With the DiMeras ready
to end the feud, Stephanie agreed to Philip's request
and didn't tell the police about EJ's role in her abduction. Stephanie later found a note Philip was hiding and learned what he's keeping from her. A
panicked Nicole acted surprised when EJ revealed
that he's Grace's father. EJ served Sami with papers
that gave him temporary custody of Johnny. Max offered Melanie the chance to move to London but
she declined after being smitten with Maggie's
grandson, ·Nathan, a med school graduate working
at the hospital. Mia freaked when she saw Chad.
Kate's thirst for revenge led her to examine information about the death of Daniel's ex-wife Rebecca.
Coming: Chad's not about to let Mia forget him.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: To serve her own pur-

poses, Claudia supported the decision that Michael
live with Carly. However, Michael's violent impulses
spun out of control and Jax walked in to witness an
outburst against Carly. Ric told Sonny that he (Ric)
could be the father of Claudia's baby. Claudia intended to have Jason eliminated when he went to a
business meeting with Johnny, that took place deep
in the woods. Trying to help Matt, Patrick ended up
also being named in the malpractice suit filed by Srianna's family. Meanwhile, Andrea Floyd, the
mayor's wife, asked Patrick to quickly settle the suit
to avoid a scandal. Ethan made it clear to Rebecca
that he's in charge. Coming: Michael's behavior
prompts a big decision.
GUIDING LIGHT: Phillip bribed the judge to sen- .
tence James to community service, only to have, l !
James call his father a hypocrite and reinforce his . l.
hatred. Hearing Natalia admit that she's in love with •1 •
Olivia, Rate couldn't accept the relationship an.dr
opted to stay with Frank. Bill and Lizzie announced'
their departure from Spaulding-Lewis. Confronted
by Christina about the diamonds, Remy admitted to
taking the gems but decided to get rid of them and
flushed them down the toilet. Jeffrey came up with a
plan, aided by Josh, to make him appear guilty of
Edmund's murder, while he fled the country to
search for Edmund. Dinah joined him, intending to
draw Edmund out by making him believe that Lara
is still alive. Coming: With Jeffrey gone, Josh
fights the urge to be close to Reva ..
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Cole bought pills from Asher
and was about to throw them away when a cop arrested him for drug possession, leading to a prison
sentence. Marcie SUIP.rised Starr with the admission
that she knows Starr is ready to be a mother to
Hope. Trying to learn the identity of Shane's bone
marrow donor, Gigi made an abortive attempt to seduce Kyle, who offered her a deal. Meanwhile,
Schuyler sensed that Roxy knows more about Stacy
than she's saying. Blair and Tea admitted that Todd
was the love of their lives. The judge gave Todd and
Blair.custody of their children but said they must live
together, which Todd further complicated by suggesting that Tea live with them. Rachel was surprised by a-kiss .from Shaun. Coming: Markko
won't let his parents keep him apart from
Langston.
YOUNG AND RESTLESS: After learning that Vi...
olet Montgomery wasn't even in town when Cane
was born, Nina was certain that Cane is not who he
claims to be. When Nina ordered an exhumation of
Phillip Ill's body to test for a disease that might be affeoting Phillip IV, Cane placed a frantic call to Langley. Nina fainted when she learned there was no
body in Phillip's casket. Victor caught Adam playing
a recording of Sabrina and demanded Adam leave
his door unlocked from now on. As Adam called Dr.
Taylor for more Botox to use on his eyes, a disturb. ing package arrived for Ashley. The real agent
Aucker found the money-filled briefcase and arrested Jana and Daniel. Chloe threw her wedding
ring in Billy's face. Mac told Raul she can't marry
him. Devon had a fantasy of kissing Tyra. Coming:
Mac makes a sacrifice for Delia's sake.
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POLK COUNTY NEWS
Happy birthday wish to the
following July celebrants.
Also, happy anniversary to the
July celebrants.
Birthday celebrants in
Lakeland and Tampa are:
Gladys Williams, Arthur
Johnson,GA,Soulman
"Bob" (Popular Tampa D.J.
Hello!), Miss Juli McShay,
Ms. Stacie Williams and
Ms. Nedra Butler.
Also celebrating their natal
days this month are: Bernice
Smith-Smith,
James
Horton, Pecola ·Weaver, ,
Kimberly Harris and ·
Claretha S. Conners.
Yours truly, Gabbing
With Gloria columnist,
Gloria L. Jennings turns 73
years young on July 26th.
New. Mt. Zion
M.B.Church
Happy birthday: Tracey
Taylor, Marilyn Terry,
Judy Fields and Courtney
Quary.

Pilwm Rest F. w.
Baptist Church
Bishop Henry Rodmon,
Sr., Pastor and members
extend birthday greetings to:
Bennie Branton, Eva
Laneair,
Pauline
McDougal, Earline Willis,
Loretta Sims, Jack
Branton, Gwendolyn
Coleman,
Neuretha
Thomas and Travis
Phillips.
Happy anniversary to:
Bennie and Sandra
Branton, and Willis and
Loretta Sims.
/

Greater St. Paul
M. B. I. Church
Dr. N. S. Sanders, Pastor
and congregation send birthday wishes to: Sammie
McMillon,
Patricia
Sullivan, Deacons Lennon
Dunn,
Anderson
. Williams, Perry King,
Ruth N. Black and Doris
Hicks.
Weekly Hellos
Greetings. go out to:

Geraldine Horne, Helen
Mallard, Geneva Ware,
Sis. Armentra McMillon
(WWAB Radio Personality),
Ms. Caretta Zeigler, Cora
Gatlin, Cherlyn Jones,
Joyce Gamble, Rose Bell,
Barbara Seabron (Tandem
Rehab Center), Mildred and
Van Alexander, and
Alexander Jenkins.
109th Anniversary
Celebration
Harmony Missionary
Baptist Church, under the
leadership of Sister/Miss
Aarica Ardis, Deacon and
Sister James McCraw,
Program Chairperson, the
Youth Night Program was
held June 10, 2009, at 7 p. m.
· The program was as follows:
Devotion - Marlon Brown,
Alyerron Sanders and Joe
Knight, Call To Worship Rev. John G. Hooks,
Welcome- Daneisha Ware,
Occasion - Kaylan May,
Praise Dance - "I Worship
You"- Harmony Youth Praise
Dancers, Selections by combined
choirs,
Offering/Offertory Prayer Pastor Hooks, Introduction
of Guest Pastor- Min. Joe
Griffin, Selections - Mt.
Olive Mass Choir, The
Preached Word- Rev. Hugh
Strafford, Pastor of Mt.

Olive M. B. Church, Medulla.
The Young Minister is a former member of Greater St.
Paul M. B. I. Church, Rev. N.
S. Sanders where Hugh
grew spiritually under each
pastor. He is also a graduate
of
Florida
Memorial
University, Miami.
The program concluded
with an Invitation to
Discipleship, Remarks and
Acknowledgements
Deacon
and Sister
McCraw, and Remarks and
Benediction- Pastor John
G. Hooks.
The theme was, "Each One
Reach
One:
Growing
Together In Christ," 1 Cor.
3:6-7 and Col. 2:19.
NewMt:Zion
M. B. Church News
Dr. William L. Sheals
was the guest preacher at New
Mt. Zion M. B. Church, 1321
N. Webster Avenue, Lakeland,
on Sunday, June 28, 2009,
during the 11 a. m. service.
Dr. Sheals is a renowned
speaker who has been cited
extensively for his civic leadership and service, including
most recently, being named
the 2002 Ambassador of
Reconciliation and Goodwill
of Israel and 2003 Friend of
Israel
Award,
Israel
Diplomatic Network from the

Southeast Office of the
Consulate General, Atlanta,
GA.
He is the Senior Pastor of
Hopewell M. B. Church in
Norcross. GA, a church with
nearly 18,000 members on
the roll, a credit union,
-Christian Academy (grades
Pre-K-12th), an adult fitness
center, senior citizens center,
mall, child development center and an onsite Bible
College.
Dr. Sheals is a native of
Lakeland, and while in
Lakeland, he was best known
for his position as Assistant
Director of the Lakeland
Housing Authority and
Announcer f D. J. for WONN
Radio Station.
Congratulations to Ms.
Beverly
Boatwright,
Activity Coordinator of New
Mt. Zion M. B. Church,
Lakeland, who spearheaded
this maminoth program.
Gloria's Things
& Other Things
Quotes
No one is perfect in this
imperfect world.
PATRICE LUMUBA
Living together is not an art.
.WILLIAM PICKENS
Heritage: The fruit must
have a stem before it grows.
JABO PROVERB, Liberia
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Shaw-Nuf Talk sends
condolences to all fans, family members and friends of the
late Michael Joseph
Jackson. Over the past few
days, there has been so much
said ... some good, some bad,
some ugly, some otherwise.
And through it all, my
prayers and concerns have
focused on his immediate
family ... especially
Katherine Jackson, his
mother and his young children, Prince Michael I,
Paris and Prince Michael
II.

New Principal
Named At Jewett
The vacancy, which was
created by the recent retirement of Edith Henderson, .
former principal of Jewett
School of the· Arts in Winter
Haven, has been filled by the
current Assistant Principal of
the school, Tracy Nelson.
Nelson has worked in the
Polk County School System
for eleven years, starting as
an Instructor at Davenport
Elementary School in 1998.
In 2004, she was appointed as Jewett's Assistant
Principal. The appointment
of Nelson was recommended by Polk County School
District ~uperintendent Gail

'Old Courthouse
Celebrates Its Centennial
They traveled from all
areas of the county to attend
the outdoor feast that celebrated the 100 years of the
Old Polk County Courthouse
in Bartow, Florida.
The rain didn't hinder the
festive spirit of the event.
Citizens enjoyed a barbecue
dinner while listening to the
sounds of the Bayside Brass
Quintet.
Some of those who shared
history and fond memories
were:
Polk County
Commissioner Ed Smith,
Polk County Commissioner Randy Wilkinson,
Tom Muir, Curator-Polk
County Historical Museum;
Lea Thomas, Assistant
County Manager; and
Director of the Polk County
Historical and Genealogical
Library, J9e Spann.
Spann shared a reading
from a 1909 edition of the
Courier
Informant
Newspaper, .which focused
on the importance of the
clock, which is located on the
dome of the courthouse. It
was reported that the community 'timed their lives' by
that clock; and that citizens
still call-in today, if its time is
not correct.

Agency Hosts
Residents Meeting
The Lakeland Housing
Authority (LHA) hosted its
monthly Residents' Meeting
for residents of Gober Villa
on Wednesday, June 10,
2009 at the Gober Villa
Community Center.
The facilitator of the
meeting was Rodney Ford,
Resident Services Coordinator. Other LHA team members in attendance were:
Vanessa Johnson, Jenny
Lopez and Veronica
Ledford.
Some of the. topics of discussion were recreational and
education outings for the
month remainder of the
month, Movie Day and the
computer lab schedule.
Residents were also afforded
the opportunity to voice their
concerns and/ or suggestions
as it relates to Public
Housing.
Residents who attended
were: Dorothy Sanders,
Cookie Baldwin, Maxine
Duvalt, Minnie Shirden,
Mildred Graham, Bessie
R. Smith, Nannette
Campbell, Mabel Pickett,
Erma Rivera, Charles
Wallace, Judy Mas, Lala
Collins, Betty Hills,
Karen Hoard and Josie
Canty. Lillie Brown,'
President and Pierre
Calixte, Parliamentarian,
Officers of the Lakeland
Housing Authority's Resident
Advisory Association were
also in attendance.
These monthly meetings
serve as a tool of communication between the agency and

. the reside~ts to whom it provides housing services.
Congratulations,
Polk Cotmty Teams!
Recently, Polk County
youth fast-pitch softball
teams captured three state
titles. The Lakeland Thunder
and The Winter Haven
Angels
each
won
Independent
Softball
Association A-state titles.
The Auburndale Cobras
were the victors bringing
home the National Softball
Association's B state title (18
and under division). It was
reported that Pitchers
Jessica Eiland, Jessica
Sheffield and Shelby
Shirah gave up only eight
runs · in
six games.
Congratulations to all! Way
to go, teams!
Happy Anniversary
Wishes for a HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY are extended
to Charles and Brenda
Shaw of Lakeland who will
celebrate their 2nd year of
marital bliss on July 7th.
May the Lord continue to
bless this union!
Birthday Gre~tings
Shaw-Nqf Talk extends
Happy Birthday(wishes to
Little Miss Christian
Dickerson of Lakeland, who
celebrates her 9th birthday
on Friday, July 3rd (TODAY)!
Christian is a 3rd grade student at N.E. Roberts
Elementary School. Love you
much Christian!
Happy Birthday! to
Lakeland Gent' Coach

Mozell Axson who will celebrate his natal day on July
6th! Belated birthday wishes
are extended to Lakeland
Gent' El~ra 'Tony' Small
(June 18th) and Haines City
Gent' Sherman Dickerson
(June 25th).
Shaw-Nuf Talk hopes
that each of your days
are/were fill~d with the
dhesires odf your hearts! May
t e Lor continue to bless
' you with many, many more
birthdays!
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Shaw-Nq{Shout-out
.,
This week's Shaw-Nuf :::C
Shout-out goes out to any ~
and all graduates of the <
Auburndale High School
Class of 1977! Who said that
reunions can happen only
every ten years? If you are a
member of the AHS Class of
'77, please call Mozell
Axson at (863) 944-4906 or
Shaw-Nqf (Cynthia ZornShaw) at (863) 513-8437.
We need to hear from you!
Talk to Shaw-Nuf
Shaw-Nuf Talk wants
to hear from you. Share 'news
and/or photos of your celebrations, sp'ecial events, community events, birthdays,
anniversaries, weddings,
family reunions, class
reunions, etc., With the readership of the · Florida
Sentinel Bulletin with
Shaw-Nqf Talk by sending
an
e-mail
to:
shawnuftalk@yahoo.com or
calling (863) 513-8437·
Shaw-Nuf Talk will share
your exciting news with the
readership!
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Polk County News

BAMS Celebrates 2008-2009
School Year Achievements
The principal and staff members of Berkley Accelerated Middle School (BAMS) in Auburndale, recognized the academic and athletic achievements of its students during the last couple of weeks of the 2008-2009 school year. BAMS sports programs include: tennis, flag football, competitive cheerleading, basketball
and soccer.
During the academic awards ceremony, students received awards in the areas of Most Improved, Excellence and Student of the Year in the subjects of
Geography, Algebra, Mathematics, Intensive Mathematics, Science, Language Arts, Reading, Art and Chorus, Drama, Physical Education, Performing Arts,
Spanish I and II, Critical Thinking, Family and Consumer Science and Media Production.
There were also awards given for Perfect Attendance, E-Team, History Fair, Spelling Bee, Poetry, Anthology, Grade Point Average 4.0 and 3.5-3.9, National
Junior Honor Society Inductees, Citizenship, Presidential Awards, Duke University Talent Award, Principal's Award and BAMS Boy & Girl of the Year.
The Berkley Knights Boys Varsity Basketball team had a stellar season, finishing with an undefeated (10-0) record for the year. A banner was presented to
the team, which will later be displayed on the gymnasium wall offame. Jill !Bolender serves as Principal ofBAMS. (Photos by Shaw-Nuf)
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Student athletes Michael McCoy (center) and brother, Julian
McCoy with their mother at the BAMS Sports Awards
Ceremony.
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Elizabeth Smith presented
the Sc;,ience "Most Improved
Student" award to Michael
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BAMS students celebrating their athletic recognitions.

Shaw II•

Coach Deanna Hovious
was commended for taking
the BAMS sports program to
greater heights.

'She Knows Where She's Going' Awards luncheon
..;lJ~

The 2009 'She Knows Where She's Going' Awards Luncheon, hosted by Girl's Inc. of Lakeland was held recently.
Program participants were: Michael Tamney, Chairperson, Board of Trustees, Girls. Inc., Lakeland; Dr. Judith Ponticell, USF
Polytechnic; Antonisha Williams, Kathleen High School; Junior League of Greater Lakeland; and closing remarks by Chandra
Frederick, Chairperson and Kay Fields, President and CEO.
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Presiding - Dr. Judith Ponticell, University of South Florida
Polytechnic.

Alice O'Reilly, Viste Executive Director and Frank O'Reilly, ·
. Polk County School Board member.

Alshameque Gray received
the President's Education
Awards
Program's
"Outstanding Academic
Excellence" award.

